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Abstract
Dowdy, Roy Dean. PhD. The University of Memphis. December 2015. History of
Enlisted Women in the Air National Guard, 1968-2012. Major Professor: Dr. Stephen
Stein.
This dissertation examines the history and role of Enlisted Women in the Air
National Guard, 1968-2012. By examining this previously undocumented agency of
women’s history, I clarify the political and cultural dynamics that directly factored into
the accession of women as enlisted members of the Air National Guard. This dissertation
includes a brief look at some of the major highlights of women throughout history from
around the world who took up arms during periods of conflict to defend their homes and
families. The background and demise of the draft that led to the development of the AllVolunteer Force which today provides the cornerstone of our nation’s manpower defense
capability. The history and formation of the Air National Guard from its National Guard
origins in 1946, the introduction of women into the enlisted ranks of the 1970s all-male
environment of the Air National Guard. The subsequent policy changes that took place
throughout the 1980s and ‘90s to accommodate the ever increasing number of enlisted
women within the Air Guard.
Finally, the recognition of the accomplishments of both individuals and groups of
enlisted women who have risen to top leadership positions within their career fields and
the Air National Guard as a whole through their service during peace and conflict.
Today’s military mission of the United States armed forces would be impossible to
execute without the participation and direct efforts of the enlisted women of the Air
National Guard. I use a straightforward approach to historical data collection to
construct a chronological narrative of the individuals and events that took place to
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provide an historical essay. I have collected data from archives, interviews, newspapers,
magazines, published reports, and personal journals. The story of enlisted women in the
Air National Guard is relatively a new one compared to the legacy of enlisted women
within the other branches of America’s armed services. The dedication, sacrifices,
determination, selflessness, patriotism, and achievements of this group of women
deserves to be established within a comprehensive record in order that future scholars can
benefit from to support their unique investigations into women’s historiography.
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Introduction

From the dawn of time, women have been indefatigable in their defense of home,
family, and country. Even when organized efforts banned women’s military service, they
found ways to fight, often disguising themselves as men. As society increasingly
celebrated women’s military prowess, attitudes toward women warriors shifted. Today,
opportunities abound for women’s military service. This shift in military policy parallels
the shift in societal views toward women; not surprisingly, the women’s rights movement
of the 1970s accomplished great things in opening doors for women in the military.
When the draft ended and numbers of male enlistees dwindled, military organizations
increased efforts to enlist women.
Chapter One focuses on the early history of military women, dating back to the
first century. These women warriors fought valiantly in defending their homes and
communities and demonstrated great resourcefulness in their efforts. Over the last two
decades, America’s servicewomen have served in every deployed engagement involving
the United States military. Beginning with the humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia,
during Operation Restore Hope in December of 1992, to the Post-9/11 conflicts in Iraq
and Afghanistan. U.S. women service members have performed with efficiency and
distinction. The contributions and accomplishments of women in the profession of arms
over the course of history have been numerous; however, the historical coverage of their
exploits has been scarce.
Chapter Two examines cultural changes that led to the acceptance of women in
uniform. The changing social and political landscape of the 1960s and 70s, turned the
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military on its axis. No longer was America’s military going to be a conscripted all-male
workforce. With the creation of the All-Volunteer Force, the social dynamics and
structure of the United States military would undergo a revolution of policy change and
institutional adaptation. The once all-male enclaves within the military faced the
introduction of women into their ranks and change, both good and bad, took place as a
result.
Chapter Three examines changes that led to the permanent presence of women in
uniform. Beginning in 1968, for the first time the Air National Guard opened its doors
for women to serve as enlisted members. At first, the influx of females into the Air
Guard was marginal and came from a prior service background. With the creation of the
All-Volunteer Force in 1973, the Air Force and ANG began to refocus their recruiting
drives to attract more women to compensate for the lack of a sufficient number of young
males to sustain personnel levels. Although the Equal Rights Amendment had failed to
achieve ratification, its influence was substantial enough to persuade Pentagon
leadership to provide opportunities for enlisted women to enter traditionally “male
oriented” career fields. The ERA also served as a catalyst to bring about dramatic
changes to existing policies associated with military single parent issues, pregnancy, and
dependent pay entitlements.
Chapter Four examines controversial Pentagon policies like “womanpause.”
President Reagan’s Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger circumvented
“womanpause” when he ordered all service secretaries to absorb women into the services
without using combat exclusion laws to limit their accessions. As their numbers
increased within the ANG, enlisted women faced sexual harassment and discrimination
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from their male coworkers. Air Force and Air Guard leadership slowly implemented
mandatory training programs such as the Social Actions Program to train supervisors and
personnel on how to deal with issues involving inappropriate behavior, sexism, and
harassment. Although these problems would continue to plague the military as events
such as the Navy’s Tailhook and the Army’s Aberdeen Proving Ground scandals in the
1990s would later demonstrate, enlisted women of the ANG continue to integrate
themselves into almost every facet of the organization and prove themselves accordingly.
Chapter Five considers the various contributions of military women in recent
times. Sending more than 40,000 active duty and reserve women to join 500,000 men to
eject Saddam Hussein’s army from Kuwait in late 1990 and early 1991 marked the single
biggest deployment of military women in American history. A 1992 Pentagon report
prepared by Pentagon personnel Chief Christopher John concluded, “By all accounts,
military women like their male counterparts, performed superbly during Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm and without special consideration.”
Finally, Chapter Six examines the impact women have had on the United States
military. The role of enlisted women in the ANG today has changed profoundly since
their enlistment authorization in 1968. The beginning of the 21st century has witnessed
the elimination of practically every gender barrier within the military. The August 2015
graduation of the first women to attend the United States Army’s elite Ranger School
shattered the “glass ceiling” for women in the military. The Air Force and ANG will
soon announce requirements for women entering the remaining direct combat specialties
previously closed to them. The Navy also announced that it would soon allow women to
enter SEAL training. These opportunities were inconceivable in 1968.

3

The military’s embrace of women in both enlisted and officer ranks mirrors
societal changes in the U.S. and around the world. The private sector now boasts women
in diverse roles, from CEO to entry-level worker. During the Women’s Rights
movement of the late 60s and early 70s, women fought for equal pay for equal work as
well as opportunities to step outside traditional jobs. As in the private sector, the
military’s initial offerings for women were limited. However, as women succeeded in
the roles available to them, more opportunities became available. Today, women’s
military options are unlimited. Women can – and do – serve in every imaginable
capacity. From the newest enlistees to the highest-ranking officers, women offer
invaluable service to their country and her future.
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Chapter One: A Martial History

But the women, suddenly possessed of fierce and savage spirit, in company with
their slaves, who were themselves equally indignant and supported the women by
their presence, hastened to mount the walls, both bringing stones and missiles, and
exhorting and importuning the fighting men until, finally, by their vigorous
defense and the wounds inflicted on the enemy by their missiles, they repulsed
Philip.
Plutarch’s Morals, Vol. 11

The World’s Past

The above excerpt is from the Greek philosopher Plutarch’s series of essays on
the Virtues of Women written during the First Century. Therein, Plutarch describes the
ferocity and bravery of the women of Chios who helped defend their city during the siege
by Philip V of Macedon that took place during the Cretan War in 201 B.C. In another
text from antiquity, the Greek historian Herodotus, also called the Father of History,
wrote about Persian Queen Artemisia’s exploits as a noted naval commander during the
Battle of Salamis in 480 B.C. during the Greco-Persia War. Herodotus recorded that “her
brave spirit and manly daring sent her forth to the war, when no need required her to
adventure; her name, as I said, was Artemisia.”2 Unlike his contemporary, Thucydides
held that “the name of the good woman, like her person, ought to be shut up indoors and

1

Herodotus. The History: Translated by David Green. Chicago, IL: The University of
Chicago Press, 1987.
2

Ibid.
5

never go out.”3 Plutarch contended, “Man’s virtues and women’s virtues are one and the
same.”4
Throughout history, from both societal and historical standpoints, society
celebrated the martial capabilities of men, not women’s. Though rarely acknowledged
from the dawn of man’s history, women have demonstrated a prowess in taking arms. In
today’s American armed forces, there are 241,098 women in uniform.5 Speaking of the
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, Dr. John Nagl, president of the military research institution
Center for a New American Security, said, “We literally could have not fought this war
without women.”6 Nowhere are women more vital than in their participation as citizen
airmen in the Air National Guard. Their sacrifices and commitment deserves testimony.
To appreciate fully the extent of women’s involvement in armed conflict, a brief
retrospective is in order.
Numerous episodes from across the ages bear testimony to the female will to
endure, sacrifice, and wage war. In the Biblical Book of Judges, the Song of Deborah
praises a woman who was a general, judge, and prophet; she led the Israelites into
military action in the 12th Century B.C. Deborah joined General Barak and went into
battle, making a tactical decision to ambush the superior force. Another Biblical heroine
3

Georges, Duby, Pauline Schmitt Pantel, Michelle Perrott (Eds). A History of Women in
the West: From Ancient Goddesses to Christian Saints. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1991.
McNamara, David Trumball and Patrick. “Agathon Associates: Plutarch’s Moralia.”
Plutarch’s Virtues of Women. March 17, 2014.
4

5

Defense, Department of. Women in the Military Statistics. Washington, D.C.,
December 27, 2013.
Alvarez, Lizette. “Women at Arms: G.I. Jane Stealthily Breaks the Combat Barrier.”
New York Times. April 14, 2014.
www.nytimes.com/2009/08/16/us/women.html?pagewanted=all.
6
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is Judith, who, during the siege of Bethulia, went to the enemy camp, found Holofernes
(the invading general of Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylonian army), and cut off his head with
his own sword.7
One also sees the tenacity and bravery of women during Rome’s military
campaign against Gaul in 5 A.D. The Roman historian Tacitus describes how German
women joined their men in battle and encourage them by screaming and yelling. If
necessary, they exposed their breasts to demonstrate what would happen if the men were
defeated “and because of their wives the Germans are terrified of captivity.”8 In 60 A.D.,
a British female warrior named Boudica led a revolt of 100,000 troops against their
Roman occupiers. “Boudica, in a chariot with her daughters before her, drove to every
tribe in turn, declaring that it was customary for Britons to make war with a woman as
leader.”9 These earliest accounts describing the militant exploits of women are only a
glimpse of the larger picture.
In Asia in 40 A.D., the Trung sisters of Vietnam, Trung Trac and Trung Nhi, rode
elephants to lead an army of 80,000 peasants in driving out the invading Chinese. In 270
A.D., the Syrian Queen of Palmyra, Zenobia, led a successful campaign for control of
Rome’s Eastern Empire by taking control of Egypt and other outlying provinces.10 In 620
Pauw, Linda Grant De. 1998. “Old Testament Wars.” In Battle Cries and Lullabies:
Women in War From Prehistory to the Present, by Linda Grant De Pauw. 38. Norman, OK:
University of Oklahoma Press.
7

8

Tacitus, Gaius Cornelius. Circa 98 A.D. Germania: Concerning the Origin and
Situation of the Germanics. March 14, 2012.
http://www.ourcivilization.com/smartboard/shop/tactitusc/germany/chap1.htm.
9

Williams, Carolyn D. 2009. Boudica and Her Sisters: Narrative Transformations of a
Warrior Queen. Cranbury, NJ: Rosemount Publishing & Printing Corp.
Southern, Pat. 2008. Empress Zenobia: Palmyra’s Rebel Queen. London, UK: MPG
Books Ltd.
10
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AD, the Prophet Muhammad married a six-year-old Sunni girl named Aisha. Following
Muhammad’s death in 632 A.D., Aisha’s father, Abu Bake became the first caliph,
causing a division within the Muslim community. Many believed that Muhammad’s sonin-law, Ali, should lead them. In 656 A.D., Aisha ventured into a political struggle for
power against the most recent caliph. She raised a small army, and then confronted the
caliph’s troops outside the city of Basra, Iraq. Aisha personally directed her forces from
atop a camel, but she was defeated. The enemy captured her and sent her into exile to
Medina until her death in approximately 678 A.D.11
The station or class of the individual made little or no difference to the
contributions a woman could make to her country’s struggle to defend itself. Were it not
for her role in the military affairs of her duchy, history would have forgotten Matilda
Countess of Tuscany. Trained as a child in military strategy and horse riding, Matilda’s
important role was the defense of Tuscany, foiling King Henry IV’s first attempt to reach
Rome during the war between the Papacy and the Holy Roman Empire in 1082 A.D. In
1087 A.D., Matilda, fighting in armor at the head of her troops, again faced Henry at the
Battle of Modena, but Henry’s forces prevailed. Before her death in 1114 A.D., she also
played a major role in the planning of the Italian assault on Mahdia, a notable center for
piracy in northern Africa.12

Mikaberidze, Alexander. 2006. “Aishah (Aisha) (C.A. 614-678).” In Women and
War: A Historical Encyclopedia from Antiquity to the Present, Volume One, by Editor Bernard A.
Cook, 8-9. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO.
11

Eads, Valerie. 1986. “The Campaigns of Matilda of Tuscany.” Minerva: Quarterly
Report on Women and the Military, no. 1 (Spring) 167-81.
12
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From twelfth-century Japan is the legend of Tomoe Gozen, who fought as a
samurai warrior in the Genpei War (1180-1185). The Tale of the Heike, chronicling the
Taira and Minamoto clans’ fight for control of Japan, describes Gozen “as especially
beautiful, with white skin, long hair; she was also a remarkably strong archer and, as a
swordsman, she was worth a thousand. She performed more deeds of valor than any
other warriors.”13
From northern legends there is scholarship extolling the participation of
Scandinavian women in battle. Saxo Grammaticus, a Danish historian, wrote in 1214
A.D. about women who dressed as men to engage in war. One such woman, Wisna, was
a skilled warrior who commanded a unit that used long swords and rounded shields in the
Battle of Brávellir (mid-8th century), a fight for control of all Sweden and Denmark. The
battle involved 200 soldiers and 5,000 ships. Another woman at that battle was Heid,
who led 100 regular soldiers plus a company of berserkers (Norse warriors famous for
fighting in a violent frenzy). Further, a band of Viking pirates – Saxon, Goth, and
Swedish women – led by the Princess Alvida (or Alfhild), “offered war, not kisses, and
went about the business of arms, not amours. They devoted those hands to the lance, not
the loom. They assailed men with spears. They thought of death, not dalliance.”14
A better-known female warrior of Western civilization was France’s Joan of Arc,
a 17-year-old peasant, successfully led French troops into battle against the English in
1429. In a letter to the nobles of France, English military leaders wrote of her legacy,

13

McCullough, Helen Craig. 1998. The Tale of the Heike: Translated, with an
Introduction, by Helen Craig McCullough. Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press.
14

Saxo, Grammaticus (Author), Hilda Ellis Davidson (Editor), Peter Fisher (Translator).
1979. Saxo Grammaticus: The History of the Danes: Books I-IX. Woodbridge, UK: Boydell &
Brewer Ltd.
9

“She dressed herself also in arms worn by knights and squires, raised a standard, and in
very great outrage, pride and presumption, demanded to have and carry the very noble
and excellent arms of France, which she entirely obtained, and carried in many conflicts
and assaults…”15
From royalty came another example of female military acumen during the middle
ages, the wife of King Henry VI of England, Margaret of Anjou. As a leading force
during the War of the Roses (1455-1487), in which the Houses of Lancaster and York
fought for the throne of England, Margaret played a pivotal role in political diplomacy
and military leadership. She personally directed strategy at the Second Battle of St.
Albans on February 17, 1461, where she defeated the Yorkist forces of Richard Neville,
Sixteenth Earl of Warwick, and recaptured her husband. Later she led her own army
again at the Battle of Tewksbury on May 4, 1471; the enemy captured her. She died in
exile in Anjou, France on August 25, 1482 at the age of 52.16
The Eighty Years’ War (1568-1648) in the Netherlands, in which the Dutch
fought for independence from Spain, is the first example of women in arms in postmedieval times. Kenau Simonsdaughter Hasselaers was among them. According to
some sources, the 56 year old financed the construction of a galleon. She led three
hundred armed women into combat during the Spanish siege of Haarlem in 1573.17
Officially, during the 17th and 18th centuries there were no women serving in the armed

15

Ibid., 37.

16

Hartley, Cathy. 2003. A Historical Dictionary of British Women. London, UK:
Europa Publications Ltd.
17

Pol, Rudolf M. Dekker and Lotte C. van de. 1989. The Tradition of Female
Transvestism in Early Modern Europe. New York, NY: St. Martin’s Press.
10

forces. However, some 90 female soldiers and sailors gained employment by the Dutch
armed forces.18
In South America, during the Great Rebellion of 1780-1782, indigenous people
living in the Andes (areas involving present-day Bolivia, southern Peru, and northern
Chile) rebelled against Spanish rule. Women played a major role in the insurgencies
against the Spanish authorities. Three stood out as leaders: Micaela Bastidas, wife of
José Gabriel Tũpac Amaru; Bartolina Sisa, wife of Tũpac Catari; and Tũpac Catari’s
sister, Gregori Apasa, who, upon becoming the consort of Anfrés Tũpac Amaru, helped
to unify the various insurgents following her brother’s execution. These women shared
responsibilities with their spouses. The most prominent of these women was Micaela
Bastidas, whose military prowess and tactical sensibility were more sophisticated than
her husband’s. Bastidas actually led rebel operations and intuitively knew when to take
action to forestall looming military and logistical crises. Moreover, Bastidas was more
imposing, issuing threats to the fainthearted and ordering reprisals against deserters and
others parties unwilling to aid the rebellion. She ruled with an iron hand at the rebel
headquarters in Tungasuca while her husband was on expeditions. Bastidas combined
decisiveness in command with a clear appreciation of strategic and tactical
considerations.19

Bosch, Renee Moelker & Jolanda. 2008. “Women in the Netherlands Armed Forces.”
In Women in the Military and in Armed Conflict, by Editors Helena Carreiras and Gerhard
Kummel, 81-127. Fachverlage GmbH, Wiesbaden: VS Verlag fur Soizalwissenchaften.
18

Cahill, David. 2006. “Andean Rebellion of the Eighteenth Century.” In Women and
War: A Historical Encyclopedia From Antiquity to the Present, Volume One, by Editor Bernard
A. Cook, 15-18. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, Inc.
19
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Perhaps the most eloquent testimonies regarding the roles women played in the
Great Rebellion of 1780 emanate from the trials and brutal sentences by the Spanish
authorities: all defendants were “to be garroted, or strangled with an iron collar
containing a screw, rather than be publicly hanged.”20
During the French Revolution of 1789, women played both secondary and leading
roles. They encouraged the men to put their love for the Republic above any other
feelings. They also represented the spirit of self-denial and sacrifice in the face of a
greater good. Their inclusion in the Revolution underscored the commitment of the
people to save and defend la patrie en danger. Female figures became powerful symbols
of sacrifice and self-abasement, of quiet fortitude and personal heroism.21 The French
Army hosted more than its share of women warriors who took up arms in the defense of
the Republic.
Thérèse Figeur of Lyon, where she was born in 1774, was the daughter of a
French officer loyal to the Girondists, a political faction opposed to the Jacobins. She
engaged in the defense of Lyon and witnessed the town’s destruction. The Convention of
1793, in response to the city’s opposition to the Jacobin’s Reign of Terror, ordered the
razing of Lyon. To escape the possibility of capture or death, Figeur donned the uniform
of a Republican Dragoon soldier. Although identified as a woman, France allowed her to
continue to serve. She participated at the siege of Toulon (1793), under General Francois
Dugommier, and during the Napoleonic Battles at Ulm (1805), and Austerlitz (1805).

Campbell, Leon G. 1985. “Women and the Great Rebellion in Peru, 1780-1783.” The
Americas. 163-196.
20

21

Darlene Gay Levy, Harriet Branson, and Mary Durham Johnson. 1979. Women in
Revolutionary Paris 1789-1795: Selected Documents Translated with Notes and Commentary.
Urbana, IL: University of Illinois.
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Shortly afterward, she married a gendarme, left the army, and died at the age of eightyfive in 1859. Another French military heroine was Angélique Brûlon, born in 1771. She
was a soldier’s daughter and later the widow of one. She served from 1792 to 1799 and
the nation recognized her for gallantry in the defense of Corsica (1794), where she
suffered injury. In 1822, the military promoted her to the rank of lieutenant on the retired
list. She died in 1859. Finally, Marie Schellinck was Belgian by birth. She fought in 12
campaigns and suffered injuries at Jemmapes, Austerlitz, and Jena. The nation awarded
her for her gallantry at Arcola and, in 1808, she retired on her pension to Ghent.22
Russian Nadezhda Andreyevna Durova was another female warrior from this
period, but they knew her better as Alexander Durov. She served in the Russian Cavalry
during the Napoleonic Wars. Born in 1783, Durova joined the Russian army in 1806.
Although colleagues discovered she was a woman, they allowed her to serve until 1816
when she retired as a Captain in the Cavalry. She participated in the 1806-1807 Prussian
Campaign and, in two battles, she saved the lives of two Russian soldiers, one enlisted
and one officer. She also fought at the Battle of Smolensk and later in the Battle of
Borodino, both in 1812. She received the Cross of St. George from Tsar Alexander I and
retired from the army in 1816. Before she died, she published her memoirs entitled The
Cavalry Maiden in 1836.23
Another example of female bravery was the case of a Spanish heroine who fought
against the Grande Armée of France during the Napoleonic Wars. Her name was
Augustina Rainmunda Maria Saragossa Doménech, also known as Augustina de Aragón,

22

Gribble, Francis Henry. 1917. Women in War. New York, NY: E.P. Dutton & Co.

Kamenir, Victor. 2004. “Nadezhda Durova: Russian Calvary Maiden in the
Napoleonic Wars.” Military History 14.
23
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born in 1786. In 1808, during the Spanish War of Independence, at the Siege of
Zaragoza while French troops stormed the city’s main gateway, outnumbered Spanish
troops staffing the town’s defenses broke ranks and ran from their positions. Augustina,
who was there delivering apples to feed the troops, ran forward alone and loaded a
cannon, firing into a wave of oncoming attackers. Her selfless actions inspired the
remaining troops and they returned, breaking the French assault. Wounded twice during
the second siege of the city in 1809, Augustina received military rank and a promotion to
Captain. She went on to serve as an artillery commander at the Battle of Vitoria in 1813,
the only female officer in the allied armies under the Duke of Wellington. She married a
doctor after the war and died in 1857, at the age of 71 in Ceuta, Spain.24
In India, during the Sepoy Rebellion of 1857-1858, the British confronted a
female freedom fighter by the name of Lakshmi Bai. Bai’s bravery in battle earned her
tribute by a British commander, Sir Hugh Rose, who fought against her, calling her “the
Indian Joan of Arc…the best and bravest of the rebel leaders.”25 Formally known as
Manikarnika, she was born of a prominent Brahmin family in northern India on
November 19, 1827. When she was a child, her father taught her shooting,
horsemanship, and fencing. At 15, she became the second wife of Gangadhar Rao
Niwalkar, the raja of Jhansi, a principality of Bundelkhand. She was later renamed
Lakshmi Bai and, in 1851, she bore a son by Gangadhar, but the child died four months
later. Gangadhar then adopted a five-year-old distant cousin named Damodar Rao to

Fernandez, Gilbert G. 2006. “Augusta De Aragon (NEE Augustina Zaragoza) (17861857).” In Women and War: A Historical Encyclopedia from Antiquity to the Present, by Editor
Bernard A. Cook, 4-5. Santa Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO.
24

Toler, Pamela D. 2006. “Lakshmi Bai, the rain of Jhansi, was variously known as
India’s ‘Jezebel’ and its ‘Joan of Arc’.” Military History 17-18.
25
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replace his dead son. Following Gangdahar’s death in 1853, the British refused to accept
the ten-year-old Rao as successor heir regent, but allowed him to inherit the raja’s
personal estate. Lakshmi Bai appealed the British decision multiple times until 1856, but
to no avail. By this time, Indian nationals were growing discontented with British rule.
Following the outbreak of a general riot in the city of Jhansi on June 6, 1857, in which a
number of British officers and their families died, a march on Delhi ensued. Although
Lakshmi Bai had no involvement in the uprising, British officials attributed the violence
to her. Seeing no alternative, Lakshmi raised an army of her own and formed alliances
with rebel rajs of the neighboring provinces of Banpur and Shargarth. After taking up
defenses in Jhansi with her rebel forces, Lakshmi Bai fought off a British siege beginning
on March 25, 1858, but by April 3, the British overcame its defenses and forced Lakshmi
Bai to flee the city. She escaped to Kalpi where she met other rebel troops and together
they fought the British at Koonch on May 6, 1857, and again at Kalpi May 22-23,
unsuccessfully. Finally, on June 16, 1858, Lakshmi Bai led what remained of her Jhansi
contingent against the British at Kotah-ki-Serai, and died in battle.
One of the deadliest women to take up arms was an Irish nationalist named
Constance Markievicz. Born in 1868, to a prominent family in County Silgo, Constance
was an art major in London and Paris. She married the Polish Count Casimir Markievicz,
giving her the title of Countess Markievicz. In 1907, she joined the nationalist women’s
organization known as Daughters of Ireland. Constance later became a member of the
Irish Citizens Army, founded to protect workers from police attacks during the Dublin
Lockout, which lasted from August 26, 1913 to January 18, 1914.

15

By the time of the Easter Rebellion (April 24, 1916), Constance reached the rank
of Lieutenant in the Citizen’s Army and was second in command with the rebel forces at
St. Stephen’s Green. Known for being the best sniper among the 15 women in the force,
she was responsible for the deaths of 15 male nationalists. After the rebellion failed,
Constance faced trial and a death sentence, but British officials changed the sentence to
life imprisonment. The government later freed her under general amnesty; she later held
various public offices in the new Irish Free State government. She died of tuberculosis
July 15, 1927, at the age of fifty-nine.26
In Romania, Ecaterina Teodoriu is legendary. She fought in World War One.
During the Battle of Jiu River on January 14, 1916, two companies of Bavarian mountain
troops pushed to the Jiu Bridge and threatened to overtake the city of Târgu Jiu.
Teodoroiu, serving as a scout, was the first Romanian woman to seize a weapon to save
her country. Her actions inspired the local population and they successfully defended the
bridge. For her actions that day, she received the Military Medal of Honor and promoted
to second lieutenant. She died leading an assault on Marasesti on August 22, 1917.27
World War One was the first time in history that militaries allowed women
collectively to join the ranks. In Russia, thousands of women donned military uniforms
and set out to defend their nation. Russia’s involvement in the Great War fostered an
explosion of female participation in combat, far surpassing the numbers of women
soldiers in previous or contemporary armed forces. Moreover, in the history of modern
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warfare, Russia was the first country to employ women systematically in sexually
segregated military formations. The creation of separate, all-female units in 1917 was a
completely new method of utilizing women in war.28 Afterwards, during the Russian
Civil War, female Communist Party functionaries aggressively lobbied on the need to
reach out to women to join in the revolutionary struggle.29
Women’s participation in a national struggle was sometimes their raison d’être.
Some 2,000 young Chinese women took part in the Chinese Civil War during the socalled “Long March” from 1934-1936. These women served as soldiers, nurses,
propagandists, transporters, and cooks, among other roles.30
During World War Two, practically every combatant nation utilized women in
arms to some degree. Due to the full mobilization of every eligible adult male to serve in
uniform, the reliance on women to “free a man to fight” became a matter of national
survival. In Britain, the National Service Act of December 1941 drafted 125,000 women
into the military over the next three years, while 430,000 more volunteered. The largest
of these women’s units, Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS), began as a woman’s
auxiliary to the military in 1938 and, in 1942, was granted military status (with two-thirds
pay of the men of equal rank).31 In 1941, the British began using ATS soldiers in
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“protected” Anti-Aircraft (AA) units (protected because officials protected these soldiers
from capture and closely monitored their living conditions). To help emphasize the
importance of women serving in AA units to free more men to fight on the European
continent, Winston Churchill’s daughter, Mary, served in one such brigade.32
Hitler’s Germany maintained more provincial views of women’s roles in society,
those of full-time wives and mothers. Nazi women were to guarantee the survival of the
Aryan race in the labor room, not on the battlefield.33 At the beginning of the war in
1938, officials did not recruit even single women for jobs in industry but, by 1941,
women held industry jobs and serving in the Female Auxiliary Units, performing
administrative duties. Only after Germany invaded Russia and more men went to the
Eastern Front to replace heavy losses did Germany begin full mobilization of its human
capital.34 A total of 450,000 German women joined the women’s auxiliaries serving as
clerks, accountants, lab technicians, and interpreters.35 By the end of the war, between
65,000 to 100,000 women were also serving on AA crews with the Luftwaffe in defense
of the Fatherland.
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The Russians, as in World War One, mobilized their women early in the war and
to a far greater degree than most countries. Approximately 800,000 women served in the
Red Army during World War Two and over half of these were in front-line units.
Officials trained many of these women in all female units. About a third of the total
number of women who served received training in mortars, light and heavy machine
guns, or automatic rifles.36 For the Soviets, gender issues were never an issue as to who
could serve in uniform. Under Article 13 of the Universal Military Duty Law, ratified by
the Fourth Session of the Supreme Soviet September 1, 1939, women were able to
register for military training to be called up for active duty in the event of national
emergency.37 Some of the most effective Russian snipers were women. In March 1942,
the Russians established a Central Women’s School of Sniper Training in Vishniaki, just
outside Moscow. By the end of the war, the school graduated 1,885 snipers and
instructors. Major Lyudmila Pavlichenko was the top woman sniper of all time, with 309
confirmed kills; she received the gold star of Hero of the Soviet Union.38
The Russians formed three regiments of women pilots, one of fighter pilots (the
586th Fighter Regiment), one of bombers (the 587th), and the most famous, the 588th
Night Bombers who proved so effective at hitting their targets that they were nicknamed
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by the Germans “the Night Witches.”39 The women’s instructions, equipment, and
ultimate assignments were identical to those of their male counterparts. Russians
activated the three regiments in early 1942 and, by war’s end in 1945, they flew a
combined total of more than 30,000 combat sorties. Of the ninety-two women who
received the title of Hero of the Soviet Union in recognition of their outstanding service
to their country in World War Two, nearly one-third were airwomen.40
One of the unique episodes of women serving in arms is that of Susan Travers, the
only woman to serve in the French Foreign Legion. Born in 1909, the daughter of a
Royal Navy Admiral, Travers was a free-spirited socialite who joined the French Red
Cross as a nurse at the outbreak of World War Two. After France fell to the Germans,
she became a driver for French Foreign Legion officers and served in North Africa, Italy,
and Germany after the war. She was appointed as a non-commissioned officer and
continued her service in Vietnam during the First Indochina War. She drove for the 13th
Demi-Brigade. She was awarded the Légion d`honneur, Croix de Guerre, and Médaille
Militaire for her service.41
In Algeria’s struggle for independence from France, 1954-1962, thousands of
women served as active participants, as combatants, cooks, nurses, messengers, and
saboteurs who participated in deadly missions. The Algerian ministry of veteran’s affairs
reported in 1974, that 11,000 Algerian women had fought for the liberation of their
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country, among them about three percent were fighters. The French military and police
showed no mercy towards women participants they captured: They arrested and tortured
about 2,200 women combatants; some died in shootouts and six received death sentences
(although the French later commuted their sentences).42
Cuba, like many other Latin American nations before it, also hosted its share of
female fighters. One notable Cuban woman was Haydée Santamaría Cuadrado.
Cuadrado was born in Esmeralda, Las Villas, Cuba, in 1922. She and Melba Hernández
who were the only two women combatants – among 165 men – who took part in the
famous attack led by Fidel Castro on the Moncada Barracks, the headquarters of the
Cuban military in Santiago, on July 26, 1953. Although the enemy captured her during
the attack and held her prisoner for six months, they later released her. Cuadardo
eventually joined the guerilla movement against Fulgencio Batista and earned a
reputation as one of its most fierce rebel fighters. Following the Communist takeover of
Cuba, she served on the Central Committee of the Communist Party and Council of State.
She committed suicide in 1980.43
Many insurgency movements have recruited women to fight for their cause. The
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam, popularly known as the Tamil Tigers, began their
campaign in 1983 against the Sri Lankan government. The insurgents have accused the
Sinhalese majority, which has dominated the Sri Lankan government since independence
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in 1948, of continuing to marginalize the Tamil minority. Tamil insurgents have sought
to force the creation of an independent Tamil state in northern and eastern Sri Lanka.
The Tigers gained international notoriety for their willingness to use women and children
as combatants and terrorists. About 30 percent of the Tigers have been women and
women have carried out approximately one-third of the suicide bombings organized by
Tigers. Most notable was the assassination of Rajiv Ghandhi, Prime Minister of India
from 1984 to 1989; when a young woman offering Ghandi a sandalwood garland as a gift
detonated the plastic explosives she was wearing, killing them and fifteen other
bystanders.44 From 1961-1991, women struggled in the Eritrea War of Independence
from Ethiopia in Africa. When the struggle ended, women made up thirty percent of
Eritrea’s 100,000 soldiers.45

The American Experience

Aside from the early women settlers who took up arms to defend their homes,
Native American women also possessed a military capability. During the First Indian
War, or what came to be known as King Philip’s War (1675-1678), between English
colonists and Native American allies in New England, there were two tribes in
Metacomet’s (King Philip’s) Confederacy that had female chiefs. One, Awashonks, and
her band of warriors were in battle for a year until they negotiated a peace. The other
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female chief was Wetamoo and she was more persistent than Awashonks. Wetamoo led
her female warriors in 300 in raids against 52 out of 90 settlements. Wetamoo
annihilated 12 of these, but, in time, she was betrayed, when the English turned 26 of her
comrades against her. While trying to escape, Wetamoo drowned in a river. The English
then mutilated her corpse and placed her head on a pike for her followers to see.46
From its foundation, the United States prohibited women in its organized fighting
forces. As was the social protocol of the day, women had a peripheral role when it came
to any state-sponsored military service in the nation’s defense. These roles largely
included nurses, stenographers, cooks, launderers, storekeepers, and camp followers. The
accession of women in uniform proceeded at a glacial pace. However, as situations
dictated and opportunities presented themselves, many resourceful and determined
women came to play a contributing role in defending their country. From the nation’s
earliest period, there were stalwart frontier women such as Hannah Duston, who, as a 40year-old Massachusetts Puritan mother of nine children, became a famous heroine during
King William’s War in 1697. After a tribe of Abenaki American Indians from Quebec
took her captive, along with her six-day old daughter Martha, she witnessed the murder
of 27 colonists. They made Duston march into the wilderness, north to an island on the
Merrimack River, while along the way Duston's captors killed her infant. Six weeks
later, Duston led a revolt of her fellow captives and, securing a hatchet, scalped two men,
two women, and six children. Making her escape with other captives in a stolen canoe,
Duston took the scalps as proof of her captivity and collected a bounty for which she
received 25 pounds as a reward. Henry David Thoreau and Nathaniel Hawthorne made
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Duston famous in their stories. The public dedicated public monuments to her in
Massachusetts as early as 1852.47
During the Revolutionary War, at least three women disguised themselves as men
and enlisted in the Continental Army using masculine names. Her fellow soldiers never
discovered the femininity of one while she served. Another received a promotion to
corporal a few days after she enlisted, and then suffered imprisonment and a stiff fine
when superiors discovered her true identity. One of most widely known Revolutionary
female veterans soldiered as Private Robert Shurtliff for 18 months until officials
discovered her real identity, Deborah Samson, and she received an honorable discharge.
Her brother accompanied Private Shurtliff when she journeyed from what is now the state
of Maine to Cambridge, Massachusetts in September 1775, with the intention of joining
Benedict Arnold's expedition to Canada. Unfortunately, the pair arrived after Arnold's
army had boarded ship, and was already en route to the unsuccessful siege of Quebec.
Both enlisted anyway and served until the war ended.48
Another Revolutionary War heroine was Margaret Corbin from Philadelphia. She,
along with her husband, John Corbin, participated in the defense of Fort Washington,
New York against 4,000 Hessian troops under British command on November 16, 1776.
While helping her husband crew a cannon, she suffered injury and became the first
woman in United States history to receive a military pension from Congress. Corbin died
in 1782, near West Point, New York and was buried at the United States Military
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Academy with full military honors on April 14, 1926.49 Another woman who took an
active part in the Revolutionary War was Ann Hennis Trotter Bailey, the widow of
Richard Trotter, who was killed during a skirmish between Native Americans and local
settlers at Point Pleasant, Virginia on October 10, 1774, considered to be the first battle of
the American Revolution.
Devastated by the loss of her husband, Bailey began wearing men’s clothes and
taught herself to shoot a gun. Once open conflict broke out between British and
American forces, Bailey offered her services as a scout and messenger to the Continental
Army. She left her seven-year-old son with relatives and began carrying messages and
gunpowder between the various outposts on the Virginia Frontier.50 Despite encounters
with hostile Indians and British regulars, Bailey was able to inform settlers of
forthcoming Indian attacks and keep communication going between settlements. She
later married John Bailey, who was a member of the famous Roger’s Rangers, in 1785.
She died in her sleep on November 22, 1825.51
For the first time in America’s history, women directly participated in conflict
during the Civil War. At Gettysburg, for example, people found a female Confederate
soldier dead alongside her husband, both killed during Pickett’s charge. Confederate
officials discovered another female Confederate soldier’s identity after she lost a leg in
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combat at Gettysburg.52 Mary Ellen Wise was one of many women who served as
soldiers during the Civil War. She was living in rural Indiana when the war began. In
September 1861, she cut her hair short, disguised herself as a man, and enlisted in
Company One of the 34th Indiana Infantry Regiment as Pvt. James Wise. She fought
several battles; the enemy wounded her three times. She participated in the siege at New
Madrid, Missouri on March 5-14, 1862; the siege and capture of Island 10 on the
Mississippi River March 15-April 8, 1862; the capture of Fort Pillow June 5, 1862; the
Battle of Port Gibson May 1, 1863; the Battle of Champion Hill May 16, 1863; and the
siege of Jackson, Mississippi, July 10, 1863. The enemy wounded her in the shoulder in
her last battle; the military discharged her shortly thereafter. She later married a Union
Army sergeant and moved to New Hampshire after the war.53
Women were always present near or on the battlefields as either spies, nurses, or
camp followers during times of conflict. Among them was Harriet Tubman who, in
addition to her work on the Underground Railroad prior to the Civil War, also organized
and led a group of scouts made up of free black slaves under the direction of Col. Rufus
Saxton of the Union Army, operating in the Beaufort, South Carolina area in 1863.
Tubman’s scouts, who were intimately acquainted with the area, collected information
regarding Confederate troop strength and defenses.54 Also answering the call was Anna
Etheridge, who served as a Union nurse (one of only two women to receive the Kearny
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Cross, a military decoration of the United States Army for extreme acts of bravery in the
face of an enemy force for her actions on the battlefield). Etheridge, at the age of 21,
joined the Second Michigan Volunteer Infantry Regiment at the outbreak of the Civil
War. She served throughout the war and received a monthly pension of $25 after the war
for her unpaid military service. She died in 1913 and the military buried her with honors
in Arlington National Cemetery.55 Not until the outbreak of World War One would
women again participate in large numbers in helping defend the country, excepting the
all-female Army Nurse Corps (ANC) and the Navy Nurse Corps (NNC), which began,
respectively, in 1901 and 1908.56
World War One ushered in a full mobilization of America’s workforce to fulfill
her defense needs. A large segment of the male population answered the call to arms,
leaving a huge void in positions in industries and offices across the country. In response,
the Secretary of the Navy authorized the organization of a National Service School in
1916, to train women for duties in support of the nation’s defense. The military trained
women who served stateside in food conservation, signal work, and stenography, among
others. Eventually 12,500 women yeoman and 305 women marines served in such
critical skills as radio electricians, accountants, draftsmen, and secretaries.57 The Army
Signal Corps accepted 233 women for duty overseas to serve as telephone operators,
calling them the “Hello Girls.” Newspapers praised them and generals pinned medals on
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their jackets. Brigadier General George Van Moseley gave a special Christmas dinner in
their honor in 1918. On that occasion, he declared that they were “better disciplined than
the army itself.”58 Following the war, the military demobilized these women and
released them from service.
At the outset of World War Two, the nation again found it necessary to harness
the full mobilization of its citizens, yet none of the services had legal authority to recruit
women, except nurses. Before Pearl Harbor, Army Chief of Staff General George C.
Marshall saw the need for military women, but was unable to get the necessary legislation
passed immediately. It was not until May 1942, with the passage of a bill creating the
Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps (WAACs), later changed to the Women’s Army Corps
(WAAC) in July 1943, that the first-ever all female military units were organized in the
United States.59 The Army Air Force, as part of the Army, obtained 40 percent of all
WAACs in the Army. The U.S. Navy followed suit in July 1942, by establishing the
Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency Service (WAVES); the Coast Guard in
November 1942 with the establishment of the SPARs (named after the Coast Guard
Motto “Semper Paratus,” Always Ready); and finally the Marine Corps in February
1943.60
WAACs, WAVES, Spars, and Women Marines were assigned to over 200
different jobs, among them radio operators, photographer, parachute rigger, driver, aerial
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gunner instructor, air traffic controller, armorers, aerial observers, weather forecasters,
scientists, and a host of other support occupations. Women proved exceptionally capable
in the performance of their duties, leading General Eisenhower to write, “During the time
I have had WAACs under my command, they have met every test and task assigned to
them…Their contributions in efficiency, skill, spirit, and determination are
immeasurable.”61 Unlike their Army sisters, the women of the Navy and Marine Corps
were prohibited by law from serving outside the continental United States or aboard
naval vessels or in combat aircraft, although WAAC personnel and Navy nurses saw
service overseas in both the European and Pacific Theaters. Ultimately, 350,000 women
served in uniform during World War II, with a peak strength of 271,000 in the continental
United States and overseas.62
At the end of the war in August 1945, the American military faced a massive
demobilization and, with it, the dismantling of the women’s uniformed services. With the
experience and opportunities afforded by the war, many women desired to continue to
serve in uniform rather than returning to traditional roles in the home. Efforts to keep
women in uniform garnered support from military leaders such as Generals Eisenhower,
MacArthur, and Marshall as well as Admirals Chester Nimitz and Louis Denfeld, then
Chief of Naval Operations. Congress soon drafted legislation establishing a Women’s
Army Corps in the Regular Army with concurrent Reserve Corps status, along with a
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similar version to create a women’s reserve group in both the Naval Reserve and the
Marine Corps Reserve, also providing for limited peacetime active duty.63 General Hoyt
Vandenberg, Vice Chief of Staff of the newly established United States Air Force,
testified before Congress:
The Air Force gives unqualified support to this proposed measure, S. 1641, to
authorize the appointment of women in the Regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
and Air Force. Speaking for the Air Force, I can state that, in view of the
problems we now face, and may conceivably face in the future, the inclusion of a
nucleus of women in our regular peacetime establishment is essential. During
World War II, the Air Force had approximately 40,000 WAACS assigned to
some 200 air installations; there were 7,000 WAACS attached to air installations
overseas. They performed their duties with an efficiency and patriotic zeal that
reflected the highest credit on the women of America and, especially, the women
charged with the direction of the organization and establishment of its standard of
work conduct. Our Air Force requirements for diversified skills more nearly
approximate those of highly integrated industry and should, therefore, be based
upon like standards. To fulfill these needs the Air Force, like industry, must rely
on women as well as men.64
On 2 June 1948, the Senate passed the Women’s Armed Services Integration Act
of 1948 (Chapter 449, Public Law 625) which established the Women’s Army Corps in
the Regular Army, authorizing the enlistment and appointment of women in the Regular
Air Force, Regular Navy, and Marine Corps (limited to two percent of the total
authorized strength of the regular forces) and in the Reserve Components of the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps, and for other purposes.65 President Truman signed
the law June 12, 1948.
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With the beginning of the Cold War in 1945, the United States found itself
postured for conflict against its wartime ally, the Soviet Union. America took on a policy
of containment to curb any Communist advancement around the globe. Although not
near as high as their wartime numbers, and well below the two percent authorized quota,
a number of women began to join the ranks of the uniformed services. By 1950, the
Army had 6,551; Air Force with 3,782; Navy 2,746; and the smallest service, the Marine
Corps with 535 women.66 During the Korea War (1950-1953), the number of uniformed
women rose to 35,191 in 1955. From 1960 to 1966, the number of women in the armed
forces remained fairly constant, approximately 30,000, and the percentage slightly
decreased because of a limited increase in total personnel.67 Throughout this period, the
military placed women in traditional specialties such as medical, clerical,
communications, administrative, and logistics.
With the United States’ involvement in the Vietnam War beginning in earnest in
1964 and the introduction of ground troops in 1965, rising opposition to the all-male draft
and the unpopularity of the war threatened to erode the readiness of the armed services.
As opposition to the war increased throughout the early 1970s, a call for an end to the
draft gained momentum and the establishment of the All-Volunteer Force took effect in
1973. With the Vietnam War just ending, military service became less and less attractive
to qualified males. The military removed the legal ceiling on female enlisted strength on
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November 8, 1967 when President Lyndon Johnson signed Public Law 90-103, which
also permitted women to become admirals and generals. With the subsequent drawdown
of troops from Southeast Asia, which disproportionately affected junior people and,
consequently, women, substantial increases in female-end strength did not begin until
1972. From this point and throughout the 1970s, women’s participation in the U.S.
military increased progressively.68
Starting in 1972, the Army opened paratroop training to women parachute riggers
and assigned them to airborne units around the country. That same year women entered
the Army Reserve Officers Training Program (ROTC) for the first time, with the first
female graduating from South Dakota State University in 1976.69 The Navy
commissioned six female aviators in 1973 and the Army followed suit in 1974 when it
commissioned the first female Army helicopter pilot.70 In 1976, President Gerald Ford
signed Public Law 94-106, which opened the doors for women to enter the service
academies, with the first women graduating in 1980. In August 1976, the first twenty
women arrived at Williams Air Force Base in Arizona to begin undergraduate flight
training, more than four years after the Navy had accepted females into its pilot’s ranks.71
Later that same year, the military assigned the first women to be missile launch officers at
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Titan Intercontinental Ballistic Missile sites. On April 28, 1978, the Army disestablished
the WAACs as a separate Corps of the Army effective October 20, 1978, and from there
forward women were an integral part of the Army. On November 1, 1978, the Navy
began assigning the first women to ships.
Women’s progress in the military from the 1970s to the 1990s was fairly steady,
despite some stalling tactics. In the early 1980s, women’s increased presence alarmed
some members of the Department of Defense (DOD) and the department advocated a
policy of “Womanpause” that involved reducing recruitment goals for women until the
military could evaluate their impact on readiness.72 President Ronald Reagan’s Defense
Secretary at the time, Casper Weinberger, rejected the DOD’s position and reversed the
slow accession policy. In 1983, during Operation Urgent Fury, the U.S. invasion of
Grenada, more than 100 Army women alone took part serving as military police,
mechanics, logistics specialists, and pilots flying helicopters for the first time in an armed
conflict.73
Less than a decade later, on the evening of December 19, 1989, the United States
launched Operation Just Cause, the invasion of Panama, to remove General Manuel
Noriega from power. The previous May, Noriega, backed by a military junta, took power
following a free election in which the people elected Guillermo Endara president. The
military deployed roughly 700 women to Panama in the 18,000-strong U.S. invasion
force, and a handful, although barred from serving in combat positions, received fire
while ferrying troops as either truck drivers or pilots. Two incidents during the invasion
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involved American women actively engaging in the first direct ground combat situations
against a hostile enemy in modern history.
The first widely known incident involved Captain Linda Bray, who commanded
the 988th Military Police Company, nearly all of them men. When her unit encountered
a sizeable force of Panamanian special operations soldiers inside a military barracks and
dog kennel, Bray and 45 soldiers killed three of the enemy and took one prisoner before
the rest were forced to flee, leaving behind a cache of weapons. The Americans suffered
no causalities.74 The second lesser-known incident involved Lieutenant Kimberly
Thompson, who led another platoon of Bray’s MPs. Thompson’s unit was in charge of
surrounding the Cuban Embassy to prevent Noriega from seeking refuge. Her platoon
fought snipers from nearby buildings and killed three armed men who crashed through a
roadblock.75 Although U.S. policy still excluded women from direct combat and combat
support roles, these instances proved that women could handle themselves in
engagements with the enemy.
Just seven months later, the United States again engaged militarily overseas, but
on an even larger scale. In response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on August 2, 1990,
President George H. W. Bush authorized the use of military force to remove Saddam
Hussein’s forces from Kuwait. Under the code names Operation Desert Shield and
Operation Desert Storm, the U.S. Army’s 82nd Airborne Unit based at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina and fighter aircraft from the Air Force’s First Fighter Wing at Langley AFB,
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Virginia deployed to the desert kingdom of Saudi Arabia within 24 hours as the lead
elements of what would be a six-month build-up of American forces. Of the 541,000
soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, and coastguardsmen that deployed to the Persian Gulf,
about 40,000 of them were women, making up seven percent of all U.S. forces in the
region.76
Women’s direct participation in the Gulf War eclipsed previous military service
up to that time. During Desert Shield/Desert Storm, women served as pilots ferrying
supplies and personnel in Huey helicopters and large jet transports, mechanics
maintaining tanks, petroleum handlers, truck drivers, cargo handlers, intelligence
specialists, flight controllers, medical personnel, and a host of other specialties across the
services.77 Although not directly involved in small unit engagements, as they later came
to be in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, American military servicewomen would face
their fair share of danger as never before. During Desert Storm, 11 women lost their
lives: five died in action and two became prisoners.78 A 1992 Presidential Commission
on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Forces stated, “Sending more than 40,000
active duty and reserve women to join 500,000 men to eject Saddam Hussein’s army
from Kuwait in late 1990 and early 1991 marked the single biggest deployment of
military women in American history.” The report continued, “By all accounts, military
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women, like their male counterparts, performed superbly during Operations Desert Shield
and Desert Storm and without special consideration.”79
The Gulf War was the first time that enlisted women of the Air National Guard
went into harm’s way. Women were not authorized entry into the Guard until July 1956,
when Congress passed Public Law 845, authorizing female officers in the National
Guard. New York Air National Guard Captain Norma Parsons joined the 106th Tactical
Hospital, becoming the National Guard’s first female member. The Army’s National
Guard first woman soldier was First Lieutenant Sylvia Marie St. Charles Law, who
received her commission in January 1957.80 Prior to 1968, and the passage of Public Law
90-130, no women served as enlisted members in the Air National Guard. Unlike the
active duty and reserve components of the armed services, the Army or Air National
Guard did not authorize women. The first enlisted woman to enter the Air National
Guard was Reanie Peacock, who joined the 146th Military Airlift Wing of the California
Air National Guard at Oxnard in October 1969.81
Over the last two decades, America’s servicewomen have served in every
deployed engagement involving the United States military. Beginning with the
humanitarian relief efforts in Somalia, during Operation Restore Hope in December of
1992, to the Post-9/11 conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. women service members
have performed with efficiency and distinction. The contributions and accomplishments
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of women in the profession of arms over the course of history have been numerous;
however, the historical coverage of their exploits has been scarce. Within the scope of
modern military history, female officers received more attention than enlisted women
did. Furthermore, most of the scholarship that exists has addressed women’s
participation in the active duty components of America’s Armed Forces. For the
contemporary reader, the challenge is to find any substantial scholarship on the formative
history of enlisted women in the Air National Guard. The details of their stories and the
challenges they faced while integrating into the institution during the 1970s and 80s,
remain largely untold.
Though this chapter extolling the participation of women in armed conflict
throughout history has been brief, hopefully, it has been enlightening enough to develop a
refined appreciation for the impact women have made on the course of history. Women
serving today in the Air National Guard owe a debt to those who came before them; this
is their story.
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Chapter Two: The All-Volunteer Force

“Origins of the Air National Guard”

Today’s Air National Guard was created from post-World War Two defense
planning and was a direct descendent of the nation’s National Guard. Despite being
unwanted by Army Air Force leadership, the government created the Air National Guard
in 1946, even before establishing an independent Air Force in 1947. To appreciate the
historical genesis of the Air National Guard as an independent component within the
Department of Defense, one must have an appreciation for the history of the National
Guard. The National Guard dates back to 1636, when Massachusetts formed the
Massachusetts Bay Colony militia to initiate reprisals against Indian attacks and to
augment British regulars operating against French forces during the early Colonial wars.1
Today, the National Guard can trace its roots directly back to the militias of the
thirteen original colonies. Throughout the Indian Wars, Revolutionary War, War of
1812, Mexican-American War, and Civil War the militia played a prominent role in
helping fight America’s conflicts. The original framers of the Constitution realized the
major contributions that state militias helped in winning the Revolutionary War and
therefore made provisions for ensuring their permanent establishment. Recognizing both
the Federalists designs in having a strong central government, while sustaining a large
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standing Army, and the anti-Federalists commitment to states’ rights, while maintaining a
small or no standing Army, the framers made a compromise.
The Constitution authorized the President control of all military forces as
Commander-in-Chief, however, it divided control of the militia between individual states
and the Federal government. Constitutional edict further directed that states could
appoint officers and supervise training of their militias, and provided for the Federal
government the ability to issue standards. The Militia Act of 1792 was the legal basis of
this country’s militia until 1903 and depended on the philosophy that all able-bodied men
between the ages of 18-45 owed military service to the nation.2 It was not until the late
19th century that states began referring to their militias as National Guard. New York
was the first to do so in honor of the Revolutionary War hero, General Marquis de
Lafayette, who commanded the “Garde Nationale” in the early days of the French
Revolution.3
Following the Spanish-America War in 1898, America stepped onto the world
stage as an international power with victory over Spain and the acquisition of Spain’s
former territories of Cuba, Guam, and the Philippines. With America’s new prestige,
national and military leaders believed that the United States needed a larger active-duty
Army, however, there was little public support for it. In an effort to provide for a more
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capable defense for the United States, while improving the efficiency of the National
Guard, Congress passed the Militia Act of 1903.
This legislation commonly referred to as the “Dick Act” after then Chairman of
the Military Affairs Committee Congressman Charles Dick of Ohio, increased Federal
funding to the National Guard to better supply it with modern weapons and training. This
measure also required National Guard Units to meet minimum manning levels and that
Regular Army officers inspect it. It additionally mandated that Guardsmen were required
to attend 24 drills per year, and five days of annual field training.4
The National Defense Act of 1916 further raised the prestige of the National
Guard by designating it as the primary reserve force for the regular Army. It also
directed that National Guard units organize themselves like active duty Army units and
permitted National Guard officers to attend U.S. Army schools. Later in 1917, when the
United States entered World War One, the National Guard provided 40% of all the troops
that made up the American Expeditionary Force (AEF) that saw action in France.
Incidentally, the 30th Infantry Division composed of National Guardsmen from North
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee, received the greatest number of Medals of
Honor awarded during World War One, more than in any other division.5
On May 30, 1908, the First Aero Company of the Signal Corps of the New York
National Guard was the first National Guard unit to host an aviation mission. Its initial
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mission was an attempt to learn ballooning, but two years later, the unit acquired an
airplane and pilot from the Curtiss Airplane Company.
The pilot, Beckwith Havens, would later join the unit as a private and officially
become be the National Guard’s first aviator.6 Prior to World War Two, aviation within
the National Guard included a “robust” force of 29 observation squadrons attached to the
Guard’s infantry divisions and therefore, fell under National Guard command. In 1946,
the military created the Air National Guard (ANG) as a result of planning for the postWorld War Two American military defense structure.7 No one needed or wanted the
ANG, despite the objections of many within the Army Air Force (AAF) leadership at the
time. Fortunately for the ANG, it was a fledgling orphan who found favored sponsorship
from none other than Army Chief of Staff, General George C. Marshall.
As the chief military planner throughout the war, Marshall firmly believed that
America could ill-afford to dismantle totally its entire military structure as if it had after
World War One and be adequately prepared to fight the next major conflict. At the end
of World War Two, the United States had over twelve million men in uniform across the
services.8 As a veteran of the AEF in France during World War One, Marshall saw first-
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hand how unprepared America was to enter that conflict due to the military’s lack of
inadequate weaponry and insufficient training.
From a historical perspective, Marshall also realized that the nation would object
to maintaining a large standing peacetime military force after the war had ended. He was
astute enough to realize that Congressional and public support would be necessary in
order to create a formidable peacetime military force.
Following the defeat of the Axis powers with the surrender of Japan on September
2, 1945, the American public wanted the boys brought home as quickly as possible.
Consequently, American forces would shrink from about twelve million in June 1945 to
one-and-a-half million in June 1947.9 Plans for demobilization had already begun for a
postwar military in July of 1943, when the government formed a Special Planning
Division and headed by one of Marshall’s protégés, Brigadier General John McAuley
Palmer. Palmer maintained that American citizens could become excellent part-time
soldiers if given professional training by regular Army cadre through a system of
universal military training (UMT).10
Marshall also believed in the advantages of maintaining a large reserve pool of
part-time citizen soldiers readily available to augment a smaller active duty force in a
moment of crisis. Although at first Palmer was reluctant to include the National Guard in
any post-war system of UMT due to the possibility of corrupting influence of state
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politics. Marshall eventually convinced Palmer to include the National Guard in UMT
postwar planning in order to gain Congressional support for UMT.
The government later formalized a proposal for peacetime UMT for all eligible
young males through Congressional legislation in 1948, discussed later on. Based on the
successful role that air power played during World War Two, AAF planners began
working on postwar organizational plans of their own, separate from Palmer’s Special
Planning Division. Hoping to gain independence as a separate service and with devout
faith placed in strategic bombardment employed against an enemy’s homeland, AAF
leadership believed that air power would bring about a quick victory in the next conflict,
while requiring minimal support from either the Army or Navy.
Completed in February 1944, the AAF’s “Initial Plan for a Post-War Air Force”,
focused on the establishment of a large active-duty Air Force comprised of 105 combat
groups (totaling almost one million men) designed to defend the United States largely
without the support of its sister services. Unsurprisingly, the plan failed to include a
federal reserve, the National Guard, and or even mention anything about UMT. Marshall
disagreed with the AAF’s plan and ordered that any further proposals should include a
reduced active duty Air Force (in deference to both the Army and Navy), incorporation of
a federal-reserve component, and UMT.
Also during this period, National Guard leaders were duly concerned about what
role their organization would play in postwar defense planning. The National Defense
Act of 1920 gave the National Guard strong input into the decision making process at the
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national level in matters of defense and established “aero units” as part of National Guard
infantry units.11
However, earlier in 1942, the Secretary of War had removed National Guard
planning committees from the War Department’s Special Staff in April 1941, after the
release of several unflattering press reports surrounding the poor mobilization
performance of various Guard units called to active service in 1940. Guard officials
argued that the Army’s poor prewar planning and failure to provide sufficient facilities
and equipment were the reasons for the less-than-idea performance. By 1943, National
Guard leadership began hearing rumors that Army leaders, particularly within Palmer’s
Special Planning Committee, were planning to exclude the National Guard from a
postwar federal role.12
Fearing it might lose its relevancy as the Army’s primary reserve force; National
Guard leaders went on the offensive and brought out their secret weapon. That weapon
was the National Guard Association of the United States, better known as NGAUS
(pronounced Nah*Gus). Founded in 1878, officials established NGAUS as a
congressional lobbying organization for National Guard issues.13 In its role as an
organized lobby, NGAUS possessed several advantages over most lobbying groups. To
begin with, many National Guard officers were active in partisan politics at the state and
an adjutant general administered national level, for instance each state Guard
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organization, usually a political appointee selected by the governor and thus provided
direct access to legislators. Secondly, the National Guard affiliated itself nationwide with
members practically in every congressional district. Third, the Guard was a public
institution sanctioned by the Constitution’s militia clause and gave the Guard a patriotic
endorsement unrivaled by outside special interests groups.
Most important of all, NGAUS had an excellent organizational discipline that kept
lines of communications open between congressional leadership and individual
guardsmen in their districts, which permitted NGAUS staff members to keep guardsmen
up to date on the latest policy issues affecting the National Guard.14
Another major weapon in the National Guard’s arsenal was the National Guard
Bureau, which was the Guard’s primary administration organization within the War
Department. The Bureau’s director was a Guard Officer who served as the War
Department’s chief advisor on National Guard affairs. Since the director worked within
the War Department, he was in an excellent position to monitor any policy changes
originating from War Department officials directly affecting National Guard interests.
The Bureau’s leadership worked in close association with NGAUS to advocate policy
measures that stood the best chances of surviving political challenges from active Army
leadership, while being able to garner Congressional support.
During 1944, in postwar planning discussions with Army leaders, National Guard
officials communicated their earnest desire that the National Guard maintain its role as
the Army’s primary reserve component and become a direct participate in the nation’s
postwar planning. NGAUS demanded these procedures and threatened to stall any
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postwar planning legislation in Congress. Realizing the close working relationship
between NGAUS and the Bureau, coupled with the formidable influence the National
Guard wielded in Congress convinced both Generals Marshall and Palmer that any hopes
for the successful passage of UMT legislation would stand a better chance if they agreed
to the National Guard requests.
In response, National Guard leaders agreed to support UMT legislation as long as
trainees received the option of joining the National Guard upon completion of training.
Meanwhile, AAF planners were still hopeful of assembling 105 combat groups with a
million men, but Marshall citing fiscal constraints, insisted on planning for a small
professional force reinforced with a large pool of UMT reserves. General of the Army
Air Force, Henry H. Arnold, argued that national defense should not take a back seat to
budgetary considerations.15 Others within the War Department opposed Marshall’s
vision for the Army to be a small organizational force augmented by UMT recruits.
Army planners, particularly, hoped to have a larger standing force of roughly 1.5 million
men. Challenged by mounting opposition from within the War Department, Marshall
allied with National Guard policy planners and assigned four more officers; from both the
National Guard and active duty Army to the Special Planning Division’s committee to
lend it more political relevancy.
One of the officers selected was Major General Milton J. Reckford of Maryland,
who as a former president of NGAUS was intimately familiar with the legislative process
and remained on cordial terms with numerous lawmakers, proved an excellent choice for
the National Guard policy committee of the Special Planning Division. After months of
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careful deliberations, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson approved a final blueprint for
the National Guard force proposal.
The committee’s recommendations titled, “War Department Policies Relating to
the Post-War National Guard and Organized Reserve Corps, 13 October 1945,”
committed the War Department to the creation of a dual component reserve systems for
both the Army and Army Air Forces. The National Guard also retained its prewar
position as the Army’s first-line combat reserve force.16 It was this recommendation that
created the Air National Guard as the newest reserve component assigned to provide
organized combat-ready forces to augment the AAF in the event of future conflict and
function as an instrument of internal security for the individual states in peace. The AAF
leadership reluctantly accepted these proposals and incorporated them into their postwar
reserve program planning, known as Approved Policies 1945, which established both the
Air National Guard and the Air Force Reserve.17 AAF planners had originally hoped to
limit any reserve component strictly to a federally controlled Air Force Reserve, believing
that a state controlled Air National Guard would be incapable of providing a
professionally competent organization proficient in the art of modern air power. In the
end, the AAF acquiesced to General Marshall’s insistence to incorporate an Air National
Guard into its postwar defense structure in the hopes of marginalizing any political
opposition that might prevent it from becoming an independent Air Force.
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Finally, on January 30, 1946, Congress directed the establishment and direction of
the first Air National Guard units, primarily dedicated to the air defense and tactical
bomber missions flying World War Two surplus piston engine aircraft. AAF leadership
believed that the smaller fighter and bomber type aircraft would be an appropriate fit for
the Air Guard due to their low maintenance and operating costs. Under the terms of the
plans, the federal government would provide the aircraft, supplies, instructors, and pay.
The states would supply manpower, bases, and storage facilities.18
The Air National Guard would initially be comprised of 58,000 men with states
allotted quotas based on their male population between the ages of eighteen and thirtyfive. At the outset, the military disallowed women in the National Guard; this did not
change until Congress passed legislation in 1948. However, the first women to enter the
Air National Guard would be commissioned officers only in 1954. Legislation passed in
1968 authorized the introduction of enlisted women into the Air National Guard, and then
the first enlisted women joined in 1970. Marshall was a direct result of political armtwisting of the Army Air Force leadership by National Guard leaders. Postwar AAF
planners determined to establish an independent Air Force, with the mission of strategic
bombardment as its nucleus mission, had to abandon their goal of a large, peacetime,
active duty-only organization. General Marshall persuaded AAF leadership that without
the National Guard and the National Guard Association’s full support, any effort for an
independent Air Force would meet with political opposition. In hopes of avoiding a
political fight, AAF planners agreed to accept the creation of a dual component air
reserve force, the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve.
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“The Rise and Fall of the Draft”

Following the end of World War Two, the United States, in order to maintain its
role as a superpower was forced to rely on peacetime conscription to provide sufficient
manpower for its’ armed forces. To help meet these needs, Congress passed The
Selective Service Act of 1948, which imposed a 21-month obligation on non-veterans
between the ages of 19 and 26, with 18-year-olds permitted to enlist for one year only.
On June 2, 1948, the Senate also passed the Women’s Armed Services Integration Act of
1948 (Chapter 449. Public Law 625) which established the Women’s Army Corps in the
Regular Army, authorizing the enlistment and appointment of women in the Regular Air
Force, Regular Navy, and Marne Corps (limited to two percent of the total authorized
strength of the Regular forces) and in the Reserve Components of the Army, Navy, Air
Force, and Marine Corps for other purposes (Congress, 1948). However, women could
not enlist in either the Air National Guard or National Guard.
This Selective Service Act of 1948 was due to expire on June 30, 1950, however;
by February 1950, the armed forces became an all-volunteer force.19 The outbreak of the
Korean Conflict in June of 1950 forced Congress to extend Selective Service until July
1951.
In June of 1951, Congress passed the Universal Military Training and Service
Act, extending the Selective Service system to 1955 and lowered the draft age from 19 to
18 ½ years of age. This increased active-duty service time from 21 to 24 months and set
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the statutory term of military service at a minimum of eight years. In 1955, in order to
sustain a continuous manpower pool for the armed services, Congress passed the Reserve
Forces Act, which provided a four-year extension of selective service until 1959, and
implemented a reserve obligation of five years.
By 1961, draft calls had declined sharply to almost zero until the United States
faced the Berlin Crisis in June of that year. At that time, the Soviet Union called for the
Western powers to withdraw their armed forces from West Berlin and began building the
Berlin Wall to partition East and West Germany. In response to the escalating threat,
President John F. Kennedy called for the creation of six new divisions for the Army and
two for the Marines, and further announced plans to triple the draft and call up the
reserves.20
In October of 1962, the Cuban Missile Crisis further necessitated the need to
extend the Selective Service Act for four more years in 1963. Later with the onset of the
Vietnam War in August of 1964, following the Gulf of Tonkin Incident, the Selective
Service System would see its’ utilization further extended in 1967, 1969, and 1971
respectively with four year extensions.
Not until the Vietnam War, would the post-World War Two peacetime draft meet
widespread opposition. During the early years following the war, most Americans
viewed the concept of compulsory military service as an acceptable obligation of duty for
the community at large. The Cold War ideology of containment of the spread of global
Communism during the 1940s and 50s, along with general acceptance of the Domino
Theory of strategic geopolitics in the 1960s, led most Americans to support American
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intervention around the globe. In October 1964, for instance, the public favored
continued peacetime reliance on the draft rather than on a professional All Volunteer
Force (AVF); this left a comfortable margin of 63 to 23 percent in favor of the draft.21 It
was during this period that the country of Vietnam became an increased area of concern
for Washington decision makers.
As the war gradually escalated throughout 1966 to 1968, the American military
increased its requirement for the number of personnel needed to prosecute the war.
During the early stages of the war, the level of support for the war was consistent across
all racial categories and uniformly high.22 Initially, local experiences with casualties
predicted support in the early years of the Vietnam War: counties that experienced higher
casualty rates featured lower support for the war.23
During the Vietnam era, draft exemptions steadily increased and the draft strayed
further and further from its “universality.” As originally designed in 1940, the Selective
Service System provided for the deferment of five broad groups: (1) those with
dependents; (2) those defined by as “necessary men” occupationally (i.e. men whose
employment in industry, agriculture, or other occupations found to be necessary to the
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maintenance health, safety, or interest of the country); (3) the mentally, physically and
morally unfit; (4) certain government officials; and (5) students.24
The growing inequity of the draft was one of the dominant issues of public
concern during the Vietnam War. The debate sparked so much outrage that the National
Advisory Commission on Selective Service had to conduct an enquiry into the Selective
Service procedures and policies. Its report, In Pursuit of Equity: Who Serves When Not
All Serve,25 concluded that a voluntary military was insufficiently flexible to respond to
changing world conditions, was too costly, and could lead to further isolation of the
military into an elite or mercenary force. In summary, it recommended continuation of
the Selective Service draft.
Those exempted for reasons of national service increasingly became targets of
criticism based on charges of the abuse of special privilege, particularly in instances
where whites qualified more often than blacks for positions of “greater value” within
civil government and civilian sector positions. By the time the Vietnam War was heating
up, America already faced the civil-rights revolution at home.
Americans began a serious questioning of their comfortable egalitarianism and
their belief that our racial problems were only sectional or regional.26 The eligibility for
student deferment was also another popular route young men sought to the draft.
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Technically, men who had held college or other deferments were eligible for
induction until age 35. Since the military drafted few men between the ages of 26 and 35,
men were able to maintain a college deferment until they reached their 26th birthday to
avoid service. Those who finished a bachelor’s degree before reaching age 25 could
apply for a graduate deferment until 1968, and could reapply for occupational or
dependent deferments throughout the period from 1965 to 1970.27 Though this
arrangement was originally followed during the beginning of the conflict, the increasing
demand for more troop call-ups by leaders in the field and escalating casualty rates forced
Washington to alter its draft exemption policies.
With the buildup of American combat troops in South Vietnam that began in the
spring of 1965, came a huge increase in the number of Americans drafted. In February
1965, the monthly draft quota was a miniscule 3,600 until it spiked to 42,000 by April of
1966.28 Married men lost their deferment from service in August 1965, but fathers kept
their deferment from service throughout the war.
In 1967, graduate students lost their deferment from service, with the exception of
those in categories such as some health professions that the National Security Council felt
were essential occupations. Officials intended the change to reduce inequities in class
and race that existed in the draft system.29 Due in part to educational deferments,
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African-Americans were clearly overrepresented in the military. Many young men,
especially the poor, lacked other prospects and between 1964 and 1969, military
enlistments expanded from 2.6 to 3.6 million. The ratio of poor, uneducated, and
African-Americans drafted was at least twice the ratio as their percentage of the country’s
population.30 This was exacerbated by the near absence of blacks on the local draft
boards that determined who would be drafted. Civil rights activist Martin Luther King
stated that African-Americans “are dying in disproportionate numbers in Vietnam.”31 In
Vietnam, blacks were 12.5 percent of all combat deaths, but at the time of the Vietnam
War blacks made up 13.1 percent of the young male adult population of fighting age.32
The increased draft calls, ever-increasing exemptions, and the unpopularity of the
Vietnam War resulted in mass protests against the draft and the war, a phenomenon seen
in earlier historical periods, most notably during the U.S. Civil War.
Protestors in major U.S. cities began burning draft cards and in many cases began
leaving the country, for instance to Canada or Sweden in order to avoid extradition, to
avoid facing criminal prosecution or having to serve in the military.33
Resistance to draft calls became more organized and more widespread as the
Vietnam War demanded an increased commitment of troops. Antiwar activists
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established draft-counseling centers to educate men about their options. In October 1967,
an anti-draft group called The Resistance collected over eleven hundred draft cards from
men who refused induction, considered a federal crime. In Oakland, police fought 3,500
radicals attempting to close down the army’s induction center.34
The overwhelming majority of draft resisters came from ordinary, middle-class
homes. Their parents were not commuters, but professionals who lived in the suburbs.35
Although it was difficult to obtain conscientious objector status, since generally one had
to belong to an accepted “pacifist” church organization, the number of people who
applied for conscientious objector status increased significantly over the course of the
Vietnam War. About 171,700 young American citizens rushed to change their eligibility
status in order to avoid military service.36
The draft as a means to provide manpower for the country’s defense lost its
political viability due to the public’s disillusionment with the Vietnam War and during
the 1968 Presidential Election and Republican candidate Richard Nixon seized on this.
The call for an end to the draft was not a new idea of course; members of Congress
introduced various bipartisan bills, but those foundered on strong opposition from the
Armed Services committee. Even in 1967, then Illinois Congressman Donald Rumsfeld,
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future twice Secretary of Defense under Presidents Gerald Ford and George W. Bush,
called for an end to the draft.37

“Creation of the All-Volunteer Force”

During the 1968 presidential primary, Nixon’s GOP rivals Michigan Governor
George Romney and New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller, both recognizing the
demographic inequities of the selective service system, offered alternatives by proposing
a draft lottery.
As James C. Miller, III; a University of Virginia economist and future director of
the Office of Management and Budget, wrote in 1968, “The volunteer army is an issue
that cuts across political and foreign-policy lines; it counts among supporters ‘hawks’ and
‘doves, liberals and conservatives, Democrats and Republicans.”38
Meanwhile, the Democratic challengers, realizing what a hot button issue the draft
was, offered their own solutions to existing conscription policy. Incumbent Vice
President Hubert Humphrey also supported a lottery, while Minnesota Senator Eugene
McCarthy suggested options to the draft for young men to serve their obligation through
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volunteer community service, and New York Senator Robert Kennedy proposed
discontinuing student deferments. In 1969, the military deferred about 1.75 million
college students, more than 22 times the number in 1951, during the Korean War.39
The recommendation to replace the draft system with an all-volunteer military
first caught Nixon’s attention after a member of his presidential campaign staff, a young
Columbia University professor by the name of Martin Anderson, had suggested the idea.
Anderson had adopted the idea after reading conservative economist Milton Friedman’s
1962 book, Capitalism and Freedom,40 in which the author argued that military
conscription was “inequitable and arbitrary, seriously interfering with the freedom of
young men to shape their lives.41
In an October 17, 1968, presidential campaign radio address, Nixon spoke about
the proposal of an All-Volunteer Armed Forces and declared, “I’ve looked at this
question very carefully and this is my belief: Once our involvement in the Vietnam War
is behind us, we move toward an all-volunteer armed force.” Once elected to office,
Nixon immediately put his campaign proposal into motion.
Shortly after taking the oath of office, on January 29, 1969, Nixon directed his
new Secretary of Defense, Melvin Laird, to draw up a detailed plan to begin replacing the
draft with an all-volunteer armed service as the Vietnam War wound down. The
Pentagon leadership was extremely dubious to such a proposal, to say the least. From
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their viewpoint, with the fallout of Vietnam and the public’s already negative opinion of
the military so elevated, the question remained, “Who would want to join up?”
Secretary Laird, who believed in shared responsibility rather than defense through
free market approaches, attempted to stonewall the President by proposing a one-year
study to analyze the effects of adjusted pay scales and the budgeting impact of an allvolunteer force (AVF) on defense expenditures; to be followed by another Pentagon
study on the overall feasibility of an all-volunteer military. Nixon, sensing that Laird was
dragging his feet in opposition, went around Laird and on March 27, 1969, and appointed
a fifteen-person commission reporting directly to him, headed by Thomas Gates, a former
secretary of defense in the Eisenhower administration. Nixon directed the commission
“to develop a comprehensive plan for eliminating conscription and moving toward an allvolunteer armed force.”42
Nixon’s intent was for the commission not simply to decide if a volunteer force
was feasible, but actually to construct a concrete plan to make it happen. Gates,
reportedly, told Nixon at the outset that he was “opposed to the whole idea of a volunteer
force.” Nixon replied (according to Anderson’s latter account): “That’s exactly why I
want you as the Chairman…If you change your mind and think we should end the draft,
and then I’ll know it is a good idea.”43
Opponents within the Pentagon were quick to raise several concerns about the
AVF. In a January 10, 1970 memorandum to Thomas Gates, Secretary of the Army
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Stanley Resor raised a number of potential problems with the AVF. One of the main
issues concerned the quality of the force, which Resor and others within the Pentagon
believed would decline under the AVF. A leading argument went that if the AVF
attracted individuals with lower salary opportunities, and salary opportunities reflect
lower compatible skills, then the volunteer force would be less capable than a draft force
of comparable size. Other objections suggested that an AVF would lead to more
unnecessary military involvements overseas and that a volunteer force would be elitist
and distant from the restraints of civilian control.
Traditionally, one of the reasons for American’s aversion to a standing peacetime
army stems largely from the belief that a nation possessing such an army would be more
willing to use it in foreign adventures. Still further, there were concerns that a military
force consisting of cross-class citizens, drafted from across the economic spectrum,
would increase the costs for decision-makers of going to war and make undo military
intervention politically impossible. There also was the belief that there was no real
political support for the creation of an AVF.
The popular thinking held that in the fierce competition for federal dollars,
Congress and the administration would allow military compensation to decline over time
in relationship to civilian market salaries. Under these circumstances, the military had to
either reduce the size of the force or lower entry standards in order to meet target quotas.
Ultimately, officials believed that the effort to meet the demands of a higher
personnel budget, in terms of providing attractive and competitive salaries to sustain
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force levels, would marginalize the ability to finance properly weapons research and
procurement.44
Critics of the AVF also argued that since blacks and minorities tended to score
lower on the military entrance examination, also known as the Armed Forces
Qualification Test (AFQT), that they would qualify in greater numbers for only those
career fields related to war fighting skills and thus suffer higher casualty rates in the
event of conflict.45 This concern seems moot, since one of the chief criticisms of the
draft was that it would force a disproportionately large number of blacks and others in the
lower economic strata to serve, possibly facing combat, in lieu of having the resources or
means to avoid the draft. Furthermore, Army Secretary Resor suggested that manning
the reserve components might face extreme challenges once the draft ended.
Throughout the 1960s, the draft provided an incentive for enlistment in reserve
components for those young men who wished to avoid duty in Vietnam. Officials
believed that without the pressure of the draft, volunteer rates to sign up for the reserves
would plummet. As it would turn out, this argument would continue to manifest itself
repeatedly in personnel shortfalls for the reserves. After the draft ended in mid-1973,
reserve forces, particularly the Army Reserve, began to experience recruiting difficulties
throughout the remainder of the decade.46
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However, the Army did not operate in a vacuum and in September 1968, then
Chief of Staff of the Army, General Westmoreland, newly promoted from his command
position in Vietnam, had tasked his headquarters staff to investigate the feasibility of an
all-volunteer force. The Army’s study entitled "Provide" (Project Volunteer In Defense
of the nation), preempting the Gates’ Commission report by almost two years, concluded
that an AVF was feasible, but it would be extremely costly, with fewer “high quality”
troops. Army officials hoped that by leaning forward by providing an already developed
plan that they might have more influence on AVF structure. Among some of the
proposals included in the PROVIDE report to facilitate an AVF were offering, among
other incentives, better pay, improved housing, better dental plans, and most notably the
expansion of the role of women in the army.47
The Army was not the only branch that considered the possibility of expanding
the role of women within its ranks. The following objective was stated by the Under
Secretary of the Air Force Townsend Hoops in a letter to the Assistant Secretary of the
Air Force for Manpower and Reserve Affairs dated 21 January 1969: “…Demands for
reduction or elimination of reliance on the draft and for a more genuinely volunteer force
have already focused attention on the desirability of making increased use of uniformed
women.”48
Even earlier, the Air Force conducted Project Corona Harvest 6692, released in
October 1967. This was a study conducted by the Director of Personnel Planning at
Headquarters United States Air Force to study the feasibility and desirability of
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increasing the WAF (Women in the Air Force) enlisted strength beyond the legal limit of
two percent by 1974. The military removed the two percent ceiling on the number of
women who could serve in the Armed Services on November 8, 1967, when President
Lyndon Johnson signed Public Law 90-130. With the subsequent drawn down of troops
from Southeast Asia, which disproportionately affected the lower enlisted ranks and,
consequently, women, substantial increases in female-end strength did not begin until
1972.
The Corona Harvest study discussed the situation and factors bearing on the
proposal of discontinuing the all-male draft then utilized by the Selective Service Act of
1948. The report listed WAF Airman enlisted strength by Major Commands and Air
Force Specialty Codes authorized for WAF Airmen. It further included restricted
assignment locations and some of the major factors limiting WAF career strength such as
attrition particularly for marriage and pregnancy, which prevented female enlisted
personnel from continued service. Six major areas of concern examined in depth were
procurement and training, assignment, utilization, housing, costs, and effectiveness.
Officials further considered national and executive philosophy to provide greater
opportunities for American women to perform military service. Although the report
stated that there was no shortage of qualified male applicants for enlistment, and no
military requirement, per se, existed that dictated the use of military women instead of
men.
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This study was limited to an assessment of impacts in terms of dollar costs and
personnel effectiveness by substituting approximately 6,000 enlisted women for men
during the projected 1970 to 1974 time period.49
Unlike the Pentagon directed studies, the Gates Commission said nothing about
the use of women in the all-volunteer force. The predominant points of discussion
related to sustained accession of quality male personnel and costs effectiveness within
reason. The members of the Gates Commission, such as free-market economists Milton
Friedman and Alan Greenspan, who would later serve as Chairman of the Federal
Reserve from 1987 to 2006, argued that the key to a successful AVF was improved pay
and benefits to attract enlistees.
Eventually, the Commission unanimously endorsed a shift to an all-volunteer
army and an end to the draft, concluding that “a categorical belief that an all-volunteer
could under no circumstances fail to succeed.” The Commission forwarded its report to
President Nixon on February 21, 1970, noting that “it is somewhat remarkable that,
starting from different backgrounds and opinions,” the commissioners had found “total
agreement” by endorsing the move to end the draft on July 1, 1971, and transition to an
all-volunteer force.50
Although Nixon accepted the commission’s recommendation to transition to the
AVF, he did not agree to the timetable of ending the draft. Nixon feared that the
Administration’s ability to meet its’ foreign policy commitments in Vietnam or elsewhere
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could be at risk. The President sent a request to Congress extending induction authority
for two years beyond the July 1, 1971 deadline to July 1, 1973.
In response, Congress began hearings in April of 1971, to debate the creation of
the All-Volunteer Force and end the military draft. Several bills from both Houses of
Congress were submitted offering alternatives to the administration’s program. Some
members of the Senate Armed Services Committee, such as Mississippi’s John C. Stennis
and Louisiana’s Edward Hebert called the volunteer objective “a flight from reality” in
view of the nation’s military requirements.51 Although both were supporters of the draft
and believers in a strong national defense, they also realized the political realities that the
national sentiment of the anti-draft and anti-war movement would be too politically risky
to vote against the AVF.
Three years after its proposal, through delays because of budgetary impact, and
long debates in Congress whose leadership in the House and Senate Armed Services
Committee generally opted for the status quo favoring the draft, the Gates Commission
proposal eventually carried the day. In June of 1973, the military draft formally ended
and the military adopted the AVF the following year.52
In December of 1972, the United States drafted its last man, Dwight Elliott Stone.
Stone began his “obligated term” on June 30, 1973, and the AVF became a reality the
following day.53
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“Women Needed”

To insure that the initial stages of the AVF had the best chances of success, the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Personnel set up the Central All
Volunteer Task Force. One of the Task Force’s goals was to study the utilization of
military women to help facilitate success of the AVF. The AVF Task Force was set up to
study the qualitative requirements expected to reduce the recruiting shortfalls during the
initial stages of the AVF. After years of an imposed ceiling on the number of women
allowed into its enlisted ranks. Now expecting a shortfall of qualified males willing to
enter the armed forces, the Pentagon set out to recruit women to help meet its force level
manning.
The AVF Task Force asked the Army, Navy, and Air Force to analyze plans to
double the number of women from the end of Fiscal Year (FY) 1973 to FY 1977 and the
Marines to analyze plans to increase 40 percent. The Air Force announced plans to triple
the number of military women by FY1977; the Navy planned to double the number of
women by FY1977; the Army planned to double the number by FY1978. The Marine
Corps, believing that recruiting difficulties and high loss rates would prevent its
accomplishment of a 40 percent increase, announced plans for a 20 percent increase.54
One of the main premises of the 1970 Gates Commission was that marketplace
conditions and inducements should guide recruitment for the armed services. The stigma
of the Vietnam War was a huge hurdle for the military to vault as it had negatively
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shaped the attitude of America’s youth towards military service. Associated with the antimilitary environment and growing racial tensions of the day, was the growing feminist
movement that the military had to face in its efforts to attract more recruits. It was into
this hostile environment that military recruiters began to build an AVF. Fortunately, high
youth unemployment in the 1970s, especially among minorities, and the Pentagon’s
emphasis on enlisting more women helped eased the recruiters’ task of reaching
manpower quotas.55
Indeed, one can argue the modern women’s rights movement owes quite a debt to
the Vietnam War. Several writers, most notably Barrie Thorne and Sara Evans, have
shown the stimulus provided by the anti-war movement to feminist politics.56 Women
examined their own status in society and argued for larger role in the workforce. As
fewer families survived on the single wage of a male breadwinner and women desired
better opportunities to forge a career for themselves, the military offered an opportunity
to open more doors.
Authors of the Pentagon’s Provide, All-Volunteer Task Force and Corona Harvest
reports realized too that women made up 50.9 percent of the population and constituted
an essential part of the nation’s manpower resources. Hoping to capitalize on the
intellectual capacities and attentive sense of duty that women more often displayed than
their male counterparts do, the armed services believed that women offered at least a part
of the solution to make the AVF a success.
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With these objectives in place, the number of women in the armed forces increased from
about one percent in 1970 to about seven percent in 1981. The Department of Defense
(DOD) found that women were anxious to serve and those that were accepted generally
had higher abilities than their male counterparts did. To offset the sharp decline in
number of 18-21 year old males in the general population expected between 1978 and
1984, the DOD planned to increase further the number of women in the enlisted force to
14 percent by the mid-1980s.57
During the early years of the AVF, the broadening of the “supply pool” by
increasing the utilization of women helped to offset the decline in male non-prior service
accessions who were not interested in military service.

Women Among Non-Prior Service Accessions in the Selected Reserve FY 1971-7458

FY 1971

FY1972

FY1973

FY1974

FY1975

FY1976

Women Number 331

448

1,348
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16,178

14,103

Percent

0.5

1.9

13.1
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19.0

0.3
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For each qualified woman recruited into military service, officials could recruit
one less man. Officials expected that if they recruited more women, then it was possible
to meet AVF objectives so long as overall effectiveness didn’t suffer. The AVF Task
Force’s tentative findings included:
1). Higher turnover costs for women appear to be offset by lower dependency and
support costs, thus making an economically desirable replacement for men.
2).There is a supply in excess of one million young, qualified women not in
school from which the Armed Forces can draw.
3). Surveys show that this group has limited knowledge of military service and
opportunities for women in the Armed Forces.
4). Action Recommendations: The following tentative recommendations from the
Task Force study on use of military women apply to expanding the recruiting market.59
The statistics show that during the initial stages from 1971 to 1974, women helped
to offset the decline of males whom had no previous military experience, nor were
interested in entering the military. Also during this time, officials recruited one less man
for every female recruited into military service. From 1973 to 1978, the U.S. Defense
Department doubled the number of female soldiers, airmen, marines, and sailors with a
total of 132,000 (or six percent of the total enlisted force). By 1984, the projected figure
was 208,000, or 12 percent of all the services’ enlisted personnel.60
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This chapter discussed creation of the Air National Guard amidst the political
infighting between the Army Air Force who believed in becoming the sole agency for an
independent air arm and the National Guard postwar planners who were committed to
remain a relevant part of America’s defense establishment. I further detailed the
trajectory of America’s first peacetime draft, the origins of the All-Volunteer Force, and
the beginnings of the introduction of women into the enlisted ranks of the Air National
Guard. The leading factors responsible for permitting more women into the enlisted
ranks of the military services at the beginning of the 1970s included, but was not limited
to; increased nation-wide demands for an end of America’s involvement in the war in
Vietnam; ending a peacetime draft that was viewed as “inequitable” to young males
across the economic spectrum; and a rising tide of feminism that demanded women
should be given an equal opportunity to become a larger part of the workforce.
The changing social and political landscape of the 1960s and 70s turned the
military on its axis. No longer was America’s military going to be a conscripted all-male
workforce. With the creation of the All-Volunteer Force, the social dynamics and
structure of the United States military would undergo a revolution of policy change and
institutional adaptation. The once all-male enclaves within the military faced with the
introduction of women into their ranks and change, both good and bad, would take place
as a result.
The following chapters will explore the changes in policies necessitated as a result
of women becoming part of that organization, and explore the experiences of some of the
women who were among the first trailblazers to wear the uniform as female enlisted
members of the ANG.
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Chapter Three

The 1970s: Women Enter the Air National Guard

By 1973, with the ending of the draft, a reduction in the active duty force due to
cuts in defense spending, and the beginning of the All-Volunteer Force (AVF), the
Armed Services faced a manpower shortage. The military reduced active manpower
levels from 3.5 million in late 1968 to 2.3 million in 1973.1 Commentators later referred
to the army of the latter 1970s as hollow due to its ill preparedness in terms of force
levels and budget restrictions affecting its ability to meet the needs of America’s security
commitments.
Few young men in the late 1970s were attracted to military service due to the
stigma of the Vietnam War and society’s negative view of those servicemen who served
there, the comparatively low pay for military personnel in contrast to the civilian sector,
and the unappealing aspects of serving in an authoritarian structured environment.
Further distancing the military’s association with young people was the fact that across
the nation several college and universities shut down their Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) detachments as mandatory ROTC was no longer required due to the end
of Universal Military Training. Military recruiting of eligible males fell sharply across all
branches of the armed services.
Deputy Director of Women in the Air Force (WAF) Lieutenant Colonel (Lt Col)
Joan Bennett Weeks, speaking before an Armed Services Personnel Panel in April 1969,
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suggested, “…today’s youth view military service as the symbol of the ‘establishment’bureaucracy and red tape, regimentation, and pressures to conformity…of forced labor.”
Weeks further insisted in order to attract young people, “that a new image of the
professional military man and woman is needed, as well as attention to the individual’s
need and aspirations be met.”2
Pentagon leadership were quick to realize that the end of the draft would also
threaten the robust manning levels that the reserve forces had benefitted from once young
men no longer needed to seek safe haven from service in Vietnam. In March of 1971,
Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird told the House Armed Services Committee in his
“Posture Statement” of March 9, “…that the draft will cease to swell enlistments in the
Reserve Forces. Recruiting problems can become serious if steps are not taken to
increase voluntary accessions…”, and further recommended, “…that we put more
emphasis on recruiting from minority groups and females rather than on the basis of
accepting young males between 18-24 only…”3 In December of 1973, Chief of the
National Guard Bureau Major General Francis Greenlief, sensed a shift in public attitude
toward the military, from antipathy to apathy. He urged Guardsmen as citizen-leaders to
take the time and make the effort to influence those young women you come in contact
with to become active participants in the National Guard and ANG.4
The conclusions of the Gates Commission, which initiated the AVF, recognized
that the Vietnam War and the draft had provided an ‘unusually’ increased level of
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manning for the reserve forces.5 Before the advent of the AVF about 70 percent of the
enlisted force of both the ANG and the Air Force Reserve were airmen in their initial
term of service. Only about one-fifth of the enlisted force of either component had prior
service in the active duty Air Force. Without the draft as a motivation, few young men
remained interested in joining the Air National Guard or National Guard, which relied
heavily on these accessions to sustain their manning levels. To compensate for the
declining male enlistment, the ANG began to recruit women aggressively.

The Air National Guard Reaches Out

Writing in 2006, former Assistant Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
Readiness, Bernard Roskter wrote, “Arguably, the single group most responsible for the
success of the all-volunteer force has been women.”6 Although historians recorded
Rostkers’ observation in hindsight, Air National Guard officials in the early 1970s
believed that by focusing on the recruitment of women they could substitute their
personnel shortages for some of the high-quality men who were not signing up.
As early as November 8, 1967, when Public Law 90-130 removed the restrictions
of the 2-percent ceiling of women in the armed forces and also permitted women into the
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enlisted ranks of the ANG and National Guard, the ANG was already working on plans to
attract both prior service and non-prior service women to enlist. In July 1968, ANG
officials opened enlisted recruitment to women for the first time with the passage of
Public Policy 90-180. The National Guard Bureau launched a WAF-ANG program and
would follow active duty Air Force guidelines, which permitted women into most any
enlisted career fields excluding those closed to women, these included seven that were
combat-related; flight engineer, loadmaster, aerial gunner, security forces, para-rescue
specialist, combat control, and Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD).7
The term “combat” refers to engaging an enemy in armed conflict; the
Department of Defense did not clearly define it until 1978. A person is considered to be
“in combat” when he or she is in a geographic area specifically designated as a
combat/hostile fire zone by the Secretary of Defense. Members of the armed forces, not
in the designated combat/hostile fire zone may be designated as being “in combat” by the
Secretary of Defense based on specific circumstances and events. These definitions
applied to men and women of all services.8
The Assistant Chief of the ANG, Brigadier General (BGen) General I.G. Brown,
issued a policy letter to all Adjutant Generals of All States on September 2, 1969,
addressing the subject of Women in the ANG wherein he stated, “The WAF-ANG was
implemented 1 July 1968, increased emphasis on WAF recruitment is encouraged, to
include local publicity through any available advertising media. Special recruiting
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materials will be provided as soon as possible by NG Public Affairs.”9 At the time, it had
230 women serving as flight nurses who were officers, but no women were serving in
enlisted positions.
The military announced in December 1968 that WAF enlistees in the Air Guard
would undergo Basic Military Training (BMT) and women without any prior military
service would attend the first basic training class scheduled to begin on January 10, 1969
at Lackland AFB, Texas. The ANG was authorized thirty spaces for the first enlisted
women ANG recruits to attend class alongside active duty WAF enlistees.10 Some of the
caveats women faced for enlistment included that non-prior service (those with no
previous military service) women must have entered BMT within 180 days of enlisting,
sign up for either three or six year tours (those entering career specialties involving over
20 weeks of technical training required to sign for six years) and all applicants would be
subject to prior screening by the National Guard Bureau in Washington, D.C.11
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Figure 1. First Air National Guard WAF Recruits Undergo Training at Lackland AFB,
Texas 1969.12

A September 18, 1969 memorandum issued by the Air Personnel Division of the
National Guard Bureau relegated final approval authority for female enlisted applications
to each state’s Adjutant General. During Fiscal Year 1969, the Chief of the NGB
approved four prior service and 12 non-prior service WAF ANG applications. In 1974,
each state Adjutant General had primary responsibility for maintaining the authorized
strength of the units within the state and for the statewide recruiting based on policy
guidance provided by the ANG Bureau.
Timely information relative to WAF recruiting became increasingly important to
NGB leadership during this period when the NGB issued a directive to produce a total
number of enlisted WAF accessions on a monthly basis as opposed to the traditional
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quarterly months reporting cycle.13 Although the military authorized enlistment of
females, women did not knock down doors to get into the ANG. While all states
attempted to recruit female personnel during the early stages of authorization, some
would not see females joining until as late as 1974.
For example, the Montana ANG held an open house at Great Falls in 1968, and
brought in an active duty female officer to recruit interested young women. The military
authorized 12 enlisted positions for the 120th Fighter Interceptor Group at Great Falls,
Montana, but despite the unit’s best efforts, it failed to receive its first female recruit until
1971, when Jody Le Nichols of Missoula, Montana took the oath of enlistment.
Although initially not as successful as hoped, Air Guard officials continued to stress that
the use of WAFs would help to “fill out many of the support positions needed in
maintaining a high combat capability of our tactical units as a good management
objective.”14
A 1971 ANG brochure proclaimed, “Women belong in the Air Guard” and
outlined in bold its many benefits including education, social life, extra pay, and travel!
Featured among the enticements were attractive uniforms, more varied and responsible
jobs, and better educational opportunities for those willing to consider the possibilities.15
This type of advertising along with television and radio commercials started to reach an
untapped audience.
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As recruiting campaigns for women progressed, many of the first to enlist in the
Air National Guard were those women who joined upon separation from active duty. In
an advertisement directed at active duty Air Force women approaching the end of their
enlistments dated January 1971, “If you are approaching the end of your AF service, you
may want to consider the opportunities affiliated with an ANG unit near your home.
Your active duty training and skills are urgently needed throughout the United States in
the ANG. We strongly encourage you to visit the ANG units near you and see what they
have to offer.”16 Many active duty personnel knew very little about the ANG and this
was one of the methods to inform them.
Among the first prior service women to join the ANG was Reani Pocock when
she enlisted into the 146th Military Airlift Wing of the California ANG at Van Nuys,
California in July 1968. A former active duty WAF member, Pocock became the first
woman to enlist into the California ANG as an administrative specialist.17
In July of 1971, the Illinois ANG achieved a recruitment milestone when the
126th Tactical Hospital Group at Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport enlisted
Sergeant Francine R. Shane as the first black WAF into the ANG.18
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Figure 2. ANG Female Recruits Undergo Basic Training at Lackland, AFB, Texas,
1974.19

Other examples of female enlistees who entered the ANG from the active duty Air
Force included Airman First Class (A1C) Brenda Ann Baker of Pasadena, Texas. Baker
enlisted in June of 1970, as the only female member among the 800-plus male unit of the
147th Combat Crew Training Group at Ellington AFB, Houston, Texas. Enlisting as a
personnel specialist, the job she performed on active duty, Baker said she joined the ANG
because, “…she liked military service and I feel really proud when I’m in uniform.”20
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It was at this time the ANG recognized that it needed female recruiters to better
engage women enlistees. South Dakota was one of the first states to hire female
traditional guardsmen as recruiters. Some units went to great lengths to get female
recruiters into their organizations. In 1972, the 121st Tactical Fighter (TFW) Wing at
Rickenbacker AFB, Columbus, Ohio was one example. Senior Airman Terri Hill, who
was an active duty recruiter, wanted to join the Ohio ANG at an earlier date, but the
active duty Air Force was short of female recruiters and did not allow her to separate
early from active duty. In response, the 121st TFW held a position for Hill for five
months until she was able to separate from active service. Sergeant Hill remained in the
ANG until her retirement as a Master Sergeant (MSgt) in 1990.21
Organizationally, women who were members of the active duty Air Force were
considered a separate branch of the armed services headed by a female colonel and
referred to as WAF airmen and WAF officers’ from the emergence of the Air Force as an
independent service in 1947. Unlike the active duty Air Force, the ANG assigned women
as members to the units to which they enlisted in.
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Figure 3. Female Enlisted Airmen of the 147th Fighter Group Ellington Field, Texas
ANG, 1974.22

On August 31, 1975, the military eliminated 60 of the 104 WAF squadron
sections and the remainder closed by December 31, 1975. Entry into any branch of the
armed services in the late 1960s and early 1970s, required women to meet the following
requirements: possess high school diploma or certificate of passage of the equivalency
exam, not be less than 18 years of age, and those with dependents required a waiver.23 A
unique milestone occurred in 1971, when two nuns, Sister Judith Rosenthal and Sheila
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McGuirk of Boston, Massachusetts enlisted to serve as medical technicians with the
104th Tactical Fighter Group at Barnes ANG Base, Massachusetts.24
Sister Rosenthal, who now resides in Holyoke, Massachusetts stated that
“…joining the ANG allowed me to serve my country beyond the experience of serving
humanity within the duties of the church.” Rosenthal, who later rose to the rank of
Senior Master Sergeant (SMSgt) Rosenthal and retired from the ANG in 1993, after
serving 22 years. The sisters had to receive permission from the Second Vatican Council
of Springfield, Massachusetts to join the ANG. Sister Rosenthal said the Church
leadership was very supportive of her decision to enlist. Rosenthal remembers her years
in the ANG, “...as some of the best experiences in her life…the people I worked with
were just so wonderful and the sense of purpose was extremely gratifying.”25
One of the first women who saw an opportunity to serve in uniform with the ANG
was Judy Ann Holland (formerly Dasinger) of Lanier, Alabama. Holland graduated from
high school in May of 1971, with no employment prospects and was already engaged to
her boyfriend. Upon the advice of her father, a member of the 187th Tactical
Reconnaissance Group (TRG) at Montgomery, Holland joined the 187th TRG as the first
female enlisted member of the Alabama ANG in December of 1972. Upon learning of
her decision to enlist, her fiancé called off their engagement. Though slighted, Holland
left for BMT the following month and never looked back. After attending technical
training at Keesler AFB, Mississippi to become an administrative specialist, Holland
quickly settled into her new job.
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Holland remembers, “As the only woman in the unit for nearly four years, all the
guys were super nice to me,” she further added, “of course knowing that my dad was a
Senior NCO in the unit may have helped.” The Guard later promoted Holland to a new
position at the Joint Forces Headquarters for the Alabama National Guard to work for the
ANG Commander, eventually becoming the first woman MSgt and SMSgt. in the history
of the Alabama ANG. Holland retired as a SMSgt. in June 2012, after serving 40 years
of service. She said that, “…the comradery and the job were the best memories I’ll ever
have.”26
During the Vietnam years, the total number of women serving in the military was
only 25 percent higher than the total female force in 1960.27 It was also during this
period that the Air Force and ANG announced plans to double the number of female
personnel within its ranks.28 On November 17, 1972, the Chief of Staff of the Air Force
approved a plan to increase the number of women in the Air Force and ANG so that
annual procurement of women would increase gradually until it tripled the 1972 force
level by June 30, 1978, from 9,388 to 41,554.29
In keeping with the spirit of increasing the number of women and minorities into
the Guard, Special Assistant for Equal Opportunity, Colonel Lew Jones pointed out,
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“…equal opportunity is simply good business…it has nothing to do with morality or
sociology, it’s consistent with National Security.”30 At the 60th Annual General
Conference of the National Guard held in San Francisco, California in October 1972,
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Equal Opportunity, Donald L. Miller,
announced, “…the Guard has shown a measure of progress, but by no stretch of the
imagination are women and minorities represented in numbers or percentages worth of
note and there is serious tenacity for the recruitment of women noting that the Army
Guard has 17 enlisted women and the Air Guard has 275 enlisted women to date…”31
The following year saw an notable increase in the recruitment of women. By the end of
Fiscal Year 1973, the ANG had recruited 604 enlisted women.32
In 1972, the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) by a two-thirds vote
in both houses of Congress began to affect the thinking of military planners. This
amendment-prohibited discrimination based on sex and signaled positive changes for
women choosing to serve in the military.33 Although never ratified, the ERA had a
substantial political impact on Pentagon policy. The prevailing policy of the military, as
a representative of the Air Force expressed it, was that personnel policies and procedures
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should be essentially the same for men and women “except where there are legitimate
rational reasons to do otherwise.”34
Pentagon leadership recognized at the outset that they would have to balance
changes required by the ERA against the military’s need to maintain a minimum level of
discipline within the services.35 Issues dealing with fraternization and sexual harassment
would increase substantially as more and more women entered the armed forces. For
instance in 1978, when the Navy first authorized women to serve aboard ships incidents
of pregnancy and disciplinary problems surfaced immediately.
The ERA’s impact would also affect the different enlistment standards used for men and
women, the age of eligibility to enlist and parental permission. Officials knew they must
address employment discrimination in various career fields. Unlike the Air Force, both
the Army and Marine Corps set restrictions on women entering numerous occupational
specialties due to the amount of strenuous physical activity and hazardous duty associated
with them.36
In contrast, by mid-1971, the military closed five career fields within the Air
Force and ANG to women and these were all associated with aircraft that might be
engaged in combat missions.37 Debate among women’s rights groups, politicians, and
military leaders focused on the exclusion of women from combat, their exemption from
the draft, and charges of sex discrimination within the Armed Forces.
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As the nation debated the ERA, the constitutionality of several military policies
dealing with women faced Federal Court challenges. One Pentagon policy challenged in
court dealt with dependency entitlement. In 1970, Air Force Lieutenant Sharon Frontiero,
stationed at Maxwell AFB, Alabama as a physical therapist, was married to a veteran
who was attending college full time on the G.I. Bill. Because she was a woman, the
military refused to consider her husband her dependent and the military treated her as a
single member for entitlement purposes.
Therefore, the Frontieros were not eligible for on-base housing, nor was Mr.
Frontiero eligible for medical care routinely offered to wives of male military members.
In order to become eligible for these entitlements, Lt. Frontiero would have had to
provide proof that her husband depended on her for half of his support. In contrast,
military men did not have to provide proof of dependency for their female spouses since
the military considered males “breadwinners” and wives dependents.
Surprisingly, earlier in 1969, a proposal was put before the Air Force’s Chief of
Staff Airman’s Council that women members of the Air Force who were married to
civilians should receive the same basic allowance for quarters as Air Force men whose
wives were civilians. Air Force leadership agreed with the proposal and supported
legislation to that effect.38 However, the legislation was not in place when the Frontieros
challenged the existing policy in court. The Frontieros filed suit in Federal Court in
December of 1970, on the grounds that the rules existed solely for administrative
convenience. The Federal Court denied the Frontieros suit in a two to one vote, on the
basis that the small one percent of women that made up the military who had spouses did
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not justify the expense in “administrative and manpower” efforts it would cost to change
the current system. Upon losing their suit, the Frontieros filed an appeal to the Supreme
Court and won their case in 1973.
The 1973 Frontiero vs. Richardson Supreme Court decision struck down the need
for women members of the service to prove dependency of their civilian husbands. As a
result, a female member of the military, like her male counterparts, was now entitled to
Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) and medical benefits for her civilian husband
without proof of dependency.39 During the early 1970s, the issue of pregnancy and child
custody also became an issue for women who desired to serve in the military.
Under Executive Order No. 10240- Regulation Governing the Separation of
Certain Women Serving in the Regular Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or Air Force of the
United States Code passed in 1951, women who became pregnant or became the parent
of a natural, adopted or stepchild “under such minimum age as the Secretary concerned
shall determine” faced mandatory separation from active service.40 Readiness and
personnel availability were of vital concern to all levels of management in the Air Force
and ANG. In order for the ANG to maintain a high readiness posture and insure that all
its members be available for worldwide deployment to perform the full range of duties for
which they were trained, specific dependent care policies for single members and military
couples had to be developed.
In two landmark cases, the courts considered the DOD’s policy on pregnancy and
women as single parents. First in 1970, Navy Seaman Anna Flores, who was single,
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became pregnant and the military discharged her. Although she miscarried, the Navy
insisted on discharging her because it could not “condone” an unwed pregnancy or a
“dilution of the moral standards set for women in the Navy.”41 The second case involved
Air Force Judge Advocate Lawyer Captain (Cpt.) Tommie Sue Smith, who filed suit in
federal district court charging a violation of her equal protection rights, since men with
minor children faced no restrictions.
Cpt. Smith had originally given up custody of her son in 1966, in order to join the
Air Force. After receiving orders to the Philippines in 1969, she was informed her child
could not accompany her. Smith filed suit and on 1 October 1970, the policy, which
provided for mandatory separation of WAF officers and enlisted women when they had
minor children in their household was changed. WAF personnel could now adopt
children, be stepparents, or have children under 18 in their personal or legal custody
without the requirement for separation processing or waiver of separation.42
Another case in 1971, involved the daughter of a deceased Mississippi National
Guard member, Mrs. Patricia N. LeFave of Chunky, Mississippi who wrote a letter to
Congressman Gillespie Montgomery soliciting help to join the National Guard. In her
letter, Mrs. LeFave wrote, “I am married with two children and a registered nurse and I
would like to become part of the unit my father loved and gave his life for. My problem
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is that the Guard does not allow women with children to join, which leads me to question
if any male members have children?”43
In response to Mrs. LeFave’s inquiry, Col. Donald D. McClanahan, Chief of
Policy and Liaison Office for Guard Affairs, wrote back to Congressman Gillespie that
Air Force policy has recently changed to allow the enlistment of females with dependents
into the ANG.44 As the economy of the 1970s fell victim to the post-Vietnam recession
and employment staggered, more and more women were turning towards the armed
forces to find jobs. By 1975, courts required the DOD to make changes across the armed
services to enlistment policy for single parents and discharge policy for pregnancy and
single parents voluntary.45

Career Options

At first, women enlisting in the ANG were primarily restricted to traditional
career fields, those stereotyped as women’s jobs (i.e. medical and administrative). In a
letter to President Nixon in 1972, Sgt. Nancy J. Slade of the 185th Tactical Fighter Group
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(TFG) Headquarters in Des Moines, Iowa challenged ANG policies restricting promotion
and career opportunities against women, “I would like to know what is going in the
National Guard. For the past 20 years, females have been discriminated against in the
Guard programs and have never been afforded the opportunity for advancement like the
men have.”46 By mid-1971, the number of career fields in the ANG open to women
would increase from 51 percent to 98 percent. As in other services, limitations restricted
women to combat support functions, which would not expose them to direct combat.
Aggressive recruiting by ANG recruiters continued to produce higher numbers of
enlisted women within its ranks. By October 1973, the Air Guard had out-performed the
Army National Guard in terms of females within its ranks. The significantly larger Army
Guard had 800 female officers and enlisted women, compared with the Air Guard’s 1,092
female members. The national trend to bring women into more job fields directly
affected this increase.
Economic considerations also played a role from an organizational standpoint as
Air Force and ANG leadership pointed out that “women cost the government slightly less
than men.” Among the reasons was, that unlike servicemen, most Air Force and ANG
women had no dependents, and this reduced outlays sharply for travel, transportation, and
dependent medical care. Additionally, ANG leadership said that recent policy changes
allowing pregnant women to remain in service had created no problems and not resulted
in increased discharges from the service.47
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With the increase of minority and female participation in the ANG during the
early 1970s, the Guard sought to ensure fair treatment for all. In 1973, the ANG
established social actions program within each unit. The ANG assigned two officers and
one enlisted member to each office. In 1974, the ANG established social actions plan
and it developed and distributed ANG Regulation 30-20, “Social Actions Program,” in
1975 and 1976 respectively. Within the first three years of the program, 85 percent of
ANG personnel had received training on topics dealing with race relations, sexual
harassment within the work place, and cultural dynamics.48 Although it would be years
before sexual harassment would see a marked decline within the ANG, it was at least a
start to addressing the problem.

Figure 4. Airman Jacquelyn Dixon, First Black Female WAF of the 174th Tactical
Fighter Group, Syracuse, NY. 1973.49
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A Family Tradition

Service in the ANG was and still is a family tradition. For years, sons had
followed their father’s example into the ANG, now daughters and wives soon joined as
enlisted members of the ANG. Take for instance, in 1972, when Lorraine Kerrigan,
daughter of Master Sergeant (MSgt) James Kerrigan of the Arizona ANG, enlisted in the
161st Medical Group in Phoenix, becoming the first WAF in the Arizona ANG’s 25-year
history.
Other examples of father-daughter ANG first’s includes the case of Linda
Denoncourt, daughter of SMSgt. Jean Denoncourt of the 104th Tactical Fighter Group
(TFG) at Barnes ANG Base, Massachusetts who enlisted in January 1972 in the
Massachusetts ANG to become an enlisted medical technician. Another example of
daughters taking a career cue from their fathers was the case of 18-year old JoAnn
LeDoux, daughter of Lieutenant Colonel (Lt Col) Joseph A. LeDoux, who enlisted into
the 142nd Supply Squadron at Portland, Oregon in February 1972, to become a logistics
specialist in the Oregon ANG.50
In October of 1972, two husband and wife teams became part of the 149th
Tactical Fighter Group (TFG) at Kelly AFB, Texas. Both Mary Brogoitti and Jacqueline
Doolittle were no longer content to stay at home during their husband’s scheduled drill
weekends with the Texas ANG, so both enlisted becoming the first married couples in
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Texas ANG history.51 Sometimes whole families joined the ANG such as in the case of
the family of Sgt. Peggy. G. Amsler. Both Amsler’s son, Kenneth Pagel, and daughterin-law Sandra, served together in the 128th Air Refueling Group (ARG) at Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.52
The ANG provided an alternative to those women who possessed limited skills
and faced limited job options in the 1970s. Training in non-traditional fields proved to be
just the sort of enticement that attracted young women into the ANG. “An aversion to
any kind of paperwork” is the reason 18-year old Denise Martin of Phoenix gave as
reason for enlisting as the 161st Aerial Refueling Group’s Arizona ANG as the first
woman aircraft mechanic in 1973.53
For Paula Toay who joined the South Dakota ANG in March 1971, the decision to
enlist was simple. Described as “an alert 18-year old with captivating red hair,” Toay
stated that her reasons for joining were practical. She said, “I knew I had to go to out and
get some work experience. Many jobs are getting hard to find and I knew I wanted to
travel too, I thought the Air Guard would give me the chance to do both.”54 These young
women and others like them would continue to blaze trails for the female enlistees who
would follow them.
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For enlisted members of the ANG, like the officers above them, Professional
Military Education (PME) is a mandatory requirement for career-minded members of the
service. The ANG Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) and Senior Non-Commissioned
Officer (SNCO) Academies, first established in 1967, at McGhee Tyson ANG Base, in
Knoxville, Tennessee are the equivalent to the Squadron Officer School (SOS) and Air
Command and Staff Colleges (ACSC) PME that is required for commissioned officers. In
1970, the 86 male student body in the NCOA class for the first time welcomed their first
female classmate ever to attend, Staff Sergeant (SSgt) Mary E. Loy from the West
Virginia Air National Guard.55
As a prior active duty Marine, Sergeant Loy had joined West Virginia’s 130th
Combat Support Squadron because of the ANG’s wider range of occupational
opportunities. Colleagues embraced her attendance at the NCOA so well that the Deputy
Commandant, CMSgt Paul H. Lankford, asked the NGB to request that more women
follow her.
In 1971, SSgt. Loy would later be recognized for her strong work ethic and
unparalleled professionalism in the performance of her duties as a personnel
administrative secretary to the commander of 120th Combat Support Squadron when she
was selected as one of the Air Force’s 12 Outstanding Airman of the Year.56
Surprisingly enough, the opportunity to join the ANG for some women came a
little later in life than others. For instance, Mrs. Florence Collins, who was a former
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Korean war veteran and grandmother, enlisted in the California ANG 163rd Fighter
Interceptor Group (FIG) at Ontario, California in July 1974. She joined the ANG after
working at the base as a civilian for 22 years as the civilian secretary to the base
commander.57 As the 1970s progressed, so too did the number of enlisted women in the
ANG. Female participation in the ANG increased from 1,227 in 1974 to 6,700 by 1976,
and would reach 12,551 by 1986.58 This period ushered in new opportunities in career
specialties previously closed to females.
For example, in June 1974, Debra L. Weaver enlisted as a member of the
Pennsylvania ANG’s 112th Tactical Control Squadron at University Park becoming the
first female air surveillance operator. After attending radar school at Keesler AFB,
Mississippi she learned to operate search scope radar and direct fighter aircraft to
airborne targets.59
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Figure 5. Airman Debra Weaver of the 112th Tactical Squadron, College Park,
Pennsylvania 1974.60

It was also during 1974, that many career fields saw the introduction of enlisted
women into specialties that were traditionally male dominated. In some cases, the ANG
provided the only opportunity at the time for young women to pursue their dreams. In
the case of Cynthia Yvonne Tinney at the age of 18 became the first woman to enlist the
Alabama’s ANG 117th Weapons System Security Flight in Birmingham, Alabama. Ms.
Tinney enlisted for three years as a law enforcement specialist in hopes of pursuing a
civilian career in police work; she stated, “The Air Guard provided a perfect solution for
what I wanted to do.”61
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By 1975, the armed forces were recruiting more women each year than the total
strength of the women’s components just three years earlier. In the fourth year of the
AVF, there were 109,133 women in uniform, making up more than 5 percent of the total
force. By June 1975, the term WAF was no longer considered an authorized term to
address females in the Air Force or ANG. Acceptable terms of address were now
officially ‘Airman’ for enlisted members and ‘Ma’am’ for officers.62 A contemporary
report by the Brookings Institute estimated that the United States had 44 percent more
women in uniform than twenty other major nations combined, including the Soviet
Union.63
As the decade progressed the recruiting of women into the ANG continued to be
extremely successful, the ANG achieved a net gain of 1,441 women in Fiscal Year
1975.64 Unlike the Air Force and ANG, the Army and Marine Corps were lagging far
behind in their recruit accessions. In a memo to the Air Force and ANG from the House
of Representatives Armed Services Committee, accompanying the Fiscal Year 1978
military authorization bill, Congress urged Air Force leadership to reduce the physical
standards of future recruits and enlist more young women.
House leaders reasoned that since both the Army and Marine Corps, which were
suffering severe recruiting shortfalls at the time, would benefit by signing up those young
men who otherwise would “go” Air Force rather than join the Army or Marine Corps.
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The Senate Armed Services Committee agreed with Air Force and ANG
leadership that they should not have to “bail out” the other branches by reducing their
physical standards, but otherwise continued to pursue its phased plan for increasing the
number of women recruits.65
In 1975, a unique first for enlisted women in the ANG occurred when Colonel
(Col) Alexander P. Macdonald, commander of the 119th Fighter Interceptor Group
(ANG), at Fargo, North Dakota decided to send an all-woman team to represent the unit
in the fifth annual Aerospace Defense Command’s (ADC) weapons-loading competition
at Tyndall AFB in Panama City, Florida. Col. Macdonald had been toying with the idea
of putting one woman on the traditional all-male team, but after discussing it over with
his staff, he thought, “…a Guard unit survives only through its esprit de corps. This was
something the whole unit could get behind and support, no matter what the final
outcome.” Because the 119th had no women in its aircraft munitions maintenance
section, the unit sought out volunteers from other sections to train as qualified assistance
loaders. The response was overwhelming and four women were finally accepted.
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Figure 6. All Women Load Team of the 119th Fighter Interceptor Group of the North
Dakota ANG 1975.66

Assured all four women were serious and capable of handling the difficult
training that was required, Col. MacDonald gave final approval for the idea. Only one
volunteer, A1C Jackie Sandler, had previous maintenance experience, as an automatic
flight control systems specialist.
The other three volunteers were A1C Trish McMerty who was an administrative
specialist; A1C Dodie Thomas who was a flight operations specialist, responsible for

Figure 6. “The Happy Hooligals” of the North Dakota ANG.” Airman Magazine 1 Oct
1976: 93. Print.
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filing weather and flight plans for the pilots; and Sgt. Ellie Rising who was a switchboard
operator for the unit. To meet the requirements of the competition, the military trained
all the volunteers to a three-level skill capability in munitions maintenance. The military
appointed A1C McMerty team chief and designed the training of women as assistant
loaders who could load the F-101 fighter aircraft safely and effectively.
The training involved a five-day-a-week program, which relieved the women
from their regular job schedules with the permission of their work supervisors. The ANG
instructed them to read technical manuals, use hand tools, and handle aircraft m issiles.
The ANG primarily trained the women on the AIM-4D Falcon air-to-air missile and it
was the one they loaded during the actual competition. The military scored participants
on time required to perform two weapons load, the condition of the team’s toolbox and
equipment, and the results of written tests associated with the procedures.
Though the team’s formation was only temporary, it was viewed as a great experience by
its members and demonstrated to ANG officials that women could perform traditionally
“male oriented” jobs working with aircraft. “What really matters is that we’ve been the
opportunity to do something women have never done before.” Sergeant Rising added,
“We might have done it sooner, but nobody asked us.”67
Other notable female firsts included Linda J. Hill who became the Air Guard’s
first female airborne radio operator to earn her wings as a crewmember aboard the EC121 Super Costellation. Possessing a Bachelor’s degree in Communications and a
Master’s degree in American Studies, she enlisted in the Pennsylvania ANG at
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Following basic training at Lackland AFB, Texas, she
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attended radio operator school at Keesler AFB, Mississippi, and graduated first in her
class. At the time Hall stated, “I guess all my life I’ve wanted to be part of
flying…Women have been involved in flying jobs since the inception of the airplane. It
was just a matter of time, I guess, until one of us was given a flying assignment in the Air
National Guard. I’m happy to have been chosen the first one.”68
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Figure 7. MSgt Linda Hall, First Female Airborne Radio Operator of the 193rd Special
Operations Group, Harrisburg, PA.69

Women in the enlisted ranks of the ANG continued to break new boundaries as
the decade progressed. SSgt. Lila Hilton of the 459th Tactical Fighter Wing at Andrews
AFB, Maryland became the first woman small arms instructor in May 1977. Before
tackling what was usually considered a “man’s job,” SSgt. Hilton was an air cargo
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specialist, responsible for loading transport aircraft. Hilton then cross-trained from that
career field into the small arms specialist career field because she said, “I wanted a
challenging job that would keep me on the run.”
Hilton attended six weeks of training in the maintenance and firing of the M-16
rifle and .38-caliber revolver at Lackland AFB, Texas. She was one of two women in the
class of 23 and reported that, “Other than some good-natured kidding, there were no
problems. It was a lot of hard work, but it was worth it.” Her normal duties include the
teaching of weapon safety, shooting fundamentals, range procedures, weapons cleaning
and assembly. Her civilian profession at the time was working as a plain-clothes
detective in Washington, D.C., adding that, “…her Guard training had given her selfconfidence.”70
At every opportunity, women were proving themselves as capable as the males. In
April 1977, Technical Sergeant (TSgt) Elizabeth Reeves of the Ohio ANG’s 180th
Fighter Group at Toledo, Ohio graduated in the top ten percent of her class of 78
Guardsmen, of which only two were women. Sergeant Reeves served as an x-ray
technician in both her civilian profession and ANG specialty.71
In some circumstances enlisted women performed duties in their roles as ANG
members that were far outside of their normal civilian occupational professions. One
such case was in the New Hampshire ANG at Pease AFB, where Airman Kim Castoras
was the only woman in the 157th Combat Support Squadron starting in 1976. Airman
Castoras served as an aircraft fuels specialist responsible for operating fuel trucks,
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hydrant facilities and pumping gear designed to distribute aviation fuel into KC-135
Stratotanker refueling aircraft.
A physically demanding job with extensive safety requirements, Airman
Castoras’s job was a far cry from the secretarial career she had prepared for at New
Hampshire’s Dover High School. She commented on the work, “I feel good doing this
job…it’s a real challenge and very exciting to be actually out on the flight line with the
rest of the “guys” working on the aircraft in all kinds of weather.” Her job performance
was so good in fact, that when her supervisor is absent, she substitutes for him.72
By 1978, a number of factors had accelerated greater utilization of women in the
armed services: the President’s drive for an all-volunteer force; increasing concern for
equal opportunity by the military, and expansion of job specialties open to women. Air
Force General Jean Holm stated, “In the past almost half of the enlisted fields were
closed to women because they were combat associated or beyond the physical capability
of the average woman. As of January 1, 1978, women could apply for most of the
noncombat fields.”73 ANG officials had wanted to assign women heavily into
nontraditional skills and not concentrate them too heavily in administration and other
traditional female jobs.
However, there was concern among some within the Pentagon regarding the
capabilities of women to assimilate into occupational specialties dealing with mechanical
aptitude. A January 1978 joint study by the Brookings Institute and the DOD, found that
plenty of women were attracted to the “equal pay” of the military system and were
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willing to enlist. Unfortunately, the study also found that women scored lower in
mechanical and electrical fields on military entrance exams; both of these areas of which
the Air Force and ANG were heavily dependent on for personnel requirements.
Cautious Air Force leadership reported to the Defense Department that, “More
than half of all potential female recruits were not qualified for mechanical jobs.”74 In a
challenge to Air Force concerns, proponents of a greater expansion of women in uniform,
both from within and outside the Pentagon, pointed to the alarming cost of recruiting
young males comparable to that of young females. Critics of the Air Force’s concerns
pointed to a 1977 Defense Department study prepared for then-Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown that reported that the cost of recruiting a “high quality” male recruit (those
with a high school diploma) ranged from $870 in the Air Force to $3,700 in the Army.
This, the report stated, compared with a mere $150 to recruit a “high quality” female for
any of the services. The military attributed the lower cost expenditures for females to
lower numbers of disciplinary problems and less time lost for alcohol and drug abuse.75
In response to calls from both Capitol Hill and President Carter’s White House to
increase the number of women, Air Force and ANG leaders proceeded to do just that.
Women continued to disprove critics concerning their mechanical inadequacies
and establish their presence within the enlisted ranks of the ANG more and more. As in
the case of Sgt. RoxAnne Splittstozer who joined the Minnesota’s ANG 133rd
Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron in Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota in
1976, following a brief two-year tour of active duty. As a jet engine mechanic, Sgt.
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Splittstozer inspected, removed, installed, disassembled, and repaired almost every
component of the C-130 Hercules aircraft engine. According to her, “Working on a C130 engine is like baking bread. If one ingredient is faulty, then your product won’t rise.
You have to ensure each component is in good condition and works, and that every single
wire is connected properly.”
She added, “This is a very enjoyable and interesting job. You work with a lot of
people from all over the base…” Although she was the only woman in a unit of 125 men,
she reflected, “When you work here, knowledge and decisiveness are things that
count. The men I work with are professionals. At first there was a period of adjustments,
but now we’re like family.” Her commander, Lt. Col. Otis Bergman, 133th Chief of
Maintenance said, “Sergeant Splittstozer gets the job done. She is a good worker, very
cool-headed and has lots of initiative. She does a great job.” Splittstozer added, “I can’t
think of any other job I would rather do.”76
Civilian leadership and military supervisors praised women’s performance in the
ANG. Senator William Proxmire of Wisconsin declared, “Women in the services have
shown to be smarter on average than men (they are much more likely to have high school
diplomas than men, and they score higher on standardized tests); they have higher
retention rates than men; and lost about fifty percent less time from their duties than
men.”77
Another enlisted woman proving herself in a man’s world was Vickie Rossow,
whom before enlisting in the Michigan ANG in July of 1978, was a cashier at a retail
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outlet. Rossow always liked the military and was interested in a career as a firefighter,
however to become a civilian firefighter required enrolling in college courses at the time
she could not afford. Rossow discovered the perfect solution by joining the 191st Civil
Engineering Flight at Selfridge ANG Base, Michigan. Following BMT at Lackland AFB,
Texas, Airman Rossow then attended a six-week course at the Military Training Center
School for Firefighting at Chanute AFB, Illinois.
Airman Rossow said, “The school was fantastic and so were the instructors. They
made sure you knew everything about firefighting before you left.” She further stated, “I
enjoy the job and the men I work with are really super, I get a real satisfaction in a job
like this.”78 Women were becoming to be a recognized contribution in almost every
career field. In March 1978, SSgt. Reba Long of the 113th Combat Support Group of the
Washington, D.C. ANG became the highest ranking security police woman in the ANG
and was one of the first women delegates to attend the ANG Security Police
Conference.79
As with the civilian workforce during the 1970s, enlisted women were making
inroads to practically every job available. In the California ANG’s 222nd Combat
Communications Squadron at Costa Mesa, California, enlisted women were keeping the
lines of communications open. In February of 1979, Sgt. Gail Ball, A1C Vicky
Rutherford, Sgt. Rita Poll, A1C Linda Grimes, Sgt. Louise Sali, and SSgt. Cyndy
Cservenyak formed the first ever all-female field operating telecommunications site for
the California ANG.
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The exercise involved radio relay specialists SSgt. Cservenyak, Sgt. Poli, and
A1C Rutherford to assemble and set up two 15-foot antennas, while operating, repairing,
and maintaining the radio truck’s equipment. Meanwhile, the ground power team of Sgts.
Ball and Sali set up and operated the generators, which ran the entire system.
A1C Grimes, a telecommunications specialist, set up and maintained a KWM-2A HF
radio which was a backup in case the primary radio failed. As civilians, Sgt.
Cservenyak was a telephone construction installer, while Sgts. Poli and A1C Grimes
were electricians. Sgt. Ball was a generator specialist for a power company and Sgt. Sali
was a mail delivery person for United Parcel Service, while A1C Rutherford was a
college student.80
The ANG achieved another milestone in equal opportunity for women when it
promoted its first female to the highest enlisted rank -- Chief Master Sergeant. Frances
Holt Arnold received the promotion in June 1978. CMSgt Arnold of the Texas ANG
became the first ANG female to wear the enlisted grade of E-9 in the entire National
Guard- Army or Air Force. When asked about her accomplishment she responded, “All I
was concerned about was getting my work done and doing my duty.” Arnold enlisted in
the Texas ANG in 1969 as an administrative specialist following a six-year tour in the
Air Force and three years in the Air Force Reserve, she recalled. “Women had to work
doubly hard,” she further added, “…I believe I could do just about anything as well as
anybody, and I proved it.” Chief Arnold retired in November 1988 after serving 27 years
of military service.81
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By the end of the 1970s, the number of women continued to increase from 5.1 in
Fiscal Year 1972 to a programed 19.5 in Fiscal Year 1979. At that time about one-third
of all women recruits enlisted in the Air National Guard.82 When asked about how the
presence of women would change the ANG, Maj Gen. John T. Guice, Director of the Air
National Guard, responded, “I think the biggest challenge will be the attitude of males in
the military. Men are realizing that women are equally competent on the job and their
presence is a benefit to the readiness of the unit.”83

Chapter Overview

Beginning in 1968, for the first time the ANG opened its doors for women to
serve as enlisted members. At first, the influx of females into the Air Guard was
marginal and most came from a prior service background. With the creation of the AllVolunteer Force in 1973, the Air Force and ANG began to refocus their recruiting drives
to attract more women to compensate for the lack of a sufficient number of young males
to sustain personnel levels. Although the Equal Rights Amendment had failed to achieve
ratification, its influence was substantial enough to persuade Pentagon leadership to
provide opportunities for enlisted women to enter traditionally “male oriented” career
fields. The ERA also served as a catalyst to bring about dramatic changes to existing
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policies associated with military single parent issues, pregnancy, and dependent pay
entitlements.
Despite any reservations among ANG officials about the capabilities of enlisted
women to perform in non-traditional specialties, women proved repeatedly that they
could successfully do the job when given the opportunity. The 1970s began a
transformation of the ANG from a “males only” club to a more diverse work place that
reflected the demographic make-up of the civilian workforce. With the coming of the
1980s, enlisted women would further challenge the status-quo and make themselves an
indispensable asset to the Air Guard’s mission.
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Chapter Four

The 1980s -- Women Moving Forward

In the late 1970s, the Carter administration envisioned a moderate rate of growth
that would result in over 265,000 women in the military by Fiscal Year 1986. However,
with the election of Ronald Reagan in 1981, the military tabled expansion plans, pending
a review of the impact of women on force readiness. This interruption in expansion,
known as “Womanpause,” was justified by the Pentagon on the grounds that “the
increase during the 1970s was spurred by social pressures for equal opportunity with
particular emphasis on utilization of women in non-traditional skills and little effort was
made during this period to determine the best way to utilize women based on skill,
mission, and readiness requirements.”1
The first real indication that the services were contemplating a slow-down came
in a speech by then-Army Chief of Staff Edward C. Meyer. General Meyer stated, “I
have decided to call a pause to further increases in the number of Army women. We will
continue to recruit women at a rate sufficient to sustain the current level of 65,000
women in the coming year. During this pause, the military conducted an in-depth policy
review of all the attendant issues. I'm simply not certain that the policies we have
gradually arrived at [are] appropriate to a war-fighting army.”2
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Recruitment in the 1980s, under President Carter’s defense program, called for an
increased number of females throughout the DOD, although the Department of Defense
attempted to block this. There was a reversal by President Reagan's Secretary of
Defense, Casper Weinberger, because of the political fallout that emanated from
Congressional leadership such as Senator Diane Schroeder of Colorado. There were
outstanding achievements by enlisted women of the ANG during the decade.
In 1981, “womanpause” went into effect and the DOD announced a reappraisal of
accession goals and policies regarding women in the military and a subsequent “pause”
on recruiting to assess the impact of women on military readiness.3 Military leaders
asked the Reagan administration for permission to hold down the number of women
enlistees until their impact on force readiness could be determined. A position paper on
women in the military was part of a joint-service manpower report sent to President
Ronald Reagan's Pentagon transition team. It asked the Reagan administration to scrap
President Carter's administration goal for increasing the total number of enlisted women
in the armed services to 265,000 by 1986.
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Figure 8. “Pentagon Reluctance.”4

Dr. Lawrence Korb, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower, was an earlier
supporter of “womanpause” within the DOD. He attempted to explain the impact of the
Defense Department's decision when he stated, “Past female recruiting goals were based
largely on theoretical models. What's happened is now we have some experience. I think
it's an appropriate time, at the beginning of an administration when you are having a force
expansion, changing doctrine, to take a look and say, okay, let's stop and see if these
models should be changed”5 However, Secretary of Defense Weinberger rejected this
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attempt to constrain women's participation within the armed forces because qualified
women were essential to obtaining the numbers of quality people required to maintain the
readiness of our forces.6
Some of the harshest critics of the Pentagon’s “womanpause” policy were the
Presidential Defense Advisory Committee on Women in the Services (DACOWITS).
Founded in 1951 by Secretary of Defense George C. Marshall, the Committee is
composed of civilian women and men appointed by the Secretary of Defense to provide
advice and recommendations on matters and policies relating to recruitment and
retention, employment, and treatment of women in the Armed Forces.7 The Committee
issued a report in November 1981, that it detected an “underlying uneasiness among
service women about their perceived value to the military and the implied assumption
that the presence of women denigrates readiness,” adding that, “…the services’ reduced
accession objectives and repeated studies about the effectiveness of women in the
military are hurting morale.”8
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The Pentagon Pushes Back

The Pentagon’s position paper stated that recruiting rates required to reach that
goal “do not appear attainable if desired quality standards are to be maintained.” The
services at that time had 150,000 female enlisted members. In particular, reaching the
DOD’s goal for the AF and ANG the report said would require an excessive percentage
of females in traditional jobs such as clerk typists and administrative positions thus
exceeding the allocated ceilings in these career fields. Air Force and ANG manpower
specialists said that despite the opportunities to enter non-traditional fields, most women
preferred to remain in administrative jobs.
Officials posited that even if women were more interested in these technical jobs,
a high percentage of them lack the mechanical skills to qualify.9 Critics charged that the
Air Force’s concern about “too many” women in traditional fields was a veiled attempt to
give legitimacy to what was considered an arbitrary decision on the part of Air Force and
ANG planners to hold down the numbers of women.10 In October 1981, the Air Force
director of Personnel Plans, Maj Gen. W.R. Usher said that the Air Force and ANG
already had a higher representation than the other services, having increased their
numbers by 500 percent since 1970 and opened many new skills to them, and that many
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new skills had opened to them. He went on to state that 30 percent of women were in
nontraditional skills.11
In response, Senator Patricia Schroeder of Colorado challenged the DOD’s plan
to slow down the recruitment of women, demanded to know why the military
implemented the slowdown, and asked Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger to justify
the Pentagon’s policy. “The new policy,” Schroeder said, “apparently was based partially
on field reports citing problems arising from women working in non-traditional military
areas, such as combat support duties and maintenance functions.” One report from the
Army announced that field commanders had reported increasing problems stemming
from the inability of women to handle strength and stamina requirements for some jobs.
As a result, the Army planned to stabilize the number of women at 65,000 through Fiscal
Year 1987, even though that could lead to a cumulative recruiting shortfall of some
22,500.12
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Figure 9. “Under Scrutiny.”13

Despite reservations within the Pentagon concerning the capabilities of women,
Schroeder responded, “Years of studies show the beneficial contributions women make in
the effectiveness of the armed forces,” further declaring, “I can’t help but feel that a
hidden agenda to return to the draft lurks behind the recruitment freeze facade.”14 For
instance, a Strategic Air Command study found that the concept of gender-specific crew
implementation in Minuteman/Peacekeeper missile systems launch crews was feasible.
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Bringing women into the Minuteman/Peacekeeper weapon systems on a gender-specific
basis would not cause any significant cost or training problems.15
Further support for Shroeder's position came in testimony from former
Undersecretary of the U.S. Judiciary, Antonia Handler Chayes, who testified before the
Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution held on November 1, 1983 that, “Numerous
studies on the performance of women and the effect their increased numbers have had on
combat effectiveness did not adversely affect either the morale or the performance of the
unit.”16 These field evaluations clearly undermined the Pentagon's argument that
increasing the number of women had a negative impact on military readiness. Unit
evaluations consistently showed that "women performed well and did not adversely affect
either the morale or the performance of the unit their increased numbers have had on
combat effectiveness.”
The shift in the Air Force and ANG’s accession of women was also due, in part,
to Air Force leaders’ fears that if the Army and Army National Guard were permitted to
reduce their intake of women, then the Air Force and its reserve components could be
required to enlist more than its “fair share” to meet overall DOD female strength
requirements. Earlier in 1979, the Air Force had planned to double the number of women
by FY 1985. This was viewed as a logical extension of the increases from 1972-1978. In
building toward that objective, however, complex utilization questions surfaced as a
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result of recruiting women at almost 20 percent of enlisted accessions in 1978, 1979, and
1980. Women migrated between career fields at rates higher than men did. For a time,
women had less choice than their male counterparts concerning which specialties they
could enter. This was part of a concerted effort to distribute women into non-traditional
areas and may explain some of the migration, which occurred.
Attrition rates were also higher for women than men in both Basic Military
Training (BMT) and Technical Training (TT) courses. In 1981, because of these and
related concerns, the women's end strength goal was modified to 11.4 percent for FY
1985. They also recognized that the “propensity of women to enlist in the Air Force and
ANG rather than join the Army or its reserve component due to combat exclusion laws”
made their service more vulnerable to absorbing a larger number of women.17
Those who disagreed with uniformed leadership included Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Manpower, Lawrence J. Korb, who presented a projected expansion plan for
manpower that would expand the armed services by about 240,000 over the next six
years to 2,309,000 in the fall of 1987. Korb insisted, in spite of service leader’s protests
that recruiting enough volunteers would have to include more women. Korb reported that
both the Army and Air Force appeared to be moving in the opposite direction concerning
the accession of women.18
Military leaders sharply disagreed with Korb’s analysis. In response to the Air
Force’s concerns, President Reagan’s Secretary of Defense, Casper Weinberger, issued a
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memo to service secretaries in January 1982, in which he took a strong position to ensure
combat exclusion was not used to keep women out of jobs that would prevent their
recruitment and advancement. He stated, “The policy of the DOD is that women will be
provided full and equal opportunities with men to pursue appropriate careers in the
military services for which they qualify. Military women can and should be utilized in
roles except those explicitly prohibited by combat exclusion statutes and related
policy.”19
Women who enlisted in the ANG faced more than just difficulty dealing with
issues such as learning to work in non-traditional specialties, they also faced a great deal
of sexism and harassment from their male colleagues. The ANG of the latter 1970s and
early 1980s was still very much a “boys club” that resented the intrusion of women into
their ranks.
An NGB survey taken in 1980 reported that most men did not accept (or perhaps
resented) women entering non-traditional jobs. Reports of sexual harassment continued
to rise in the ANG. The Special Assistant for Minority Affairs at the National Guard
Bureau, Rosemary Gnadt, responding to the issue of barriers to women in the ANG said
in a 1981 interview, “Unfortunately, the military is perceived to be a very masculine
organization, built on strength and endurance. We still think many times women need to
be protected and dependent rather than to be trained to defend themselves.”20
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In 1979 and 1980, the 96th Congress held four hearings to assess the status of
women in the AVF. On February 11, 1980, the focus of the hearings shifted to sexual
harassment when female service members provided testimonies and answered questions
about sexual victimization in the military. The women told about their experiences with
harassment, rape. They addressed the reasons that it was difficult, if not impossible to
report such abuses. “Women reported that they felt intimidated by superiors and were
ostracized by coworkers for reporting incidences of harassment.”21 A dozen enlisted
women stationed in the Washington, D.C. area told a congressional subcommittee they
endured foul language and catcalls on a daily basis. But the women, selected at random
from both active duty, reserve, and National Guard components, also indicated that this
was the same abuse women in the civilian sector received.
Sexual harassment became such an increasing concern in both the Army and Air
National Guard that the Chief of the National Guard Bureau, Lt. Gen. La Verne E.
Weber, issued a policy statement to all state adjutant generals stating, “Individuals who
are sexually harassed by supervisors, coworkers or peers should make it clear that such
behavior is unacceptable and should utilize the chain of command to report the
occurrence of harassment.”22 To address these types of behavior Air Force officials
swiftly developed a mandatory training program dealing with equal opportunity and
sexual harassment for all active duty, reserve, guard, and civilian personnel. National
Guard officials soon followed up with a memorandum to all commanders reiterating the
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policy “to make sure that no person feels intimated if he/she reports discrimination or
harassment.”23 From the very beginning, ANG leadership recognized that the military
needed to accept women as equals and respect their specific qualifications. To address
issues of sexual harassment and discrimination within the ANG, Guard leaders
recommended the establishment of an educational program for managers and supervisors
in the areas of behavioral science and human relations.24
As previously mentioned in Chapter Three, the Air Force and ANG established a
Social Actions Program for Air Force and ANG personnel to train personnel in just these
types of issues. Although Social Actions Program efforts to address incidences of sexual
harassment were vigorous and sincere, they proved to be less than totally effective. Not
until 1980 did the military add a separate sexual harassment complaint category.25
Incidents involving higher command levels appeared to be isolated, however cases of a
wide variety of less severe abuses including sexually offensive remarks and gestures were
more frequent.26 Traditional male attitudes continued to be a challenge for enlisted
women.
On a less than a positive note during 1980 to 1984, enlisted women’s continued
participation in the Air Guard fared slightly worst in terms of attrition than enlisted men
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in the ANG. Women were less likely to reenlist than their male cohorts were, with 44
percent of women failing to reenlist after their first term compared to 28 percent for a
similar male. Officials attributed the higher attrition rates to several factors; migration
more often due to job change and marital status; conflict between civilian job
commitments, family and Air Guard commitments. Women encountered more job
conflicts with the ANG commitment because of more frequent weekend work and less
control over work schedules and hours. Other factors pressuring women were the
emphasis on physical conditioning during training and more challenging psychological
adjustment to a military environment shaped and directed by males.27
A 1985 Rand Corporation study demonstrated that many Air Force and ANG nontraditional occupations had difficulty retaining women through their first-term enlistments
because women often entered these career fields as a second choice upon discovering
their first job choice had no openings. They soon became disillusioned after working in
traditionally male environments and found it difficult to move to a more suitable
occupation. The Rand survey showed that women did not like the work involved, they
encountered socialization problems, such as ostracism and sexual harassment; and
women had to work to the limits of their endurance.28
To show the difference between the 1970s and the 1980s with how male coworkers viewed females within the work organization, the Air Force Management
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Improvement Group conducted a study in 1975. It asked 838 male coworkers about their
perceptions of women working in industrial career fields. When asked if they would
consider women as equal working partners, 55% answered they would do so, while 20%
of respondents would consider them inferior.29
Men held most enlisted supervisory roles and their opinion of a woman’s
capabilities was generally less than enthusiastic. The Inspector General of the Air Force
found that lower level supervisors did not effectively accomplish management of women
in physically demanding fields. The military routinely assigned women in maintenance
and security police roles to administrative tasks, given duty requiring light physical effort,
or other indoor/desk jobs.30 As a result, a majority of men believed that women received
better treatment and had less responsibility.
Another factor working against women serving in non-traditional career fields
dealt with the clothes and tools they had to work with. Military contractors designed
most of the tools and equipment utilized during the Cold War Air Force (1947-1991) in
the more task-oriented jobs such as aircraft maintenance for a male workforce -- The
standards for equipment, tools, and required tasks in the maintenance career field were
based on the size, strength, reach, and height of the standard male. Many of the tools
were awkward, bulky, or inappropriate for women.31
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A 1976 Air Force Inspector General study showed that 58 percent of male
enlistees were working in the area of their highest aptitude while only 10 percent of
women were.32 Though almost a decade old, this survey revealed that circumstances for
women had hardly changed for the better. Military planners were also slow to plan
adequately for the influx of women in terms of developments in female clothing. The
DOD’s top equal opportunity officer Mary Kathleen Carpenter said, “Poor planning by
the services, a lack of commitment to the reality that women were here to stay have
contributed to the slowness in the development of uniforms for women.” Designers had
been slow to develop uniforms that fit the female figure, provide easy movement, and
protect women in their occupation.”33 The Air Force and ANG continued to experience
tremendous growing pains with the accession of women into non-traditional career
specialties.
Earlier in 1975, the Air Force had stated in Air Force Pamphlet 39-3, that the Air
Force’s philosophy was to treat men and women equally, and that there should be no
perception that a conflict existed “between being feminine and military.” Service women
would not be “treated or viewed as defective men,” and that they should not be
“overprotected, patronized,” or “exempted from jobs, duties, responsibilities” for which
they were qualified.34 Despite this guidance, some male supervisors in non-traditional
specialties still viewed women with a different perspective than their male subordinates.
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During the 1980s, President Reagan’s military buildup drove growth in the ANG,
which planned for a conventional war in Europe, and this presumably shaped that growth.
The ANG focused on weapons modernization, increased readiness, and personnel growth
primarily in nonflying mission support units. Following Secretary of Defense
Weinberger’s 1982 memo, the ANG shifted gears and aggressively sought to recruit more
women and minorities, though more than 75 percent of target audience groups could not
distinguish any essential difference between the ANG, the Air Force, and the Air Force
Reserve. In addition to that, the public was unable to define the Air Guard’s role in the
overall National Guard structure.35
Despite the failure of the public to understand clearly the ANG’s role in the
nation’s defense structure and young women having little or no concept of the
employment prospects that the ANG had to offer, total strength in the Air Guard
continued to meet recruiting objectives. By the end of Fiscal Year 1984, the Air Force
and the ANG increased its number of women to over 67,140 or 11.3 percent of its total
workforce. Though the recruitment of women into the Air Force and ANG looked good
on paper, critics charged that there still existed a problem with their full utilization.
In March of 1984, Wisconsin Representative Les Aspin, Chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee on Military Personnel and Compensation, charged, “The Air
Force has women filling only 12 percent of the jobs open to them argued that the Air
Force and its reserve components should do more to sign up greater percentages of
women in noncombat skill areas.” Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Manpower
Affairs, Tidal McCoy responded, “The Air Force is the service with the greatest for
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utilizing women because very few Air Force jobs are subject to combat exclusion.”
McCoy further added that since more than 90 percent of all jobs in the Air Force and
ANG are available to women, much more than any other service, is an indication that the
Air Force “had led the way” in opening job opportunities for females. Considering that
the Air Force and ANG had less combat related career fields than their sister services,
Assistant Secretary McCoy's argument was vindicated because they had already met their
quota on terms of leading the way to recruit enlisted women within their service.36
After the “womanpause,” expanding opportunities for women in the military was
a priority for both the administration and lawmakers during the 1980s. In August of
1984, the House Armed Services Committee called on the Air Force, Air Force Reserve,
and ANG to increase their recruiting of women from the previous established rate of 15
percent to 25 percent by 1988.
At the same time, the Pentagon had established a joint-service task force to
explore ways to help in the professional development of service women. The military
established the Task Force on Equity for Women to determine what internal policies
regarding women the DOD and the individual services could change without
congressional approval or long rang studies. DOD officials recognize that “women were
not getting the same quality of attention as men.” Air Force Headquarters and the Air
Force Council made its own task force to identify problems and develop solutions. The
task force recommended that more enlisted career fields could be open to women and
made recommendations to that effect.37
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In February 1979, the Air Force determined that was no legal basis for excluding
enlisted women from aeromedical evacuation duties during wartime. The question arose
because a number of women held flying positions in tactical aeromedical and mobile
aeromedical staging units in active duty and ANG units.38
Later that year the Air Force contracted out to the Boeing Aircraft Company to
study the upgrade requirements surrounding female anthropometry- the study of human
body measurements- to accommodate the design requirements of the boom operator’s
station on the KC-135 Stratotanker air refueling aircraft. The study would help the Air
Force to evaluate whether women should become boom operators, a career specialty had
previously closed to women.39
In mid-1980, the Air Force for the first time opened certain primary flying
specialties to enlisted women. Women could now apply for in-flight refueling operators,
flight engineer, and aircraft loadmaster positions. This action followed a successful 22month evaluation test program initiated by Headquarters Air Force involving 35 enlisted
women- 10 in-flight refueling operators in the KC-135 Stratotanker air refueling aircraft
and 12 flight engineers and 13 loadmasters in the C-141 Starlifter transport aircraft.
Commanders of the units in which the 35 women served said they performed as well as
their male colleagues.40
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One of the ANG’s first women to break into the all-male enlisted flying
community of air refueling, referred to as “boom operators,” was Sergeant Dianne C.
Harder of the 116th Aerial Refueling Squadron (ARS) at Spokane, Washington. Sgt.
Harder was a mother of two school-aged daughters. Refueling B-52 bombers and other
military aircraft 28,000 feet above the earth was a job the 35-year old woman said came
to her because of her age, maturity, and education not in spite of the three factors. Harder
said being a boom-operator had to rank at the top of the list as one of the most
challenging vocational pursuits she had accomplished in her life. One of the primary
reasons she chose to enter the boom operator career field was to demonstrate to her
daughters that there was nothing a female could not accomplish.41
On another positive note, DACOWITs found that the Air Force and ANG
sexually balanced their recruiting literature. Men and women received equal billing in
reviewed recruiting materials, except that directed for the medical field. A task force of
DACOWITs reported, “…the Air Force has the best recruiting material of all the services
in its orientation to both men and women, with the Coast Guard and Army following.
The literature of the Navy and the Marine Corps is much more attractively packaged, but
it is male-oriented than that of the other services.” The task force said it found three
common items in the recruiting literature of all services: Reserve/Guard and veterans
material “extremely” male-oriented; Medical field literature female-oriented for the
nursing profession and male-oriented in the physician and dentist areas; and Women
often pictured as subordinate to men-workers, rather than supervisors, nurses rather than
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doctors, typists rather than lawyers.42 The National Guard and ANG went to great
lengths to encourage women to enlist.
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Figure 10. 1976 Recruiting Brochure.43

Figure 11. 1976 Recruiting Brochure.44

Assistant Secretary Rosemary Gnadt reported, “Through our advertising efforts,
we continue the emphasis on the Guard inviting women to join, with an improved
climate, demonstrating their professionalism and their commitment to the organization’s
goals and their ability to team members.”45 Other countries’ militaries made similar
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efforts in advertising geared towards women. In 1972, the French military used an
advertising campaign to recruit women emphasizing “equal rights and responsibilities for
women in the military.” In 1980, NATO modeled on the French military recruiting
campaign directed towards women. Later that year, the British government issued a
White Paper on Defense, which gave attention to the “increased contribution of women in
the Armed Forces.”46 As officials came to view women as a more viable personnel pool
for the world’s armed forces, the military as a career option for young women began to
become more popular.
As it turned out, women enlisted in the ANG for pretty much the same reasons as
men did. According to a Rand Corporation study, the military did not need specific
campaigns to recruit women because the same factors attracted both men and women to
enlist. Education levels, local economic factors, family, background, race, and long-term
goals had virtually the same impact on both men and women when they considered
enlisting in the military. The Pentagon’s director of accession policy, Wayne Sellman
was surprised at the study’s results, but added, “The same things that motivated most men
and women to enlist in the ANG also enticed two sisters to enlist as well.”47
In 1981, sisters SrA Bethany S. Holly, 37, and her sister, SrA Rebecca Griffith,
34, both enlisted in the Illinois Air National Guard to serve with the 182nd Tactical
Support Group at Peoria, Illinois. Both enlisted to become aerospace ground equipment
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(AGE) technicians responsible for operating and repairing aircraft support equipment such
as ground generators. Both sisters said, “…the opportunity to earn some extra income
and serve in the military part-time attracted them to the Air Guard…” They also worked
full-time for the same civilian company.48
In addition to service to country, job opportunity continued to be a major
incentive for women to serve in the ANG. Sgt. Rose Swider joined the 176th Tactical
Airlift Group of the Alaskan ANG as a full-time technician after leaving active duty.
Swider served as a graphics illustrator with the group, drawing charts and maps of the
local terrain for aircrew personnel used in training. The Air Guard’s steady income
proved invaluable since she lived in the wilderness of Alaska with her husband and oneyear old daughter in a two-story log home with no running water, no electricity, and
growing her own food.49
The Department of Defense Authorization Act of 1985 required the Air Force and
ANG to increase the number of women recruits. The military expected the percentage of
female new Air Force enlisted to increase from 14 percent in 1985 to 18 percent in 1987
to 22 percent by the end of Fiscal Year 1988. Air Force leaders balked at this idea and
was eventually able to get the 1987 requirement canceled and the 1988 requirement
delayed.50 By December 1985, women in the ANG totaled 12,307, accounting for 11.2
percent of Congressional authorized strength. During Fiscal Year 1986, accessions
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continued to climb, reaching 16.3 percent enlisted women.
It was also around this time that the NGB announced the coordination with all
States’ Air Guard headquarters that they could assign women to weather flights and
Mobile Aerial Port squadrons to the maximum extent possible. Previously NGB policies
restricted the assignment of women to these units due to their direct combat support
mission.51
In 1986, the Air Force had published Air Force Regulation 35-60, the Combat
Exclusion Policy, detailed where and what women could and could not do. The military
updated the publication in 1989 opening up more jobs for women.52 Before this policy
change, the ANG led the way for women to participate in combat support roles even
before their active duty and reserve counterparts did.

Proving Their Worth

In 1980, during Exercise Bold Eagle, a large joint service warfighting exercise
involving about 20,000 soldiers, sailors, and airman at Eglin AFB, Florida, elements of
the Air Force Reserve and ANG evaluated the effectiveness of techniques, tactics, and
procedures of multi-service components in a mock war scenario. One of the Air Guard
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units that participated included the 127th Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) from Selfridge
ANG Base, Michigan. Brig. Gen. Rudolph Bartholomew who commanded the 127th
TFW was commander of the opposing air force assets during the exercise. Bartholomew
was especially proud that 20 percent of his Tactical Air Control Center workforce were
women. The women's performance in the operation met or exceeded all expectations,
Bartholomew said.
Another participant added that the increase in women in the ANG force
components was unique from the standpoint of the past, but certainly not from the
standpoint of the future…there’s more to come.”53 From an organization command
standpoint, the deployment of enlisted women and men to an overseas operating location
proved little difficulty as well.

Figure 12. “Air Surveillance.”54
“BOLD EAGLE ’80.” The Air Reservists: Official Magazine of the Air National
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During the deployment of the 140th Tactical Fighter Wing from Buckley ANG
Base, Colorado to Howard AFB, Panama for Exercise Coronet Cove in May 1983,
providing air defense of the Panama Canal, highlighted the need for adequate quarters for
the female enlisted members of the wing which was addressed in an After Action Report
that recommended the end of the deployment. During the deployment, officials noted
that female members expressed reservations about staying in Building 715 on base,
affectionately known as the “Animal House.” Instead, command officials decided to
house the females in officer quarters as the best alternative.55
A more personal account of a female member of the ANG involved in a fieldtraining environment comes from sociologist Dr. Mary C. Devilbiss who served eight
years as an aircraft armament specialist on F-4 Phantom fighter aircraft in the Alabama
ANG. Dr. Devilbiss describes her experiences as a participant-observant in a combat
exercise involving her combat support unit as a positive experience. Although men in the
unit initially made its women members conscience of being different, the many shared
experiences and responsibilities of unit members contributed to the formation “buddy”type bonding and unit cohesion. Dr. Devilbiss concluded that women in her unit did not
detract but enhanced its readiness through their skills, ability, and willingness to
perform.56 In the fall of 1983, for the first time enlisted women of the ANG would
directly participate in supporting combat operations.
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In October of 1983, enlisted women from the 193rd Special Operations Group of
the Pennsylvania ANG served aboard EC-130E Commando Solo aircraft conducting
propaganda missions over the island of Grenada during Operation Urgent Fury.57 Though
flying outside the combat airspace while interrupting all television and radio broadcasts to
island inhabitants, the enlisted women served as technicians providing psychological
warfare mission support against enemy forces, which assisted American forces in
accomplishing their mission. Enlisted women of the Air Guard also served as medical
evacuation specialists aboard C-130 and C-141 transports.
As the decade progressed, the ANG continued to increase its recruitment of
women. From June 1985 to March 1987, the number of women in the ANG increased by
1,551 to 13,379 of the ANG’s 113,540 people. The ANG had improved its personnel
percentage of women by more than ten percent in the last 12 years.58 In comparison to
1971, the first year statistics were available, the Air Guard had fewer than 500 women.59
By June 1987, in the enlisted ranks of the ANG the number of women increased by
1,373, or 12.3 percent of the ANG’s 100,315 enlisted members.
Of those 12,551 women, 5,746 were in the grades of Airman Basic (E-1) through
Sergeant (E-4). There were also 4,230 females in the grade of Staff Sergeant (E-5), in
1987, there were 1,872 female Technical sergeants (E-6), 460 Master Sergeants (E-7), 30
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Senior Master Sergeants (E-8), and one Chief Master Sergeant (E-9).60 At this time
women were disproportionally absent from the senior enlisted ranks. Director of the
ANG, Maj. Gen. John B. Conway, remarked that he thought his command (the ANG)
was making “great progress” in recruiting women and minorities.
By October of 1987, the number of women in the Air National Guard had grown
to 13 percent. Women served in all, but four enlisted specialties related to direct combat
positions, which consisted of only three percent of all Air Force career fields. Earlier in
April of 1987, Maj. Gen. Conway sent a message to all ANG state adjutants to become
personally involved in the ANG’s affirmative action program stating, “The intent of this
program is to make the armed forces a model of equal opportunity for all its members
without regard to race, sex, religion, or national origin.”61
Overall, enlisted women continued to prove that they were more than capable to
meet and exceed the standards required of any career field. In June of 1987, officials at
Lackland AFB, Texas named Airman Christie Doettl of the 134th Security Police Flight
at Knoxville, Tennessee the honor graduate of her class at the Security Police Academy.62
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Award Winning

During their off-duty time women were still excelling in other activities; for
example, A1C Deena Wigger of the 153rd Airlift Group at Cheyenne, Wyoming ANG
who was one of five rifle shooters chosen to represent the U.S. Rifle Team in the 1987
Pan American Games. Wigger won a gold medal at the 1987 and officials chose her to
compete in the 1995 Pan Am Games.63
Another female top shooter was SrA Valli Lockard of the 130th Tactical Airlift
Group of the West Virginia ANG. As one of only two women of the ANG’s Pistol Team,
Lockard reflects on her competing in matches, “At times I feel the pressure of competing
with all the men, but when I get on the line it’s really not one sex against the other, it’s
just individual against individual.”64
Two other competitive female members of the ANG came from the islands of
Hawaii. SrA Nora Chan of the 154th Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance of the Hawaiian
ANG in Honolulu, Hawaii took top honors in the 1980 Governor’s Trophy Match rifle
tournament when she scored 369 out of a possible 400 points in the .22 caliber rifle
competition.65
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Another award winner was SSgt. Yolanda Elliott of the 202nd Combat
Communications Flight, who captured the 1980 U.S. Amateur Surfing Association
Women’s Championship.66 These are only a few of the outstanding enlisted women of
the Air National Guard who proved as successful off-duty as they were serving with the
ANG.

Figure 13. Surfing Champion SSgt. Yolanda Elliot.67
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In the fall of 1988, based on recommendations approved by Secretary of Defense
Frank C. Carlucci, the DOD took action to reduce sexual harassment of service women
and otherwise improve their situations. Overall, the approved recommendations opened
as many as 4,000 combat support specialties to women in the armed services.68
Following in April, Air Force and ANG leadership endorsed a House Armed
Services Committee recommendation that gave the services greater latitude in assigning
women to career fields. The committee said that the Air Force should adopt a “genderneutral” assignment policy. It would replace the existing policy of allocating some
specialties to men and women by set percentages, or quotas. Other specialties that were
combat-related would remain closed to women. Air Force leaders said that this move
would remove arbitrary recruiting quotas for women.69
Beginning on October 1, 1988, the new “gender-neutral” recruitment went into
effect erasing any advantage that male enlistees had in signing up for Air Force and ANG
non-combat specialties. The Air Force and ANG had now discontinued the policy of
maintaining separate job quotas for men and women. Officials disallowed qualified
women entering a given specialty, while a man that came in the same day could get the
same specialty.
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The only jobs still prohibited to women were combat control, tactical command
and control, aerial gunner and para rescue recovery field.70 Despite this, climbing to the
upper echelon of the rank structure still proved to be somewhat difficult for enlisted
women.
Promotion rates for women in senior enlisted grades in the ANG and the other
armed services promoted at rates comparable to those for men, according to the
Government Accounting Office (GAO). A GAO report to a House Armed Services
Committee (HASC) labor panel, released in 1989, showed only slight variations in the
percentages of men and women selected for the senior enlisted billets from 1986 through
1988.
Although promotion rates were similar for men and women, the report said
women faced greater difficulty in getting certain types of experience that make promotion
more likely. Some military women interviewed, for the GAO study also cited sexual
harassment and “male bias” as factors that hinder careers, the report said. The similarity
in men’s and women’s promotion rates “may be attributed to the high quality of women
entering the armed forces or in the special instructions given to promotion boards that
were designed to address the competitive disadvantages that women have due to the
combat exclusion and other factors.”
According to the GAO, about 22 percent of eligible women were selected to E-7
(MSgt.), compared with about 21 percent of eligible men. The actual number of women
promoted to each grade was smaller than the number of men. This occurred because
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women made up only 10.5 percent of the military force and because women were more
likely than men to retire before they became eligible for senior grades. David Berteau,
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Resource Management and Support, said the services
would continue to open jobs to women, up to the limits imposed by combat exclusion.71
By the close of the 1980s, enlisted women of the ANG would again directly participate in
combat support operations further pushing the boundaries of the combat exclusion limits.
On December 20, 1989 the United States launched Operation Just Cause, the
invasion of Panama, to remove dictator and reputed drug kingpin Manuel Noriega from
power. Enlisted Air Force and ANG women participated in nearly every aspect of the
Panama invasion open to them under the service’s combat exclusion law.
Airlift units from the 105th Military Airlift Group (MAG) at Stewart ANG Base,
New York flying C-5 Galaxy cargo aircraft and the 172nd MAG at Jackson, Mississippi
flying C-141 Starlifter transports flew 35 airlift missions with 10 enlisted female
crewmembers as loadmasters and flight engineers aboard aircraft from each unit to move
passengers and cargo to and from Panama following the opening days of the invasion.72
Lt. Col. John Perez, deputy commander for the 105th MAG, said three female
NCOs went on missions to Panama. “There was never any consideration keeping them
from the flying mission.”73 The participation of enlisted women in the Panama operation
increased mission effectiveness and validated their inclusiveness in future ANG roles.
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For the second time in the history of the ANG, enlisted women had participated
directly in support of combat operations and demonstrated that they could perform their
duty as well as their male peers. In the not too distant future enlisted women of the Air
Guard would play an even bigger role during the Persian Gulf Crisis the very next year.

Chapter Overview

The 1980s was a period of growth for enlisted women in the ANG. Pentagon
leadership at first attempted to stem the increased ceiling levels of enlisted women, first
put into place by the Carter administration, arguing that those ceilings had political rather
than practical origins. Military officials stressed that concerns surrounding readiness and
the failure of women to integrate into non-traditional career fields as quickly as young
males required a lengthy review to determine the best way to utilize women based on
skill, mission, and readiness requirements.
The Pentagon’s “womanpause” was circumvented when President Reagan’s
Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberger order all service secretaries to absorb women
into the services without using combat exclusion laws to limit their accessions. As their
numbers increased within the ANG, enlisted women faced sexual harassment and
discrimination from their male coworkers. Air Force and Air Guard leadership slowly
implemented mandatory training programs such as the Social Actions Program to train
supervisors and personnel on how to deal with issues involving inappropriate behavior,
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sexism, and harassment. Although these problems would continue to plague the military
as events such as the Navy’s Tailhook and the Army’s Aberdeen Proving Ground
scandals in the 1990s would later demonstrate, enlisted women of the ANG continue to
integrate themselves into almost every facet of the organization and prove themselves
accordingly.
From their debut supporting the invasion of Grenada in 1983 to their increased
role during the invasion of Panama in 1989, enlisted women became more indispensable
to the mission of the Air Guard into the 1990s.
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Chapter Five

The 1990s -- Entering the Fight!

As the 1990s began and with the United States having recently finished placing
Panama’s strongman Manuel Noriega in jail, America’s military soon faced an
accelerated period of activity. The fall of the Berlin Wall in November of 1989, signaled
the end of the Cold War and with it America’s defense posture went from a bipolar threat
dynamic of East vs West to one geared towards dealing with a rising level of global
ethnic and national violence, terrorism resulting from extreme religious fundamentalism,
and a host of other asymmetric threats to our nation’s interests and national security. The
United States’ new status as the world's lone superpower conferred on it increased
responsibilities that included requirements to lead and participate in global operations
that required military forces, but did not always involve armed conflict.
These operations were commonly referred to as Operations Other Than War or
OOTW, involved a variety of activities, including disaster relief, humanitarian assistance,
and peacekeeping operations. The frequency and diversity of these operations taxed the
capacity of active component (AC) forces, and policymakers looked to the increased use
of the Air National Guard to perform them, which in turn required increased use of
enlisted women for support and lift some of the burden from the AC and provide
capabilities needed in OOTW.1
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This chapter will discuss the first major deployment of ANG enlisted women to a
theater of conflict -- their first ever deployment since they were allowed to join in 1968.
Their participation in Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm and throughout the decade
in humanitarian operations such as 1991s Operation Provide Comfort in Turkey that
provided humanitarian assistance to Kurdish refugees fleeing from Saddam Hussein's
forces, and later during Operation Joint Endeavor to support the implementation of the
Bosnian peacekeeping mission to successfully carry out the mission of ensuring the
Dayton Peace Accords in 1996 that ended the Bosnian War. Finally, it will also discuss
increasing overseas deployments of women, their participation in combat support
missions, and their increasing use of leadership roles.
The first major challenge confronting the Pentagon in the new decade came in the
Middle East when Iraq’s President Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait during the summer
of 1990. The conquest of Kuwait by Iraqi forces took two days and Hussein then
installed a puppet regime known as the Provisional Government of Free Kuwait.2 The
United States’ reaction to Iraq’s invasion was immediate.
By the early '90s, military leaders like General Colin Powell had made sure the
US could not go to war without the reserves and NG. Over the previous decade, they had
specifically and thoroughly changed the organization of US armed forces to make a
Vietnam-style commitment of force without reserves or NG impossible. Both political
and military leaders understood that by not calling the Reserve components to active duty
sent the wrong signal to friends and enemies alike that the nation lacked the resolve
necessary to achieve American objectives in the Persian Gulf.
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In 1971, then Army Chief of Staff General Creighton Abrams desired to link the
active duty forces and reserve components so completely that any president wishing to
involve the armed forces in conflicts abroad would have to have the support of Congress
and the public. The restructuring of the Guard and Reserve under the Total Force
Concept ensured that the nation would never again go to war without the Guard and
Reserve.
The Persian Gulf War began on August 7, 1990 with Operation Desert Shield
beginning with the buildup of U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia to initiate the defensive mission
to prevent Iraq from invading Saudi Arabia. Desert Shield was the first involuntary
mobilization of reservists since the inception of the AVF and Total Force Policy. There
were 31,500 women called to active duty in order to support the Persian Gulf War.
Among these women, 16,000 were reservists and 15,500 were Air National Guard that
served their country in the Persian Gulf.3 For the first time in ANG history, the majority
of personnel mobilized were not members of combat flying units. Those mobilized came
from a wide variety of units, including medical and aeromedical evacuation units,
security police, firefighters, communications specialists, and engineers.4 Women in the
Persian Gulf played a vital role: of the 135 Americans killed, five were women, and two
female soldiers became prisoners of war.
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Women performed a wide range of tasks throughout the deployment area before,
during, and after hostilities. The military stationed them in units close to the northern
border of Saudi Arabia and they served in units that crossed the border into Iraq and
Kuwait during the air and ground wars. Women filled a variety of jobs, ranging from
medical positions to aircraft weapons assembler and loaders. Along with men, they
performed generic deployment-related tasks, including setting up and tearing down tents,
filling sandbags for building bunkers, and burning human waste. Command level and
peer review of their performance was highly positive. Although some people expressed
concerns about women’s physical strength capabilities limiting their contributions
however, many cited teamwork as a way to overcome these limitations for both women
and men.5
The total number of enlisted women in the ANG during Desert Shield/Desert
Storm numbered 14,160 or 14% of the force.6 Anxiety among ANG personnel about the
potential conflict was common for those who deployed to the Middle East and for those
who stayed behind as well. For instance, MSgt. Lisa Damon of the 174th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Hancock Field in Syracuse, New York, though not deployed herself worried
about her husband’s safety in Kuwait. TSgt. David Damon deployed to Kuwait, but she
remained optimistic about his safety, “I’m very supportive. We have good, strong people
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over there and we’re going to make it.”7 The mere scope of the coming conflict was
more than enough to unsettle those deployed at home.
For uniformed leaders concerned about the deployability of female personnel
prior to the mobilization of them in Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. A July
29, DACOWITs report review indicated that women were less deployable than men were
during the Gulf War. The report did not state individual service figures, but concluded
that medical disabilities were the most frequent reason members of either sex were
unable to go overseas with their units.
The primary reason for women’s inability to deploy was pregnancy and that
during Desert Shield/Storm, the military evacuated over 1,200 pregnant women from the
Gulf due to pregnancy. In the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps at least half of the women
who could not deploy stayed home because they were pregnant.8 Army Major Meredith
Bucher at the Air Force’s Air Command and Staff College posited that pregnancy was a
major concern problem for commanders of deployable units. Bucher pointed out that
women had nearly four times as much lost time as men, mostly because of pregnancy
citing a report from the Center for Army Lessons Learned which indicated that some units
at the time of the Gulf War experienced 18 to 20 percent of female soldiers were nondeployable because of either pregnancy or other physical problems.9 Typically, in
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peacetime the pregnancy rate at any one time averages 5-6 percent of assigned females,
or less than 1 percent of the total force.10
During the Gulf War, a significant number of pregnancies alarmed service leaders
to the point that they needed to take action because these women could not stay in theatre.
To ensure that new recruits were aware of the risks dealing with sex, the military
distributed pamphlets and briefed recruits on sex education, regardless of their
backgrounds. The Air Force and ANG developed a 300-page workbook known as the
“Basic Military Training Airman Training Order.” This was required reading for all and
contained two chapters on sex education that covered issues such as rape prevention,
birth control, and sexually transmitted diseases. Military officials hoped that this would
lower the number of unexpected pregnancies and contraction of sexually transmitted
diseases.11
The Persian Gulf War was the first time that the military deployed women in large
numbers, necessitating that the military address access to health care. Officials conducted
a survey of 186 active duty Air Force and ANG female Operation Desert Storm veterans.
Participants were surveyed regarding medical problems and health care concerns while
deployed to the Middle East. Their survey showed a high overall rating for availability,
accessibility, and adequacy of the health care received during their deployment, while
identifying numerous opportunities for improvement.
Mental health was another concern among deployed men and women. 20 percent
of women and 34.46 percent of men reported the onset of increased mental stressors
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while deployed. Male and females agreed that they also experienced problems with
access to care and were reluctant to seek help for these problems.
The military surveyed gastrointestinal illness, 33.48 percent of women and 56.71
percent of men indicated, they had experienced this illness during deployment and a
small percentage of men and women never sought treatment while the remainder of men
and women had treatment. Orthopedic injuries were the most prevalent during
deployment, affecting 82.52 percent of women and 78.04 percent of men.
Orthopedic injuries were the most likely to lead to medical visits sometimes
resulting in surgery. A small amount of injuries were reported in fact, 4.48 percent of
women and 7.66 percent of males would not make an appointment or seek medical
attention due to embarrassment or they felt that the injury did not require seeking
treatment.
The 1991 Gulf War and its aftermath of increased symptom reporting and multisymptom illnesses among veterans focused a great deal of attention on environmental and
combat-related exposures, but studies among female veterans were limited. In a
population-based survey of women five years after the 1991 Gulf War, deployed women
reported similar theater experiences overall, but reported greater use of healthcare services
following deployment. The results of another survey limited to Air Force women
indicated that six years following the Gulf War deployment, these women continued to
self-report more overall health problems than women deployed to other locations,
suggesting that the environment provided more stressors.12
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Another issue for military and political leaders, initially overlooked at the start of
the Persian Gulf Conflict, was the public’s concern for military women who had to leave
behind their children during deployment. A military that claimed to “put people first”
found that slogan put to the test during the Persian Gulf crisis. Officials attempted to
balance compassionate deployment policies with military necessity and the reality of a
family-oriented force. Particular difficulties faced dual-service couples and single
parents, who had to find suitable care for their children while they were gone. Horror
stories appeared in the press of young children left unsupervised or in the care of
unsuitable adults.
Yet, Pentagon officials said that in spite of these incidents, most deploying
members successfully used the “family-care plans.” A family care plan is a legal
document that provides instructions as to how the spouse or guardian is to care for the
family during a partner’s deployment. For example, Department of Defense officials said
only 5 to 6 percent of the dual-service couples or single parents’ members deploying from
Europe encountered problems when they tried to activate their family-care plans. This
spurred legislation on Capitol Hill to exempt single parents or one member of a dualservice couple from deployment.
“The single parent issue caught us all somewhat by surprise,” said Sen. John W.
Warner of Virginia, ranking Republican on the Senate Armed Services Committee. The
most far-reaching efforts to limit parental deployments failed, but the House Armed
Services Committee endorsed a ban on deployments of mothers with children younger
than 6 months.
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“You cannot eliminate single parents from the threat environment,” said Rep.
Beverly B. Bryon (D-MD), who supported the limited ban. However, she said the
services should and can have consistent policies for exempting mothers of newborns.13
Shortly afterward, the armed services initiated policies to restrict the mothers of
newborns from deploying within 180 days after giving birth.
The General Accounting Office (GAO), using interviews with unit commanders
and fifty-nine focus group discussions, released a study in July 1993, on the role of
servicewomen in the Persian Gulf War. The report showed that the respondents were
generally positive about the performance and contributions made by servicewomen
during the conflict. GAO analysts visited ten active duty and ANG support units that
deployed to the Persian Gulf with men and women. Although pregnancy played a part in
some women becoming non-deployed, the efforts of those who served during the Gulf
War showed that they were effective and essential members of the mission. One such
enlisted female was Sgt. Edna Iron Horse of the 137th Aeromedical Flight of the
Oklahoma ANG from Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. On reflection of her time served in the
Persian Gulf War, Sgt. Horse said, “My experiences in Operation Desert Storm changed
me a lot. It showed me you do not know how important you are until a situation like that
comes. I am proud I was able to do my job and complete it.”14
Following the Persian Gulf War, the United States became increasingly involved
in supporting humanitarian relief operations around the world. In Africa especially, as
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several nation states fell victim to failed governments due to the rise of rebel factions in
such places such places as Somalia, Sudan, and other areas in sub-Sahara Africa.
One such relief effort was Operation Quiet Resolve, which involved flying
humanitarian aid to Kigali, Rwanda following the break out of fighting between Tutsi and
Hutu tribes. To help fight the outbreak of cholera, dysentery, and starvation among the
refugees, officials dispatched aircraft and personnel from the 139th Airlift Wing of the
Missouri ANG at St. Joseph, Missouri to Entebbe, Uganda to airlift food, water, and
medical supplies into Rwanda in August of 1993. The only enlisted woman from the unit
who took part in the operation was A1C Debbie Rush, an administration specialist
responsible for ensuring correct ordering of all the humanitarian supplies. This was
Rush’s first deployment, who was only nineteen-years-old at the time. “Being the only
female there, the older guys in her unit treated her as a daughter and the younger guys as
a sister…they couldn’t have been more supportive.” Rush continues her service today in
the Missouri ANG as the 139th AW’s Unit Deployment manager responsible for seeing
that assigned personnel are ready to deploy on a moment’s notice.15
Debate over opening more opportunities to women within the military led to the
National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Years 1991-1993, passed in December 5,
1991, which repealed the prohibition against assigning women to flying combat aircraft
in the Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and their reserve components. The legislation also
established the Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed
Forces to study the legal, military, and cultural implications of amending the exclusionary
laws.16 In testimony to the Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the
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Armed Services, former director of the ANG Lt. General Stanford K. Moats testified,
“Unit cohesion is best served by keeping units intact. People of widely varying
capabilities who work together over long periods of time tend to excel. Look at the
cohesion of personnel in the Air National Guard, my view of women in the military was
and remains positive.”17
However, the Commission had its opponents; among them was a conservative
feminist who argued against women in the military, her name was Phyllis Schlafly, who
wrote, “The issue is not whether women can be assigned to combat duty in the U.S.
Armed Forces, but whether they should be. The question we should ask is not whether
some women can perform admirably in many military situations, they can, but whether
the U.S. Armed Forces are going to rank fundamental American-family values above the
feminist goal of a sex-neutral society.”18 The debate to repeal combat exclusion laws and
allow women to be assigned to combat roles reflected a complete shift in beliefs that the
public held in a woman’s role in society.
This gave new impetus to the perennial question whether women should serve in
combat arms or other combat support positions. Testifying to the House Armed Services
Subcommittee on Military Personnel and Compensation in July of 1992, Air Force Chief
of Staff General Merrill McPeak said “he would be reluctant to order women into combat
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stating, Even though logic tells us that women can do that as well as men, I have a very
traditional attitude about wives and mothers and daughters being offered to kill people.”
In response to McPeak's testimony, Senator Pat Schroeder asked all the military service
chiefs, “Do you think you could do without women in the force?” All of the four military
leaders responded, “No.”19 The service chiefs’ response to Schroeder’s query reinforced
the argument that women should serve in specialties supporting combat arms. For
instance, women supporting helicopter and Patriot missile batteries during Operation
Desert Storm, which put them in harm’s way.
Supporting that sentiment with a caveat was retired Air Force Gen. Robert Harris,
chairman of the 1991 Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the
Armed Forces, when he said women should have to meet the same physical standards as
men and there should be no quotas that would favor a less qualified woman over a more
qualified man. However, he said, “…excluding women from combat jobs to protect them
from death, injury or capture is a practice that has long since outlived its usefulness.
Similarly, the notion that women should not be trained to be killers has been obsolete
since women started serving on ballistic missile crews since 1977.”20
In 1993, there were 103,296 enlisted women in the ANG.21 In April of 1993, the
Secretary of Defense directed the services to open more specialties and assignments to
women. In particular, the military opened Air Force combat aircraft and Navy war ships
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to women who were qualified.22 Even before the opening of more specialties to women
ordered by the Secretary of Defense, the Air Force and ANG began looking into the
possibilities.
A full organizational review of both the Air Force and ANG determined that the
proper proportion of women in the force and how to recruit women to meet those
objectives, particularly addressing any “glass ceiling” impediments that remained to
senior enlisted women and officers seeking leadership positions.23 Of the 118,000
members in both the National and ANG, women made up 10.6 percent of the officer
corps and 13.7 percent of the total enlisted ranks, demonstrating their increased presence
in the force.
In the late spring of 1996, the 175th Wing of the Maryland ANG deployed C-130
Hercules transport aircraft and personnel to Ramstein AFB, Germany to participate in
Operation Joint Endeavor, to support the implementation of the Dayton Peace Accords in
Bosnia following the end of the three-and-a-half year Bosnia War. The military flew the
majority its missions to Tuzla Air Base in northern Bosnia, where crewmembers kept
engines running and ground times short to minimize exposure to hostile fire. One of the
few enlisted women crewmembers aboard was SSgt. Christine Lang serving as a C-130
Hercules Loadmaster, described her first flight into a combat zone, “The first flight I was
very ... aware," she responded quietly, without fanfare. "But after that it was pretty calm.
You're down less than six minutes, and that includes taxi time. You're not allowed to
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spend the time on the ground because of the snipers.”24 Lang’s participation helped the
Maryland unit airlift over three hundred tons of cargo and 520 passengers. Enlisted
women in the ANG not only helped people in distress overseas, they offered helped to
members of their local community as well.
In one instance SrA Tracy Bussell, an information systems operator with the
149th Combat Communications Squadron of the California ANG in Sacramento,
California, provided clear-headed thinking while responding to a life-threatening
emergency involving a coworker. Working as a grocery store clerk in March of 1996,
Bussell was leaving work one evening when her store’s security guard walked in holding
his left arm. He was bleeding profusely from a knife wound to his upper arm. Bussell
immediately took efforts to stop the bleeding by applying direct pressure over the wound
thinking, “I knew I had to do something quickly to stop the bleeding.” She used a fellow
employee’s shirt and belt to place over the wound to apply pressure and kept talking to
the victim until paramedics arrived. Bussell, who was also a Gulf War veteran, credited
the first aid training she received in the ANG stating, “It teaches people what to do in
emergencies, and at the time it all came back to me automatically.”” 25
Throughout the 1990s, sexual harassment and complaint issues involving military
women remained a high interest item within the Office of the Secretary of Defense. A
year-long study conducted by the DOD Task Force on Discrimination and Sexual
Harassment, directed at the behest of Under Secretary of Defense for Personnel and
Readiness Edwin Dorn and Air Force Secretary Sheila E. Widnall, announced on May
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12, 1995, that current sexual harassment and discrimination programs were in place and
recommended that periodic work-climate assessments be implemented throughout all
military units, the establishment of strict time lines for the investigation of sexual
harassment complaints, and standards for investigation of sexual harassment incidents be
adopted across the DOD.26
While officials established policies to curb incidents of sexual harassment, an
environment of harassment continued to persist throughout the military. At the Air
Force’s Basic Military Training Center at Lackland AFB, Texas on November 14, 1996,
after the investigation, officials convicted eight male instructors of committing acts of
sexual harassment against female recruits. Six of the instructors received Article 15 nonjudicial punishment under the Uniformed Code of Military Justice and received reduced
rank; the military dismissed two from service after they served time in prison. Secretary
of Defense William Perry stated, “…that the punishment of these individuals
reemphasized the DOD’s policy of a “zero tolerance” standard for sexual harassment and
discrimination.”27 Despite the stiff punishment meted out by authorities, sexual
harassment within the military would continue to be an ongoing problem.
The Department of Defense Equal Opportunity Program (DEOP) was a planned,
concerted program born in response to the civil unrest of the '60s. In 1971, Secretary of
Defense Melvin Laird established an equal opportunity policy that had been a primary
objective of each succeeding Defense secretary ever since. One of the National Guard
Bureau Director Lt General John B. Conaway's Top Ten National Guard Goals for the
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1990s was equal opportunity for all National Guard soldiers and airmen, just behind
combat readiness. This juxtaposition between the two goals was intentional. Military
officials wanted to reinforce the principle that without human dignity and equal
opportunity in the workplace there would be no combat readiness.
“The need for the Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) was
identified as a result of the violent and nonviolent disorders of the 1960s. Back then, an
inter-service task force, the Diaz Committee, was created to examine the causes of unrest
and to find out some possible remedies for the similar things that were happening in the
military,” according to Capt. Jerome Reed, the DEOMI public affairs officer. It was the
Diaz Committee that recommended the establishment of the Defense Race Relations
Institute (DRRI), to train individual soldiers and airmen in the acceptance of racial
differences and appropriate behavior through equal opportunity advisers and instructors
in the units.
When DRRI first opened its doors, the focus was on black and white issues. The
leaders focused on contemporary issues in society and their impact on the military. That
at first if focused on the issue of African American civil rights and then expanded this to
other issues of discrimination including ethnicity and gender. The school opened
dialogue for all race, ethnic, and gender issues. In 1978, the DRRI was renamed the
DEOMI. It had a broader scope in its overall mission to keep units combat ready.
DEOMI today conducts three programs. First, DEOMI conducts a two-week staff course
to provide equal opportunity leadership skills and knowledge to officers and NCOs who
are the executive directors of equal opportunity programs. It gives them an overview of
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what happens in the 16-week resident course for active duty and ANG equal opportunity
advisory and human relations officers.
One incident involving an equal opportunity issue included a young ANG enlisted
woman who worked as a military technician for a medical evacuation unit in South
Dakota. The complaint consisted of other members of the unit exchanging sexual jokes
and displaying posters of nude women on the walls as being offensive to her. She
charged, “It made her uncomfortable” and then filed a complaint. Because of that, the
military conducted classes for the unit members and the jokes stopped, as well as the
posters coming down. The harassment stopped. Unfortunately, her complaint was
misinterpreted. She had a right to file a complaint because she did not enjoy coming to
her job and working. Eventually, when it all ceased the unit became a very cold place to
work, they ostracized her, and she eventually quit her job. That one female paid the price
for future women to work in the unit.
Harassment and discrimination continued to exist in many ANG units across the
country. To admit that there were problems and to deal with them openly allowed units to
grow, according to 1st Lt Judith J. Mathewson, the human relations officer for the 176th
Air Refueling Group (ARRG), Alaska Air National Guard. Though that one incident in
South Dakota focused on one woman and perception of harassment grew, the perception
was oftentimes greater when a unit had a higher percentage of females or members of a
minority, according to Mathewson.
“However, when you have a higher number of females, we had 30 percent, when
there was an incident that was not dealt with as much expedience as possible it affected
so many other women. I've noticed with women in nontraditional roles and with
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minorities, that if the harassment or the racism isn't dealt with right away it affected not
only that specific section the incident may have occurred in, but the entire base,”
Mathewson said. She stressed that it was critical to deal with social harassment and
discrimination issues immediately to prevent the interruption of combat readiness.28
Efforts to address sexual harassment within the ranks remained at the top of the
agenda of the Pentagon’s leadership. In June of 1997, new Secretary of Defense William
Cohen appointed a panel to review gender integrated training and related issues in the
services. The panel was one of many initiatives to address military readiness and
discipline issues of U.S. forces involving gender. The panel was made of private citizens,
headed by former Senator Nancy Kassebam Baker, to focus on whether each armed
service’s basic training should be gender-segregated. In testimony before the House
Armed Services Committee (HASC) Army, Navy, and Air Force officials told
Congressional leaders that service members must train as they would fight- together.
Director of the Marine Corps Training and Education Division, Brigadier General Keith
Holcomb testified that the Marine Corps’ policy of segregated training had been
successful in the past and should continue to remain that way.29 The panel’s conclusion
was to recommend that the Armed Services Basis Training process remain as they were.
In response to the service officials’ testimonies, the Pentagon’s Director of
Military Operations and Capabilities Issues, Mark E. Gebicke testified that, “From the
limited data that is available, suggests that gender-integrated basic training programs do
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not negatively affect the trainees’ performance.”30 The military fully integrated Basic
training in the Air Force and Navy, except that male and female recruits slept in separate
barracks. The Army integrated most of its basic training by 1981, except for specialties
that did not accept women.31 After a lengthy review by the Pentagon commission headed
by Baker, members voted against separating men and women during basic training. By a
6-2 margin the commission declared on March 17, 1998 that each service “continue basic
training in accordance with its current policies.”32
The integration of women into combat support units continued to cause debate
among policy makers. A 1997 Rand Corporation study by anthropologist Margaret
Harrell and sociologist Laura Miller concluded that “gender integration is perceived to
have a relatively small effect on readiness, cohesion, and morale in the units that they
studied,” although such effect as was found negative.
The report minimized the effects of sexual integration by attributing the problems
it found to “leadership” or “training” rather than to integration itself.33 Additionally,
proponents also suggested that without expanded opportunities for women, the military
would be inflexible, understaffed, and less than-optimal readiness.34
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Women continued to enlist in the ANG and other military services in ever more
increasing numbers as the decade progressed. One of the leading incentives for young
people to enlist was to earn money for college. Of the two thirds of graduating high
school seniors that started college in the 1990s, up to one-half did not complete their
prescribed course of study. Among the most cited reasons for not completing their course
of study was accumulated debt from college costs that had quadrupled over the previous
20 years. A study of 154 different colleges and universities in the United States found
that nearly 60 percent of 1998's graduating seniors had outstanding debt accumulated
over their college tenure in the form of student loans from colleges, financial institutions,
federal, state, and local governments. The average amount of debt for each these college
seniors was in excess of $14,000.35
ANG enlisted women continued to gain notoriety based upon their performance
during this decade such as in the case of SSgt. Claudine M. Jaramilo of the 150th Tactical
Fighter Group assigned to Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. As a personnel relocation
journeyman, SSgt. Jaramilo drafted and implemented a new operating instruction
designed to streamline enlistment and reenlistment processes that resulted in an error rate
of less than two percent per eighty documents processed, which set a new ANG wide
standard.36 Other accomplished women included Staff Sergeant Kimberly Files of the
101st Air Refueling Wing at Bangor, Maine who won the Maine ANG Non-
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Commissioned Officer of the Year Award. Setting new standards and exceeding goals
continued to be a common occurrence with enlisted women in the ANG.
Military officials repeatedly recognized enlisted women for their outstanding
performance within their assigned career fields. MSgt. Lois E. Apt’s performance as a
recruiter for the 136th Airlift Wing of the Texas ANG truly reflected the wing’s slogan of
“People, Teamwork, Quality” of the unit and that’s why she received the 1993 ANG
Recruiter of the Year Award. The Texas ANG assigned Apt to the 136th AW’s Dallas
office as the recruiting supervisor. The Indianapolis native brought in 32 new recruits for
an average of 2.66 enlistments per month, of which seventy-two percent of these
accessions were in critical career fields.37 In other states, officials continued to recognize
enlisted women for their outstanding performance in their duties.
Working at the Air National Guard Readiness Center at Andrews AFB, Maryland
was one MSgt Sharyne Albertson, who had won the ANG award as the 1994 Career and
Education Manager of the Year. The award was a major milestone in her 18-year career
with the 177th Fighter Group of Atlantic City, New Jersey. Albertson had been a 177th
FG member since 1976. Excellent performance skill, knowledge, and leadership
characterized her work. In his original letter forwarding the nomination to state
headquarters, Lt. Col. Lynn Robinson, group vice commander, wrote: “MSgt Albertson's
performance and dedication this past year have been outstanding, and she is highly
deserving of special recognition. Due to her extra efforts, the FY93 retention rate for the
177th was the highest in the unit's history.” Upon learning of her award, Albertson
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commented, “Success is a team effort and I’m just proud I’m on the team.”38
Enlisted women succeeded to climb the ANG leadership ladder throughout the
nation as the decade progressed. Diane E. Sutton became the first female Chief Master
Sergeant (CMSgt) of the Washington State ANG, promoted in 1995. CMSgt. Sutton was
a human resources manager with 26 years of uniformed service. She initially joined the
U.S. Army in 1964 and served in Japan during the Vietnam War. In 1972, she joined the
Washington State ANG as a personnel technician and became a full-time employee
shortly afterwards. In 1985, she became the ANG active Guard personnel manager for
the entire Washington State ANG.39
Experience in the ANG also helped enlisted women with success in their civilian
careers as well. Weather Channel forecaster SrA Lisa Mozer served in the ANG in
Virginia as a forecaster for the 121st Weather Flight at Andrews Air Force Base,
Maryland. Mozier attributed much of her success to the ANG. Mozer began her career
as a production assistant for a TV station in Charlotte, North Carolina, and then worked
for several television stations and prior to joining the Weather Channel in 1996, served as
a member of the 207th Weather Flight, Indiana ANG. She later trained in weather
observing and forecasting at Ft. Knox, Kentucky. Mozer credited her military training for
providing her opportunities, “There are so many areas of study you can go into that
involve subjects, such as the long wave pattern or the El Nino aspect or maybe you’re
interested in solar weather. You never get bored.” She also devoted free time to
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motivational speaking for high school and college students, encouraging young people to
remain drug free, pursue their goals, and overcome obstacles.40
Perseverance proved to be a common attribute among enlisted women of the
ANG. One such example was MSgt. Cindie McKenna, an excellent ultra-marathon
runner and member of the Oregon Air National Guard’s 142nd Maintenance Squadron,
who became the first person to run the 196-mile Mount Hood to Coast solo race. The 45
year old finished the annual corporate competition in 52 hours, 22 minutes. “I was tired,
my feet were real sore, but I did it,” she said. She never slept during the 52-hour race and
had to ice her feet to counter the effect of the pounding pavement. McKenna also had
stomach problems and became ill a few times. That’s when her support team came in.
She credited TSgt. Mike Burke of the Air Force Reserve’s 939th Rescue Wing for
running about 50 miles of the race with her. “He’d tell me jokes when I was sick, and he
kept my spirits up, they all did.”41 Off duty and on, enlisted women of the ANG
continued to challenge themselves and their limitations.
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Chapter Overview

Sending more than 40,000 active duty and reserve women to join 500,000 men to
eject Saddam Hussein’s army from Kuwait in late 1990 and early 1991 marked the single
biggest deployment of military women in American history. A 1992 Pentagon report
prepared by Pentagon personnel Chief Christopher John concluded, “By all accounts,
military women like their male counterparts, performed superbly during Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm and without special consideration.” While medical
reasons accounted for most of the no-deployable troops, other reasons some stayed
behind included enrollment in a military school, a pending move, an inability to get
someone else to care for children at home, and a death in the family, the report said.42
The military mobilized approximately 10,300 Air Guardsmen with their units
during the Persian Gulf crisis. Women had made impressive statistical gains in the ANG
since the end of the Vietnam War in 1973. Prior to that, the organization had been a
white males’ club. By 30 September 1994, 13.8 percent of the ANG assigned personnel
were female.
Demographers project that by the year 2025 some 40 percent of the U.S. civil
service workforce will be women and minorities.43 The military recognized the service
and sacrifices of women who served their nation in uniform, whether as members of the
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active duty, reserves, or National Guard on the weekend of October 17, 1997 at Arlington
National Cemetery in Arlington, Virginia.
On that weekend, officials dedicated the Women in Military Service of America
Memorial to honor the women of different generations who ever wore a uniform in
service to their country. The memorial includes a collection of display exhibits and an
electronic database of women veterans who served in the military. Of the over 30,000
people who attended the dedication was 20-year-old SrA Elizabeth Hicks of the District
of Columbia ANG. Hicks was the Air Guard representative during the candle lighting
ceremony as thousands marched from the Lincoln Memorial to the dedication while a
representative from each branch led the way. Hicks reflected, “It was incredible, I had
never seen that many military women together,” further adding, “The chance to meet so
many different generations of military women was very touching and inspirational.”44
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Chapter Six

The New Millennium -- No Boundaries

The 1990s opened up a completely new range of opportunities for enlisted women
in the Air National Guard. Enlisted women participated in every operation and
deployment in which the ANG participated. From supporting combat deployments such
as Operation Desert Storm in Iraq in 1990, to directly contributing to peacekeeping
operations during Operation Joint Endeavor in the Balkans in 1997, enlisted women of
the Air Guard served side by side with their male colleagues. The ability of the nation’s
military to project, operate, and sustain its forces throughout the spectrum of conflict
required an increasing reliance on the part of the ANG and its enlisted women to perform
these missions.
With the arrival of the new millennium in 2000, the United States military entered
its busiest decade since the Vietnam War. The world became an even more unstable and
unpredictable environment; the frequency of deployments far exceeded the operational
pace of the Cold War. The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, dealt America’s sense
of security a tremendous blow and the enlisted women of the Air National Guard soon
found themselves tested more than any generation of military women that had come
before.
From the very moment terrorists flew airliners into the Twin Towers of the World
Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11, enlisted women of the Air Guard were
at their posts in defense of the nation. In response, the military called up some additional
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38,000 Air National Guardsmen and Reservists for active duty.1 The September 11,
2001 attacks increasingly tasked the National Guard and ANG to provide homeland
security, humanitarian relief, and disaster response, while combating terrorism overseas.
Reservists deployed overseas significantly more during the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan
and Iraq.
In response to the attacks of 9/11, the Bush administration initiated the Global
War on Terror (GWOT) in October of 2001. Operation Enduring Freedom, consisting of
a U.S. led coalition made up of 19 countries, invaded Afghanistan to attack Taliban and
al-Qaeda terrorist training camps and other operating areas. During this period, the
military identified other at-risk areas around the globe, including terrorist camps in the
Philippines, Southeast Asia, and the Horn of Africa.
Two years later in March of 2003, following assertions that Saddam Hussein’s
regime possessed Weapons of Mass Destruction, the Bush administration ordered U.S.
forces to invade Iraq. Under the code name Operation Iraqi Freedom, American military
forces would stay in Iraq until 2011.
Of the total 2001 Fiscal Year End end-strength of the ANG, approximately 26%
(24,087) were women among the total force of 92,644 personnel.2 On September 11,
2001, monitoring the skies over the northeast United States were several female members
of the New York ANG assigned to monitor the Northeast Air Defense Sector (NEADS),
headquartered in Rome, New York. NEADS is responsible for the air sovereignty and
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defense of an area stretching from Virginia to Maine and across to North Dakota. Just a
year before on August 12, 2000, was the first-ever all-female flight who operated the air
defense Sector Air Operations Center, or SAOC. Thirteen enlisted women and officers
from the New York Air Guard and one female Canadian Forces captain made up an allfemale shift that spent eight hours monitoring radar screens for possible air-borne threats,
including airborne drug traffickers and terrorists. Fighters from units on alert around the
country were standing by to act if called upon. CMSgt. Marcia Kenney, SAOC
operations superintendent said, “We normally think of men when we think of terms such
as defense and air sovereignty, but added, “ On this day we had an all-female military
cadre responsible for the air sovereignty of the Northeastern United States. We’ve come
a long, long, way and it’s very rewarding to be part of that.”3
One of the many people directly affected by the events of 9/11 was egress
technician, TSgt. Jennifer Yamnicky, an Air National Guardsmen with the 113th
Maintenance Squadron at Andrews Air Force, MD. As an egress technician that
maintained ejection seats on F-16 fighters, TSgt. Yamnicky helped ensure aircrew
members could escape an aircraft alive if a crash was inevitable. She was at work the
morning terrorists hijacked Los Angeles bound American Airlines Flight 77 and flew it
into the Pentagon.
None of the 64 people aboard the aircraft survived which included her father.
Yamnicky said of her service in the ANG, “Before 911, service in the Air Guard was just
a fun job, now it’s my way of payback to the terrorists.”4
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The increased pace of operations following the 9/11 attacks provided women with
greater opportunities and expanded roles. “Women have come a very long way. When I
joined the Air Force in 1975, we weren’t allowed to train to shoot a gun,” said Command
Chief Master Sgt. Liliana Ramos of the Air National Guard’s 129th Rescue Wing at
Moffett Field. Ramos, the highest-ranking enlisted person on base, said the military
would not allow women to achieve higher rank at that time, this was called the
“camouflage ceiling” and was soon about to be broken. There were several positions that
remained unavailable to women: para-rescue, combat controller, and tactical air control
party.5
In April of 2001, a historical first for the enlisted women of the ANG happened
when the military selected Command Chief Master Sergeant to fill the highest enlisted
position within the ANG. Valerie D. Benton became the eighth Command Chief Master
Sergeant of the Air National Guard, the first woman and African-American ever assigned
to the job. “It just so happens that I’m an African-American woman, I am proud of that.
However, my qualifications and dedication to our mission are also important,” said
Benton, who was previously the chief of Air National Guard Affairs for the Air Forces’
First Sergeant Academy at Maxwell Air Force Base in Alabama since September 1997.
Benton’s selection as the ANG’s first Africa-American woman to rise to that position
demonstrated that gender and race no longer existed as barriers for enlisted women
within the organization.
In her role as Command CMSgt of the ANG, Benton advised the Director in all
issues of morale and policies directly with enlisted personnel. Benton served for 22
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years, including nearly a decade in the Air Guard after leaving the Air Force in June
1991. During that time, she worked in a variety of career fields including the food
services, training, medical, and security forces. She had also been a first sergeant for six
years and managed that career field at Maxwell Air Force Base for the Air Guard’s 880
authorized first sergeants.6

Figure 14. Air Force Sniper.7

Also in April of 2001, nineteen-year old SrA Jennifer Donaldson of the Illinois
ANG became the first woman to complete the National Guard Sniper School, the only
U.S. military sniper school open to females. Other sniper schools train special operations
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forces personnel. Donaldson, who was a security forces specialist of the 183rd Fighter
Wing at Springfield, Illinois, graduated in April of 2001 from the first counter-sniper
program for Air Guard Security Forces personnel at Camp Robinson, Arkansas.8
Donaldson’s entry into the role of sniper broke a number of traditional rules and
stereotypes that had been previously in place. Her qualifying as a sniper in 2001 cast
heras trailblazer among women later permitted to enter the combat arms specialties
following Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta’s decision in 2013 to lift the ban on women
serving in direct combat roles.
By 2003, of the total amount of enlisted personnel in the ANG (94,345), women
made up approximately 18% of the total force (16,797).9 This number remained steady
through 2005, where the total enlisted force of the ANG totaling 92,758, women made up
a total of 18.1% (16,789).10 Even after the events of 9/11, America’s military still had
missions beyond the Global War on Terror (GWOT). One such mission was Operation
Joint Forge, which supported the enforcement of the no-fly zone over Bosnia and Kosovo
following the Balkans War. Participating in that mission was TSgt. Lisa Ameigh of the
108th Air Refueling Wing at McGuire AFB, New Jersey. Serving as an aerial refueling
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technician, or boom operator, Ameigh flew missions from Istres, France helping refuel
U.S. and NATO aircraft patrolling the restricted area.11
Whether deployed overseas or remaining stateside to fulfill their duties, enlisted
women of the Air Guard continued to support the mission of national defense. Following
the events of 9/11, safeguarding America’s skies against terrorist attack fell under the
ANG’s mission with the implementation of Operation Noble Eagle on September 14,
2001. Maintaining a twenty-four hour air defense coverage over North America became
a primary mission for Air Force Reserve and ANG fighter units. Supporting F-15 Eagles
flying homeland defense patrols over Oregon was the job of Staff Sgt. Barbara Garrison
served as a fuels technician with the Oregon Air National Guard’s 142nd Fighter Wing at
Portland, Oregon. Another female enlisted member of the 142nd was SrA Jessie Reilly,
who served as a weapons loader on the aircraft. While the press focused on U.S. troops
in Afghanistan, she was content to stay at home stating, “People keep asking me when
I’m going to Afghanistan,” she said. “But I keep telling them we have just as important
job here protecting the home front.”12
Integrating into previously male-only career specialties provided little deterrence
for some enlisted women. For some, it was a pleasant experience with few difficulties.
Staff Sgt. Katie Maglia, who had served two tours in Iraq with the Illinois Air National
Guard, said she was the only female firefighter working with 40 men. “They always took
very good care of me,” said Maglia, a University of Illinois senior who joined the Guard
in 2004. “I was just basically one of the guys. We had exactly the same
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accommodations. We did exactly the same work. There was never any problem with
discrimination. They were always very respectful.”13
Enlisted women of the Air Guard distinguished themselves for their performance
of duty in the war on terror. The first Missouri Air National Guardsman awarded the
bronze star is MSgt. Letitia Whittaker of the 241st Air Traffic Control Squadron of the
Missouri ANG at St. Joseph, Missouri. In May of 2004, officials cited air traffic
controller MSgt. Whittaker as instrumental in establishing the first air traffic control
services in Northern Iraq since 1991, directly supporting over 4,800 combat sorties
including medical evacuation helicopter flights, cargo, and humanitarian airlift missions
as well.14 Whittaker’s performance in Iraq further proved that women could handle the
responsibilities previously assigned to males only. Other female enlisted member of the
ANG helped have a direct impact on the planning of the war in Iraq.
One such individual was SMSgt. Lori Flinn of the 201st Weather Flight of the
Virginia Air National Guard. Flinn was a weather forecaster deployed to Iraq as part of
the weather forecasting team attached to the Army’s 101st Airborne Division for the
initial invasion of Iraq in 2003. Colleagues so highly respected her work that the division
commander, then Maj. Gen. David Petraeus, fired his male, active-component weather
officer and made Flinn his chief weather forecaster. Because of her performance, Flinn
was the first member of the Virginia ANG, of either gender, to receive a combat
decoration for operations in Iraq.15
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Figure 15. SMSgt. Lori Flinn.16

For some women supporting the war on terror provided an incentive to serve in
the Air Guard. For SrA Marisa Palermo, who served as a security forces specialist with
the 107th Air Refueling Wing at Niagara Falls, New York, said her inner strength and
quest to search out as much as possible played a part in her decision to join the Air
National Guard. “I really wanted to do something that matters,” she said. Palermo’s
father felt uneasy about her joining the ANG, especially when she volunteered to support
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Operation Enduring Freedom, the invasion of Afghanistan, but came to terms with after
she convinced him that she was capable of taking care of herself. She spent six months
deployed to Bagram Air Base, Afghanistan helping providing security for the airfields.17
Constant deployments overseas took a tremendous toll on both enlisted men and
women of the ANG. The stress of leaving family and then reuniting months later with
their loved ones after a long separation provided a great deal of stress for all involved. For
spouses, the reestablishing of routines and intimacy could prove challenging. For
children, the interruption of household routines by the returning parent could provide
moments of anxiety and resentment after long periods of absences. School aged children
often performed poorly during the absence of one or both deployed military parents.
Increased rates of divorce, alcoholism, spousal abuse, and depression were commonly
associated with those returning from multiple deployments.
Some people could not cope with the daily pace of heightened operations, which
never seemed to cease. “I don’t want to be deployed again,” said Texas Air National
Guard Staff Sgt. Jennifer Elmore, with the 136th Airlift Wing at NAS Fort Worth.
“Having two military members in a family is a little hard. Elmore’s husband, Kelly, was
an Army Reserve officer on full-time active duty. Elmore served as an electronic warfare
technician for the Guard.18 The couple had two children, ages eleven and eight. Elmore
knew when she joined that deployments were part of the deal, but “I didn’t think we
would be gone long,” she said. “I’ve been overseas for six months and am in rotation to
go back in October. I don’t believe that’s good for me or my family.”
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During the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, enlisted women of the Air Guard served
to both support the warfighter and administer care to the victims of war. According to a
2012 National Guard Bureau Posture Statement, the military mobilized 221,379 ANG
personnel since September 11, 2001 for active duty and of these over 12,658 ANG
personnel had participated in Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan and Operation
Iraqi Freedom in Iraq. Of these 2,291, enlisted women of the ANG took part in these
operations serving in air traffic control, airlift coordination, civil engineering, medical
care, law enforcement, aircraft maintenance, and communications support to name just a
few.19 Their performance and dedication to duty while serving in a deployed
environment were consistently outstanding. “As we’ve seen in Operation Iraqi Freedom
and Operation Enduring Freedom, the “front lines” are often right on our air bases and
just outside the wire and women are excelling as security forces Airmen, convoy drivers,
and other difficult jobs.”20 One key role for Air Guard women has always been making
certain supplies and personnel get to the battlefield to support the warfighter.
SrA Alicen Hogan of the New Hampshire ANG deployed to Bagram Air Base,
Afghanistan in 2003 as a member of the 455th Expeditionary Operations Group served as
aerial port specialist, responsible for manifesting passengers and cargo for air transport
for six months. Reflecting on her first time overseas in a combat zone Hogan said, “I was
a little nervous at first because of the daily rocket attacks, but after a while you get kind
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of used to it.” She said that her decision to join the ANG was one of the best she ever
made.21
A direct mission of the ANG is the support of humanitarian operations to help
those affected by war and natural disasters. The ANG is a first “on-scene” responder
following events of natural calamity such as typhoons, hurricanes, and earthquakes. With
its core competencies of mobility in austere environments and capabilities to respond
quickly in times of crisis, the ANG helps provide relief and reduce suffering in the early
stages to those directly affected. ANG officials have long recognized the U.S. National
Action Plan on Women, Peace, and Security. Adopted in 2011, this policy ensured the
protection and empowerment of women in humanitarian crisis from the earliest moments
of response is essential to furthering a sustained environment of stability afterwards.22
The utilization of more enlisted women in humanitarian and recovery operations,
particularly in dealing with foreign nationals, helped bridge cultural sensitivities thereby
building trust and increased interaction with the local population.
One of those enlisted women was SMSgt. Tommie Tracy of the 122nd Medical
Group of the Indiana ANG at Fort Wayne, Indiana who serving as a medical technician
helped treat Iraqi children and villagers affected by the war. Tracey said of her
experience in Iraq, “It’s allowed me countless opportunities to go to places where people
are in need and help where I could.”23 Areas of conflict were not the only places
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impacted by Air Guard enlisted women, but also in other locations where natural disaster
struck and required humanitarian assistance at home.
For one member of Hawaii’s Air National Guard’s recovery mission to the areas
of American Samoa devastated by a tsunami in September 2009, it was not just about
delivering supplies and medical assistance. It was also an emotional homecoming for
TSgt. Gloria Lafitaga of the 154th Medical Group, who jumped at the chance to help her
fellow citizens. As one of more than 90 Hawaii Guardsmen dispatched to American
Samoa to provide relief operations and other support to victims of the tsunami, TSgt.
Lafitaga was the first to raise her hand when she heard about the tsunami damage that hit
her home. A native of Fagasa, American Samoa, Lafitaga said she instantly started
worrying about her family after an 8.3 magnitude earthquake struck near the Samoa
Islands region causing 15 to 20 foot high waves to cascade inland across the South
Pacific archipelago.
The tsunami claimed more than 180 lives in Samoa, American Samoa and
neighboring islands. It destroyed villages, caused massive flooding, and even damaged
some of the coral reefs that attract fish and divers, two major sources of the island’s
economic activity. “I was devastated when I first heard the news because my family was
here and I hadn’t heard from them initially,” she said. “My grandmother lives along the
shore line and I know that she doesn’t walk so well, so I was really relieved once she and
other family members were ok.”24 Stepping up to serve their fellow citizens in both
conflict and civil disaster, Air Guard enlisted women stepped in to help out.
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As part of an eleven-member team from the Guam Air National Guard SSgt.
Kesha Rosario helped make some much needed infrastructure improvements to the island
nation of Demographic Republic of Timor Leste in the Southwest Pacific. The effort was
part of Operation Pacific Angel 2009, a U.S. Pacific Air Forces humanitarian program
medical, dental, and engineering assistance from July 16 to 20, 2009, to areas of Timor
Leste, a nation sharing the island of Timor north of Australia. As a member of the 254th
Civil Engineer Squadron SSgt. Rosario helped with the construction of a walkway at the
national hospital and a neighboring clinic. “The experience has been very humbling,
coming from a society where everything is pretty much handed to us,” said Staff Sgt.
Kesha Rosario, further adding, “Coming to Timor Leste and seeing what they have here
really opens your eyes to other countries and how much of a focus is needed on those
places.”25
The contributions of the Air Guard’s enlisted women exceeded beyond
operational mission duties. They also contributed to the enhancement of morale, esprit
de corps of military personnel, and increasing the public’s understanding and awareness
of the mission of the ANG. The ANG has several musical bands that provide a “face to
the public” as it were, that fosters support of the community for the organization. One of
the ANG’s troubadours was SSgt. Amy Layhew, a member of the Illinois Air Guard’s
Band of the Midwest, who performed concerts in Southwest Asia in 2003. Layhew
performed on clarinet, piano, and was also a featured vocalist. Her membership in the
Air Guard band was somewhat of afterthought after graduating from college. Layhew
“Airmen Leave Their Mark, Help Pacific Island Nation.” National Guard 63.9 1 Sep
2009: 118. Print.
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said, “…the Air Guard was a vehicle to both earn some additional money while getting a
chance to travel…” adding that, “…the chance to bring some entertainment to our guys in
the fight is my way of helping the effort.”26
The military honor guard also demonstrated esprit de corps and military tradition
to the public. The honor guard serves as ambassadors of the armed services to the public.
One of the most important functions of the honor guard is to provide escort services to
deceased veterans to their final resting place. One of those women was TSgt. Bonnie
Longie of the 142nd Fighter Wing Operation ANG at Portland, Oregon. Longie said
sending the veterans off to their final resting place with dignity, honor and grace is the
goal of every honor guard member. “It means so much to the members of the family that
their nation is saying goodbye to their loved ones with precision and passion,” she said.27
Service in the ANG also provided a path to citizenship for some women. The Iowa Air
National Guard selected SrA Hiliana Suarez-Chancey of the 185th Air Refueling Wing as
the Airman of the Year in 2003. The Colombia native took the oath of U.S. citizenship
Sept. 19, 2003 in Sioux City, Iowa. Suarez-Chancey said, “Naturalized Americans are
privileged since they get to choose being U.S. Citizens, unlike people born in the United
States who may take it for granted.” Suarez-Chancey said, “I love my country Colombia.
I was born there,” but, “this is the country that has given me what my own country never
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gave me: friends, family, a husband, and the possibility of work.”28 Since 1 October
2001, over 107,398 members of the military have become citizens.29
Accession to the top of the enlisted rank structure within the ANG for a woman
took over 40 years. In 2010, the military finally promoted a female to the highest enlisted
position within the National Guard, selecting CMSgt. Denise Jenliski-Hall as the first
female Senior Enlisted Advisor to the Chief of the National Guard Bureau. In 1984, she
was on her way to training camp as a first-term airman. Later she completed air traffic
control training assigned at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, followed by an assignment to the
California Air National Guard as a Ground Radio Operator. In 1990, she joined the 297th
Air Traffic Control Flight of the Hawaii ANG.
In 2006, they promoted her to Command Chief Master Sergeant for the Hawaii
Air National Guard and the Senior Enlisted Leader for the Hawaii State National Guard.
She is one of only four people in the entire nation chosen at that time to serve in the dual
positions.
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Figure 16. CMSgt. Denise Jenliski-Hall.30

In February 2010, CMSgt. Denise Jenliski-Hall was promoted to the position of
Command Chief Master Sergeant for the United States National Guard, where she
continued to accumulate firsts; she was the first woman to serve as the National Guard’s
Senior Enlisted Leader under a four-star General, and was also the first female in history
of the United States military to serve as the Senior Enlisted Leader for a sitting member
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Jenliski-Hall’s promotion to the top enlisted position within
the ANG demonstrated that women were considered as capable and worthy of leadership
roles as their male counterparts.
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Although Chief Jenliski-Hall had achieved major success in a male-dominated
workplace, she was quick to explain that she never allowed gender to become a factor in
her career. She believed that no one should ever take “no” for a final answer, but putting
in the necessary work to succeed is the key to overcoming any of life’s obstacles.31 Hall’s
career demonstrated that women were as proficient and capable as men were.
Finally, enlisted women of the ANG had reached the pinnacle of enlisted leadership
positions within both the ANG and National Guard.

Chapter Overview

Today, the number of women make up 18.9% of the total enlisted force of the
ANG and are serving in almost every career field, the only exception are those career
fields involving direct battlefield application such as tactical control party, combat
controller, and para-rescue specialties. The events of 9/11 expanded the roles of enlisted
women and promoted their rise throughout leadership positions within the ANG. Their
entry into previously closed career fields, such as SrA Jennifer Donaldson’s qualifying as
a security forces sniper and SMSgt. Lori Flinn’s participation in the invasion of Iraq has
demonstrated that enlisted women surpassed previous expectations of their capabilities.
The opening decade of the new millennium has placed the enlisted women of the Air
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Guard into the vanguard of America’s defense force and helped continue the legacy
started by previous generations of women who have donned the uniform in defense of
their country.
Their willingness to serve and deploy into harm’s way prompted political and
military leaders such as Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta and the Army’s General Ray
Odierno to initiate measures to remove restrictions on women from entering direct
combat career fields. Enlisted women of the ANG continue to prove their commitment to
duty and country every day while making sacrifices and leaving family and home behind
to deploy overseas for months at a time. The accomplishments and contributions of their
service have cemented their place in military history.
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Conclusion

The role of enlisted women in the ANG today has changed profoundly since their
enlistment authorization in 1968. The beginning of the 21st century has witnessed the
elimination of practically every gender barrier within the military. The August 2015
graduation of the first women to attend the United States Army’s elite Ranger School
shattered the “glass ceiling” for women in the military. The Air Force and ANG will
soon announce requirements for women entering the remaining direct combat specialties
previously closed to them. The Navy also announced that it would soon allow women to
enter SEAL training. These opportunities were inconceivable in 1968.
So determined were women to serve this nation’s military, they disguised
themselves as men to do so. These early successes led to women’s direct entrance into
the military, albeit in limited roles. When America entered World War II, the demand for
labor exceeded the number of men available, again providing opportunities for female
service. Further, the services drafted so many men, women entered non-traditional roles
in the private sector as well. “Rosie the Riveter” is an icon of women’s impact on the
domestic workforce. Women met each new opportunity, exceeding expectations and
allaying concerns about women’s abilities.
The existing historiography of women in the American military has included the
contributions of women from the Civil War to the Persian Gulf War. However, most of
this literature draws predominantly from the active duty and officer perspectives. Only
recently has substantial scholarship dealt with military enlisted women. There remains
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no significant documentation on women who have served in the National Guard and
Reserves.
Throughout the nation’s history, the National Guard has helped defend America
in every conflict, serving primarily as a state’s militia to subdue domestic disturbances
and in national emergencies as the primary reserve for the regular Army. With the
introduction of the airplane into the New York National Guard in 1908 and the
establishment of the First Aero Company, aviation had been an integral component of the
National Guard. Following the unparalleled success of airpower during World War II
and amid political infighting between the active duty Air Force and National Guard, the
government created the ANG in 1946 as part of planning for the post-World War II
American military defense structure.
Among the primary reasons for permitting women into the ANG were the
nation’s disillusionment with the Vietnam War; rising demands to end the draft; and a
growing wave of feminism demanding that women have greater access to the workforce.
The majority of initial enlistees transitioned from a prior service background. With the
creation of the AVF in 1973, the ANG aggressively directed their recruiting efforts
towards women in order to compensate for the reduced number of young males interested
in military service because of the negative experiences of the Vietnam War. The 1970s
witnessed dramatic changes in the military workforce as the introduction of large
numbers of women and efforts to pass the Equal Rights Amendment forced Pentagon
leaders to open traditional “male-oriented” career fields and initiate changes to personnel
policies concerning military single parent issues, pregnancy, and dependent pay
entitlements.
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The military’s embrace of women in both enlisted and officer ranks mirrors
societal changes in the U.S. and around the world. The private sector now boasts women
in diverse roles, from CEO to entry-level worker. During the Women’s Rights
movement of the late 60s and early 70s, women fought for equal pay for equal work as
well as opportunities to step outside traditional jobs. As in the private sector, the
military’s initial offerings for women were limited. However, as women succeeded in
the roles available to them, more opportunities became available.
Initially, the military segregated women from men and allowed limited options for
women’s service. As their successes increased and societal views of women changed, the
WAACs and WAVES expanded opportunities for women’s service. Ultimately, the
military eliminated segregated service opportunities for women, allowing them to enlist
directly into military branches, reserve forces, and National Guard/Air National Guard
units right alongside men.
The military’s expansion of women’s roles was not without conflict or difficulty.
Early enlistees faced harassment, skepticism, and discrimination. As the number of
enlisted women rose within the ANG, so did the number of sexual harassment and
discrimination cases. Air Force and ANG leaders implemented mandatory training
courses such as the Social Actions Programs to train supervisors and personnel on how to
approach issues surrounding sexism and harassment. Despite these challenges, enlisted
women of the ANG continued to integrate themselves fully into the organization. As
military leaders studied and addressed these issues, their numbers have decreased
significantly. Today, male and female recruits train together, learn together, deploy
together, and understand that they may fight together. Contemporary service members
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expect their ranks to reflect American society, with both men and women making
significant contributions.
The end of the Cold War required the military to change its focus to address
threats from a multilateral dynamic, including terrorism, non-state actors, humanitarian
crises, and other asymmetric threats. The increased demands from these threats increased
the level of mission responsibility on active component (AC) forces and, in turn, put a
greater demand on the ANG to support those forces and their missions. In order for the
ANG to complete these missions, full utilization of its enlisted women was necessary.
Despite women’s successes and advances into non-traditional roles, the military –
and society – proved reluctant to send women into battle. Women’s increasing presence
in uniform, the continued cohesion of co-ed military units, and women’s continued
success in increasingly challenging duties eroded both public and military aversion to
including female troops in combat roles. Women met each new opportunity with
dedication and determination, proving themselves just as capable as men.
Operations Desert Shield/Desert Storm in 1990, saw the first large-scale
deployment of National Guard and Reserve forces sent to war since the beginning of the
AVF in 1973. It was also the first major deployment of ANG enlisted women to a theater
of conflict since they joined in 1968. These women served in medical capacities, as civil
engineers, in communications, logistics, security police, and aircrew specialties. They
did so in an outstanding, professional manner. Political leaders shelved their pre-conflict
fears over military mothers and daughters returning from the war zone in body bags, as
well as skepticism over whether women would be able to perform their duties within the
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arduous conditions of a hostile environment as women proved their abilities in the Gulf
War.
Both the services and the private sector now accommodate pregnant women and
single parents. Both now recognize that gender alone does not preclude exemplary
service or leadership. As both increasingly acknowledge women’s value, organizations
both public and private offer them increasingly challenging opportunities.
Women today hold positions in society and government that would have been
incomprehensible even 50 years ago. Women sit on the U. S. Supreme Court, hold
cabinet-level positions in the White House, and serve as C-level executives in the private
sector. Society today accepts women as credible candidates for the U. S. Presidency and
every other elected office. The U.S. has had 32 female cabinet secretaries; three served
as Secretary of State, which is the highest-ranking cabinet position. Women serve across
the country as governors, lieutenant governors, Senators, Representatives, Attorneys
General, and Mayors, among others. To date, 44 American women have flown in space,
serving as scientists, researchers, educators, shuttle pilots, payload specialists, and shuttle
commanders. Peggy Whitson served as commander of the International Space Station –
the first woman to do so.
The military increasingly recognizes women for outstanding service. Mary
Edwards Walker received the Medal of Honor; Rear Admiral Eleanor V. Valentin, who
serves as Director of the U.S. Navy Medical Service Corps, has received the Defense
Superior Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Defense Meritorious Service Medal, and the
Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medal, among others. Just this year, during
ANG’s annual “Focus on the Force Week,” two of four personnel honored as
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Outstanding Airmen of the Year are women. As women continue to serve honorably and
capably, they continue to enter ever-higher offices and receive greater honors for their
service.
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134th Air Refueling Wing Tennessee Air National Guard
Knoxville, Tennessee
139th Airlift Wing
St. Joseph, Missouri
164th Airlift Wing Tennessee Air National Guard
Memphis, Tennessee
Air National Guard Readiness Center
Andrews AFB, MD 20762-5157
Air University Air Force Enlisted Heritage Research Institute
Maxwell- Gunter AFB, Montgomery, Alabama
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Muir S. Fairchild Research Information Center
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama 36112-6010
National Defense University
Ft. Lesley McNair
Washington, D.C.
National Museum of the U.S. Air Force
Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio
U.S. National Archives
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Appendix B.

Glossary

A1C: Airman First Class
AC: Active Component
AAF: Army Air Force, predecessor of the United States Air Force
AFB: Air Force Base
AFQT: Armed Forces Qualification Test
ANG: Air National Guard
ARRG: Air Refueling Group
AVF: All Volunteer Force
BGen: Brigadier General
DOD: Department of Defense
EOD: Explosive Ordinance Disposal
FY: Fiscal Year
GAO: Government Accounting Office
GOP: Grand Old Party, the Republican Party
GWOT: Global War on Terror
HASC: House Armed Services Committee
Lt. Gen.: Lieutenant General
MAG: Military Airlift Group
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Maj. Gen.: Major General
NGAUS: National Guard Association of the United States
OOTW: Operations Other Than War
ROTC: Reserve Officer Training Corps
SAOC: Sector Air Operations Center
Spars: Women’s Division of the United States Coast Guard, named after the Coast
Guard motto “Semper Paratus,” which means always ready.
WAACs: Women’s Army Auxiliary Corps
WAF: Women in the Air Force
WAF-ANG: A program that would follow active duty Air Force guidelines, which
permitted women into most any enlisted career fields excluding those closed to women.
WAVES: Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency Service
UMT: Universal Military Training
Womanpause: In the early 1980s, women’s increased presence in the military alarmed
some members of the DOD; Womanpause involved reducing recruitment goals for
women until their impact on readiness could be evaluated.
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